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Introduction

Introduction

0.1

Problem area - human-product interaction
Consumer products come in many flavors and incorporate many
areas of knowledge. The area of product design ranges from
train-interiors to tea-cups and from high-design juice squeezers to mobile phones. From the start of the industrial age these
products slowly became more and more interactive. But, from
the time that electronics became small and sufficiently cheap to
be incorporated into consumer products a new type of products
emerged. Not only did these products become smaller, their interaction became designable. This has consequences for how these
products are used. More importantly here, it has consequences
for the product design process.

0.1.1 Terminology
To begin, I clarify my terminology. The subject of this thesis is
human-product interaction or ‘interaction’ for short. Interaction
is a property of interactive products that unlike form is not
directly designable. It is an intangible quality of products that is
only present while interacting. Interaction concerns the product
and its user, only the product can be designed. In terms of this
thesis I define interaction by the presence of an ‘interface’. The
interface of an interactive product provides the link between user
and a product’s functionality. So to design for interaction is to design the form-properties of a product that comprise the interface.
These form-properties can be divided into two categories; formproperties that one can act upon: ‘controls’, and form-properties
that provide product-reactions: ‘feedback elements’.
Although only the form-properties of products can be
designed, they need to be designed with respect for people and
their skills. Overbeeke et al. identify three types of human skills:
cognitive, perceptual-motor, and emotional skills (Overbeeke et
al., 1999). In this thesis I take these three types of human skills
as a starting point for design for interaction.
Another term that I will frequently use throughout this thesis
is ‘information-for-use’. People can use products because products offer information-for-use. This information can be afforded
in many ways and differs in level of abstraction of how it relates
to our bodily skills. A drinking glass, for example, offers information-for-use that relates directly to our body, see figure 0.1.
12

Figure 0.1: Drinking
glass

Figure 0.2: Pocket
calculator
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In one view it is clear how the glass fits the hand and what to do
to let the liquid flow into your mouth. The information-for-use
is very directly available in the expression of the form of the
glass. It is very directly related to our bodily skills. In contrast,
an electronic pocket calculator offers a series of labelled buttons
and a display that give information-for-use, see figure 0.2. The
form of the buttons shows that they can be pressed, but what will
happen then is only decipherable by reading the labels on the
buttons. Here the information-for-use is much more abstract in
how it relates to our bodily skills.
Terminology, working definitions:
• interaction - the relation, in use, between a product and its user
mediated by an interface
• interface - the combination of the controls and feedback elements
of an interactive product
• information-for-use - information to clarify the use of a product,
this information ranges from direct to abstract
0.1.2 A brief history of the rise of interactive products
In what follows I sketch the rise of interactive products. The
story includes both examples of consumer products and of
professional products and tools. Along the lines of, and inspired
by, the interaction styles that are described by Øritsland and
Buur (2000) I distinguish four eras, each with different types
of products and with different interaction styles. They sketch the
evolution of interactive products from hand-crafted products to
today’s electronic products. I use these eras to describe the focus
of this thesis. The boundaries between the eras blend smoothly
into each other; they are not as clear-cut in reality as they are
sketched below. However, they do demonstrate the rise of interactive products and the problem area of this thesis. Each era is
represented by a schematic drawing of the interaction style that
characterizes it.
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Figure 0.3: Examples from the era of handcrafted products

Era of hand-crafted products
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Before the industrial revolution most products were relatively
simple and straight-forward in their use. Tableware, furniture,
knives, hammers, or plows are examples from this era, see
figure 0.3. The products of this time were not industrially
produced, instead they were hand-crafted. These products and
tools relied for their functionality on the skills of the people
that used them. For example, De Michelis (2003) describes an
Italian pocketknife (the pattada) that was, and still is, used by
shepherds. They can do a multitude of things using only the
knife and their skill with it. How a product should be operated
could be read from its form. What could be done with a product
depended on the perceptual-motor skills of the person operating
it. These products are multi-functional because the function is not
(completely) fixed in the design of the product, but depends on
the skills of the user. They are, in a sense, mechanical extensions
of the bodies of man.
In these products, the user reaches functionality through
the form of the product. Both in the form and in the use of such
products information-for-use is offered to the user, see figure 0.4.
In use the functionality takes shape. For example, the form of a
knife suggests cutting, moreover, while cutting a user gets inherent feedback on the functioning of the product (Wensveen, 2004,
2005).

function

Figure 0.4: Reaching
function, receiving
information-for-use
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Figure 0.5: Example from the era of mechanical products

Era of mechanical products
Products and tools gradually became more complex. Mechanisms
were added to accomplish things that man could not readily do.
Examples of such products and tools are clocks or factory drills,
but also early mechanical computing devices, see figure 0.5.
These products offered new functionality and further extended
and amplified the physical reach of man. Through mechanical
computing these products even made ways into the realm of
the ‘cognitive’ reach of man. However, this came at a cost, these
products and tools were not as versatile as the earlier products.
Compared to the earlier ‘hand-crafted’ products their functionality was primarily determined by their mechanisms and less by the
skills of the user.
Mechanical products are the first to offer something that can
be called interaction in the sense that there are (rudimentary)
controls on the product (weights of the clock, crank-wheel of
the drill, ‘figure’-wheels and calculation-crank of the difference
engine) that need operating. This contrasts with earlier, handcrafted products that were not operated through controls but as
a whole. Mechanical products and tools had ‘human’ scale functional parts, big levers, cogs, and cranks that could be read by
man so that the workings of those devices and thus the operation
could still be read from the form of those products (admittedly,

15
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Figure 0.7: Examples from the era of electrical products

Era of electrical products
After the mechanisms, electrical components were introduced to
products, and with those electrical components: miniaturization.
These electrical components gradually replaced the mechanical
cogs and levers as functional parts of products. They were smaller
than the earlier mechanisms, and as a result product designers
gained more freedom in shaping products. Examples of electrical products and tools include kitchen machines, telephones,
and ‘cabinet’ radios, see figure 0.7. These products, once more,
extended the reach of man further. Moreover, due to the nature
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to read the function of a difference engine a lot of mathematical
knowledge is necessary). What could be done with those products
depended more on the function of the product than it depended
on the skills of the person operating the product. Generally these
products offered simple functionality.
In mechanical products, the user reaches functionality through
the operation of controls that protrude from the product (handles,
knobs, levers, etc.). These controls are inseparably part of the
functional mechanisms. They offer information-for-use because
the mechanisms and controls refer to movements that can be read
and are on a human scale, see figure 0.6. For example, the drivecrank of the factory drill connects to the drill-shaft through cogs,
to operate the drill the crank has to be turned.

controls

technology

function

Figure 0.6: Reaching
function, receiving
information-for-use
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Figure 0.8: Reaching
function, receiving
information-for-use

and small size of the electrical components, they offered more and
new functionality and new ways to control that functionality than
the earlier mechanical products.
Electrical components were operated differently than
mechanical components. Instead of cogs and levers they were
operated by means of switches and dials. Where the mechanical components could be ‘read’ to understand the workings of
the product, electrical components were more abstract in how
they offered information-for-use. Still, the controls of these
products were generally mapped to the parameters-of-use in a
rather straightforward manner. For example, instead of manually
cranking a drill to a specific speed, a dial was operated to set
the desired speed. As is the case with mechanical products, what
could be done with these products depended more on the function
of the product than that it depended on the skills of the person
operating the product.
Electrical products are quite similar to the earlier mechanical
products; the user reaches functionality through the operation
of controls that protrude from the product. These controls are
part of the electrical circuits that make the product function.
Information-for-use, however, is more abstract. The controls are
determined by the electrical technology. A user can see how a
control is operated (e.g., I can turn this or I can push this) but
the control does not suggest what function will be accessed, information-for-use is not derived from function, see figure 0.8. In
comparison with the earlier products the actions became ‘smaller’.
For example, to make a radio play louder a volume-dial has to
be turned. It is a dial because the electrical circuit requires a
potentiometer to control volume. Rotating a dial is not especially
meaningful for making a radio play louder. Instead informationfor-use is given by labels on those controls.
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Figure 0.9: Examples from the era of electronical products

Era of electronic products (present)
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Electrical components were replaced by electronic components.
This resulted in more miniaturization, and due to the digital nature of these electronics, more abstraction. Electronic components
now became so small that they could be built into fairly anything;
but also so small that they left the human scale. Designers gained
even more freedom in shaping those kinds of products. Examples
of such products include voice recorders, car stereo equipment,
but also factory equipment, see figure 0.9. These electronic
products extended the reach of man spectacularly, in many ways.
For example, electronics made it possible to video-chat with
somebody at the other side of the world in real time or to have
a product made automatically by a rapid prototyping machine.
Finally, because of the small size of the functional components
and their programmability, these products gained spectacularly
in the amount of functions present.
Even more than the mechanical products and the electrical
products, electronic products require specific, clearly defined
input. Electronic products are typically operated through small,
standardized actions. The skills of man have even less influence
on the functioning of the product than that they had in the earlier
products.
In electronic products another layer of abstraction is added.
The user now reaches functionality through the operation of
an interface. The interface controls are explicitly coupled to the
electronic hardware and information-for-use is derived from this
coupling-layer, see figure 0.10. The information-for-use has little

controls

coupling
technology

function

Figure 0.10: Reaching
function, receiving
information-for-use
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relation to the body or skills of the user. Moreover, the actions
to control these products become even smaller than before. For
example, to make the car stereo play the button with the ‘+’-label
has to be pressed. The button is not determined by the electronic
hardware, it is there by design. The ‘+’ refers to the mathematical
operation of adding, it refers to the coupling-layer. In itself pushing the ‘+’-sign has no meaning for making the car-stereo play
louder.
0.1.3 Electronic products - opportunities
What makes electronic products different from the earlier
products is that the functional components do not determine the
controls. The electrical characteristics of the controls do not directly influence the functioning of the electronic circuits; instead
they are regarded as sensors that are read-out by the functional
hardware and explicitly coupled to functionality. This contrasts
with earlier products where the controls were inseparable from
the functional parts. For example, to control a product with electric components it might be necessary to change the resistance of
a component by means of a potentiometer or it might be necessary to switch over to a different electrical circuit by means of a
switch. Of course one could choose to have a slider or a rotating
potentiometer, but the options were limited. This is a difference
with far-reaching consequences. If the controls of a product are
not determined by the functional parts then they can be chosen
by the designer of the product. Or in other words electronics give
designers freedom, not only because electronics are small but also
because a designer is free to choose how to control them. The
controls are coupled to electronic hardware through programming. With the advent of electronics the ‘real’ interface was
born. Where the earlier interaction styles were a consequence of
the technology that they incorporated, interaction-style is now
‘designable’. This means that the process of designing interactive
products offers new opportunities and challenges.
As I said earlier, new possibilities for design have consequences
for the design process. Next I describe the current design process
of interactive products.
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0.1.4 The design process of interactive products
The areas of knowledge and skills that come together in the product design process include design skills, human factors, production and construction techniques, sustainability, and marketing
strategies. A designer of products needs working knowledge in
each of these areas. The traditional industrial design process, as
described for example in Roozenburg and Eekels (1991), Muller
(2001), or Bürdek (1996), aims to integrate all these areas of
knowledge into a product. It is quintessential to realize that a
consumer product is an optimized solution for a design problem,
but always a trade-off between all kinds of conflicting demands.
Product design is a skill and the aforementioned trade-offs can
only be made through design experience. Moreover, products
that are optimized towards one characteristic, for example cost
efficiency, often are shallow in other aspects like durability,
experience offered, or aesthetics. Good industrial product design
is in integrating and balancing all characteristics of a product for
a particular application, user group, and context-of-use.
From the time that electronics became small and cheap
enough to be incorporated into consumer products a new type
of product emerged. Not only did these products become smaller,
they became highly interactive. These interactive products have
all the characteristics of ‘classic’ products but they have new
characteristics too. Interactive products have interface-controls
and feedback elements that are coupled through its electronics,
opening up its interactive functionality in its behavior. These
interface-controls, feedback elements, and behavior are all new
characteristics that need designing too.
The traditional product design process is not equipped to
deal with the design of highly interactive products. To design
an interactive product one needs more than to ‘just add interaction’ to the integrating mix that is the product design process.
For interaction is essentially different from well-known aspects
of the design process like form or manufacturing. It is present
only in the relation between product and man, and is therefore
not directly modifiable. Instead it is only given shape indirectly,
through form and product behavior. This makes interaction
with these electronic products a particularly difficult aspect to
get a grip on. An electronic product by definition has no fixed
coupling between control and function. Such couplings are
20
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intentionally made through programming. It is in this aspect of
highly interactive products that the old industrial design process
falls short. The traditional industrial design process is concerned
with the design of the physical: it is not concerned with the design
of the digital. Therefore, in practice interactive products are not
designed by the old rules, instead the design process of highly
interactive products seems to be an eclectic mix of the traditional
industrial design process (where the physical aspects are concerned) and ‘interaction design’ techniques borrowed from the
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) community. Even though
interaction is now ‘designable’ as stated earlier, this option for
design is not widely utilized.
0.1.5 Interactive products and the HCI research area
The design process of interactive products is influenced by design
techniques of the HCI community (v. Setten et al., 1997). HCI
knowledge is often applied to interactive consumer products, for
example, the WIMP (Windows, Icons, Menus, and Pointer) interaction style is widely applied to interactive consumer products.
The underlying assumption appears to be that since interactive
products utilize programmable computer parts, the knowledge
gained on human-computer interaction must be applicable to
human-product interaction too. I question this assumption by
investigating the nature of computers and consumer products,
after which I draw conclusions for the design of interactive
consumer products.
Computers - multi-functional devices
Computers were originally designed and built for the professional
work environment. They are devices that mediate a very broad
(and even unknown) range of software functionality. This leads
to two characteristics of computers which have rather big implications for the interaction with computers and for knowledge on
usability of computers and software:
1. Since computers need to support a broad range of software
functionality, a structure is offered to accept this range of functionality. Moreover, the input medium, the output medium, and
thus the interaction-style are standardized.
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2. Since computers are primarily designed as devices for the work
environment there is a big emphasis on efficiency. In line with
Frederick Winslow Taylor the process of operating computers is
extensively studied. Task analysis is the ‘Scientific Management’
of our time. And through the practice of task analysis the
functionality of software is subdivided into concise procedures
involving small, easily learnable, efficient, and production oriented user-actions.
The fact that computers are designed to accommodate a broad
range of functionality and thus have a standardized interactionstyle has two implications. First, it means that computers offer
very limited opportunities to design for interaction; all physical
aspects of interaction are left out of the design process. Second,
it means that computers offer limited opportunities for the information-for-use to be meaningful for function. Therefore usability
aspects of computers are not about the interaction-style itself but
about the procedures for operating the computer. Many definitions of usability have surfaced. A definition of usability that is
often used and quoted is the ISO/DIS 9241-11 standard: ‘The
extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified
goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context
of use.’ (quoted from Seffah & Metzker, 2004, p. 72) This definition of usability demonstrates the influence of the origin of the
computer: the work environment with its focus on efficiency and
effectivity. Summarizing, computers are generic, efficient devices
with a standardized interaction-style optimized for the work
environment. Next I describe traditional consumer products.
Traditional consumer products - function specific solutions
The application area of consumer products ranges from the professional work environment to the home environment and from
goal oriented activities to leisure oriented activities. In the area of
product design, form mediates both human-factors and aesthetics. Products are designed to integrate function and human-factors in a beautiful form*. They are designed to solve a specific
* To focus the discussion on the differences between computer systems
and consumer products other aspects like engineering and production
techniques, sustainability, and marketing strategies are left out of the
present discussion.
22
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design problem, aimed at providing solutions for human needs.
Hence, products offer a specific function or set of functions, they
are not ‘generalists’. Opportunities to provide information-foruse are therefore plentiful. Interaction aspects do play a role but
they are typically limited to mechanical or electrical operation of
the product. That is, there is interaction with the products but it is
not of the type of the ‘electronic era’-interaction. Usability aspects
focus on traditional human-factors (e.g. designing products to
fit the human size or ‘if I turn this knob which way should the
dial move’). Summarizing, the application area of traditional
consumer products is diverse. Within this application area each
consumer product has specific functionality.
Bringing the computers and consumer products together interactive products
When computers and consumer products come together these
products become interactive. Cooper claims that the computer
characteristics are so strong that the result of such a merger is
that the product essentially becomes a computer (Cooper, 1999).
If I compare the description of computers and the description
of consumer products with commercially available interactive
products this seems indeed the case for interaction. The structures of computer interfaces often also underlie the interfaces of

Figure 0.11: Menus on consumer products (left: a digital camera, right: a
mobile telephone)

interactive consumer products, see figure 0.11. Moreover, similar
to computers, input is generally given through buttons, while
output (feedback) is commonly given on screens. The interaction-style of these products is similar to those of computers and is
23
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Figure 0.12: The beautiful forms of interactive products

also standardized. On the other hand, knowledge from the area
of traditional product design does influence interactive products
where the form is concerned. Design knowledge like the use
of material, color, texture, proportion, and balance is used to
make the form of interactive products beautiful, see figure 0.12.
However, the design of the physical form and the design of the
interface of interactive products have been separated.
In the design of computer interfaces the structure comes first.
It is clad with functionality and made usable by usability engineers through careful grouping and mapping of these functions.
The emphasis is on making interaction efficient and effective.
Finally designers are invited to add beauty to this construction.
This process considers all parts as separate, i.e. a good structure
with logical groupings and mappings of functionality makes
for efficient and effective use and the beauty that is added will
ensure that the interface is satisfying. In this context I would like
to point to the notion that the different parts (i.e. usability and
aesthetics) are considered in contradiction with each other by
some. For example Norman suggests that usability and aesthetics
are opposites (Norman, 1990, p.150) and Russo and de Moraes
(2003) question the usability of design icons.
I identified several influences of HCI knowledge on the design
of interactive products. In my view the biggest influence of HCI
knowledge on the design of interactive products is the separation
of the design of form and the design of interaction in the design
process. To separate these makes sense in the design of computer
interfaces where function is explicitly separated from the interface and form and where interaction-style is standardized. But
it is in sharp contrast with the traditional product design process
24
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that tries to integrate all relevant areas of knowledge. As for the
standardization of interaction-style, I think that this is neither
necessary nor desirable in consumer products. It is not necessary
because consumer products do not have to mediate a broad and
changing range of functionality and it is not wanted because it
disregards both the skills of users and the skills of designers to
make custom-fit solutions for specific contextual design problems
both in form and interaction. The notion that usability is inversely
correlated to beauty is understandable from the point of view of
HCI, but I think that it is not beauty that is hampering usability,
but the lack of integration in the design process. If beauty is
added to interfaces as an afterthought while all the design
decision regarding function and interaction are already taken,
very little room is left for the designer to work with. In the field
of design research many types of aesthetics are distinguished,
Dunne and Raby (2001) talk about the aesthetics of narrative,
Djajadiningrat et al. (2000b) and Graves-Petersen et al. (2004)
name aesthetics of interaction, Gaver et al. (2003) name the
aesthetic of ambiguity, Hallnås and Redström (2002) discuss
the aesthetics of computational things, and Buur et al. (2004)
mention aesthetics of actions. These sources of aesthetics remain
closed if the design process does not integrate the design of form
and the design of interaction. I feel that by splitting up the design
process into the design of form and the design of interaction,
many opportunities for pleasurable interaction are neglected.
Moreover, by standardizing the interaction-style, the source of
information-for-use is sought in structure, neglecting the skills of
man as a source of inspiration for information-for-use.
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0.1.6 Conclusion, the problem area
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A great advantage of electronic products is that designers gain
freedom in shaping products. Form does not depend on the size
of the functional components, nor do the functional components
determine the interface controls. However, I also showed that the
information-for-use became more abstract with the rise of interactive products. In the simple hand-crafted products that were
described above, information-for-use is a natural consequence
of form and use. The functioning of such products depends on
the skills of the user. This contrasts with electronic products that
derive information-for-use from the coupling-layer and require
clearly defined input. These products offer information-for-use
through an abstract, narrow ‘channel’ while at the same time
increasing the amount of functionality. I consider this to be a
problem. By narrowing the ‘channel’ for information-for-use,
man’s diverse skills are disregarded in favour of his cognitive
skills. At the same time, opportunities for making interaction
with electronic products engaging and aesthetically pleasing
are ruled out. In this thesis I aim to exploit the freedom of form
that modern electronic products have to offer while widening
the ‘channel’ for information-for-use by having the form of
products express what can be done with them, see figure 0.13.
Thus products offer information-for-use inspired by function,
not by the coupling-layer, and interaction can be opened up for
all skills of man. To accomplish this, I feel that the design process
of interactive electronic products needs to be adapted. Next I
propose a new approach for designing interactive products that
is design driven.

controls
coupling

technology

function

Figure 0.13: Reaching
function, receiving
information-for-use

Integrating form, interaction and function, designing
interactive products
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Interactive products have three properties: form, interaction, and
function, see figure 0.14. Key to this model is the notion that these
three aspects are related to each other, for form invites one to
interact and in this interaction functionality is reached. I propose
an integral design process for interactive products, inspired by
the traditional design process; a design process where form,
interaction, and function are explored and designed concurrently
in order to integrate them in dedicated interactive products; a

Figure 0.14: Three
properties of interactive
products
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Figure 0.15: Design explorations for answering a mobile telephone

design process where information-for-use is inspired by function,
and where the skills of man are central to interaction. Many
combinations of form, interaction, and function are possible
and only in the exploration of such combinations is it possible
to investigate their quality in terms of information-for-use and
skills of man. An example for such an exploration can be seen
in figure 0.15 where different options for answering a telephone
were explored. In doing so, new interaction paradigms can be
found and explored. More important, if from the start both
usability (ergonomics/human factors) and aesthetics are used as
criteria for form, interaction, and function combinations, aesthetics no longer has to be opposite to usability.
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0.2

Approach
The aim of this thesis is to explore new interaction paradigms
for interactive consumer products. I choose to do this in a typically designerly manner, by designing interactive products, by
conducting research through design.

0.2.1 Method - research through design
Research through design is similar to Archers’ ‘research through
practice’ (Archer, 1995). Archer recognizes research through
practice as a form of action research which he defines as ‘Action
Research: Systematic investigation through practical action calculated to
devise or test new information, ideas, forms or procedures and to produce
communicable knowledge’ (Archer, 1995, p. 6). He warns that since
action research is situation-specific it is ‘difficult and dangerous to
generalize from Action Research findings’ (Archer, 1995, p. 12). What
is important in this statement is the word: ‘situation-specific’. For
me this implies two things. First, the skills of the designer play an
important role, it is through the designerly skills that the problem
area unfolds. Second, the knowledge gained through a research
through practice project is applicable to a specific situation. Or
as Hummels states, it leads ‘to conditional laws instead of general laws’
(Hummels, 2000, p. 1.27). In the case of design it is applicable to
a specific class of products and its design process. Archer states
that a practitioner should position himself in opinion and theory
concerning the domain in which the knowledge from his research
is applicable. How such knowledge is generalizable in a specific
domain is demonstrated for example by Wensveen (2005) who
designed and researched an affective alarm clock. He set design
specifications for products that are to recognize human emotions.
Moreover he adds to existing theory on how to recognize emotions. His framework for coupling action to information-for-use
taps in nicely with learning and conditioning theory from psychology. The generalizability is thus supported by other sciences.
Knowledge on two levels can be gathered when researching
product design. One can research aspects of products themselves,
like form or interface, but one can also research the process of
how these products came into existence. When conducting research through design, both types of knowledge are intertwined.
Knowledge on products and knowledge on the process of design28
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ing these products is generated. Products are designed to explore
implications of theory in context. The resulting products are
subjected to experimentation in real life situations to understand
the complex relationship of man with designed reality. The assumption underlying the research through design approach is
that knowledge gained from these products, through experimentation, can be generalized in the form of design specifications for
future products and in new theory or frameworks.
The research through design process is sometimes confused
with the normal design process. This often leads to two questions.
First, is this process not simply a product design process? Second,
is research through design not simply prototype testing?
To answer the first question I point to the differences of a
research through design process and a ‘normal’ design process.
The prototypes that are the result of a research through design
process are not initiated by user needs, but by a research question. The question addressed in this thesis is: is it possible to
diversify interaction-style beyond the ‘menu on screen with navigation buttons’-paradigm, and how can this be done. Moreover,
the prototypes that are presented in this thesis are not products
ready for production. The prototypes are elaborated to a highly
experiential level so that they can be used in real life experiments
to answer the research question.
This leads to the next question; how does research through design differ from simple prototype testing. In a research through
design process the knowledge that is gained leads to new theory
or frameworks and is generalizable to a whole product category
that is defined before starting the research project. In the case
of this thesis the knowledge is generalizable to the category of
highly interactive products. Prototype testing leads to knowledge
that is only applicable to the product or design process that is at
hand. Typical answers that are sought in prototype testing are:
which prototype fits best the user needs, how can the prototype
be adapted to better fit the user needs, or technical questions
concerning for example durability.
0.2.2. Research question and scope
More to the point, this thesis sets out to explore alternatives for
the ‘menu on screen with navigation-buttons’ interaction-paradigm that is paramount today. This gives rise to four questions.
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First, on what will this alternative interaction paradigm be
based? Second, what is the solution domain of this new interaction paradigm? Third, how does such a new interaction paradigm
compare to the old one? Fourth, how can this new paradigm be
characterized? In this thesis these questions are answered in
a designerly manner, doing research through design. The first
question is answered by taking position in theory (chapter 1).
The second question is answered by designing (chapter 2 and
chapter 4). The third question is answered through experimentation (chapter 3 and chapter 5). Finally, the fourth question
is answered in a reflection on the answers on the first three
questions (chapter 6). Yet the meaning of ‘designing’ needs some
clarification in the context of this thesis.
As indicated above the research through design process is not
a product design process. It is not initiated by user needs but by
a research question. Here the research question is concerned
with interaction. Therefore interaction itself is taken as starting-point for the (research through) design process. This means
that aspects like functionality, user needs, and context-of-use
are not used as starting-point for the design process; they are
a consequence of design decisions that follow from the interaction. Or in other words, the design process as it is encountered
in practice is altered in favor of exploring and answering my
research question.
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0.2.3. In this thesis
Chapter 1

In this chapter the two areas of research and theory that have
been the starting point for this research are discussed: tangible
interaction and the concept of affordance. Inspired by these a
new interaction paradigm is proposed, namely, rich interaction.
Rich interaction starts from people’s skills and aims for aesthetic
interaction through the integration of form, interaction, and
function. Next to this new interaction paradigm, a framework
for exploration is presented that can be used to design for rich
interaction.
Chapter 2

Chapter 2 explores the concept of rich interaction in more detail
and in a hands-on manner. Five conceptual designs for digital
cameras are designed and mocked-up in cardboard. They are
presented and evaluated. One of these cameras is chosen for use
in an experiment described in the next chapter.
Chapter 3

In an experiment the camera with the rich user interface (RUI)
is compared to a ‘conventional’ digital camera. Two lessons are
learned. First, to investigate the quality of interaction one needs
working, interactive prototypes. Second, the form-language of
products interferes with the assessment of the quality of interaction. To overcome these problems it is decided to build a working
prototype of the RUI camera with four interface modules, ranging from conventional to rich, so that different interaction-styles
can be assessed using the same form-language.
Chapter 4

Chapter 4 deals with the design and construction of the prototype
of the RUI camera and of the interface modules.
Chapter 5

In a second experiment the four different interaction-styles are
compared in a real-use context. Amongst others, product qualities (as defined by Hassenzahl, 2004) are measured before and
after use as a first operationalization of ‘aesthetic interaction’.
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Absolute measures like time of use and amount of actions are
logged, and also the cameras are ranked on beauty, ease-of-use,
and goodness. The experiment reveals that aesthetic interaction
is present in the RUI camera.
Chapter 6

Finally in chapter 6, rich interaction is defined and three aspects
that are part of the definition are discussed through a reflection
on the work that was done. Next the application area of rich interaction principles is discussed with special attention to tangible
interaction. Finally the research approach employed is assessed.
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1.0

Introduction - in this chapter
In this chapter I position myself in theory to provide a context for
this thesis (Archer, 1995). I provide a background and depth to
the new interaction paradigms that are explored. In the introduction I described the rise of interactive products and the influence
of HCI knowledge on the state-of-the-art in interactive consumer
products. Although I consider the influence of HCI on interactive
products not a positive thing, there are lessons that can be learned
from HCI research. One of the few HCI interaction-styles that
concerns itself with the physical is tangible interaction. Although
it might not be directly applicable to the domain of consumer
products, it can certainly inspire the design of them. Following
this I provide insight into how information-for-use can be
given by discussing affordances and expressive products. I then
introduce and describe the concept of rich interaction, a view
on human-product interaction that advocates the unity of form,
interaction, and function. Moreover, I provide a framework for
exploration that can be used to design for rich interaction.

1.1

Tangible interaction
Tangible interaction is a hot topic in the research field of humancomputer interaction. It concerns the use of physical objects to
interact with computer systems, offers function-specific interfaces, and involves more human skills than only the cognitive.
Therefore I see both a relation with the field of interactive product
design and inspiration for the new interaction paradigms that are
explored in this thesis. I give examples of tangible interfaces and
discuss frameworks that have been constructed to categorize
them. Finally I investigate if these frameworks can be applied to
interactive consumer products and search for tangible interfaces
in commercially available products.
What is tangible interaction
Computer systems are used to control and manipulate digital
information. This information can take many forms, for example,
text-documents, streams of sound-data, banking-accounts, or
mathematical simulations. The predominant approach to interact
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with this digital information is the use of graphical user interfaces
(GUI). Tangible user interfaces are proposed as an alternative for
these GUIs.
Building on earlier work, Ishii and Ullmer (1997) coined the
term ‘tangible interaction’ in 1997. Tangible interaction is an interaction-style that uses tangible, i.e., physical, objects as means to
interact with computer systems. In a tangible user interface these
physical objects are called ‘tangibles’. Generally such tangibles
can represent or manipulate digital information. For example,
tangibles can represent a document (Ullmer et al., 1998), a series
of images (van der Hoven, 2004), or geometry (Underkoffler and
Ishii, 1999). Examples of tangibles that manipulate digital information include virtual geometry manipulator tongs (Schkolne
et al., 2001) and volume navigation tools (Subramanian, 2004).
Tangible user interfaces provide a seamless integration of the
representation of digital information and the control of that
information, there is little distinction between input and output.
Ullmer (2002) states that Shneiderman’s three principles of
what he calls direct manipulation are applicable to tangible
interaction. That means that tangible user interfaces offer:
(Shneiderman quoted in Ullmer, 2002, p. 57)
1. ‘Continuous representation of the object of interest’
2. ‘Physical actions or labeled button presses instead of complex syntax’
3. ‘Rapid incremental reversible operations whose impact on the object of
interest is immediately visible’
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Figuur 1.1: TUI interaction model (picture courtesy of Tangible Media Group,
MIT Media Laboratory)
1. ‘Physical representations (rep-p) are computationally coupled to underlying digital
information (model)’
2. ‘Physical representations embody mechanisms for interactive control (control)’
3. ‘Physical representations are perceptually coupled to actively mediated digital
representations (rep-d)’
4. ‘Physical state of tangibles embodies key aspects of the digital state of the system’
(Ullmer and Ishii, 2001, p. 582)

Ullmer and Ishii (2001) also provide an interaction model
and four key characteristics to describe tangible interfaces, see
figure 1.1*.
Concluding, what makes tangible interaction different from
the predominant graphical user interfaces that use windows,
icons, menus, and pointers (WIMP) is the nature of representation. GUIs offer input devices that are used to control and
manipulate digital information that is represented by icons on
screens. Tangible user interfaces offer dedicated physical objects
that represent the digital information to control and manipulate
that information. Both are examples of direct manipulation.
GUIs explicitly separate input and output, and represent digital
information separate from the interface controls on a screen.
Tangible user interfaces integrate input and output in tangible,
physical objects that represent digital information themselves.
Finally, tangible interaction is action driven instead of cognition
driven.
* In a recent publication Ullmer et al. changed the terminology of the
model: ‘physical’ is now named ‘tangible’ and ‘digital’ changed to ‘intangible’. Thereby changing the name of the model from ‘MCRdp’ into
‘MCRti’ (Ullmer et al., 2005). I decided to keep the older terminology
because it fits my own terminology better.
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Why tangible interaction?
A question that needs to be answered is why tangible interaction is a useful thing; people seem to cope with computers and
GUIs as they exist today. Ullmer states that the main critique of
WIMP-style interaction paradigms ‘concerns their major asymmetry
between “ input” and “output” interaction modalities. While often employing millions of pixels of graphical output, WIMP interfaces generally rely
upon a single locus of pointer-driven input, in a style largely devoid of
physical and kinesthetic affordances, or handles for engaging with a world
of multiple users, each with two hands and a lifetime of physical skills.‘
(Ullmer, 2002, p. 1). Expanding on human skills Overbeeke et
al. argue that current products emphasize cognitive skills. They
distinguish three types of human skills, i.e., cognitive, emotional
and perceptual-motor skills. They argue that to enrich human
experience products should take all human skills into account
(Overbeeke et al., 1999). Dourish points out that from the early
age of computation to the present, the interaction with computers
sees ‘a gradual incorporation of a wider range of human skills and abilities’ (Dourish, 2004, p. 14). He names tangible interaction as a
next step in incorporating more skills into the interaction with
computers.
From a phenomenological standpoint Dourish argues for
embodied interaction of which tangible interaction is part. He
defines embodied interaction as: ‘the creation, manipulation, and
sharing of meaning through engaged interaction with artifacts’ (Dourish,
2004, p. 126). Van Rompay makes the same argument while referring to Dewey and Merleau-Ponty. Interacting with the world
requires not an ‘intellectual’ understanding but an ‘embodied’
understanding (van Rompay, 2005).
Embodied interaction is a result of a specific understanding
of how the world is encountered and interacted with. The understanding that man can interact with the world through doing
and not through knowing. Tangible interaction offers potential
for interaction to be embodied by incorporating a wider range of
human skills than the conventional interaction-styles.
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1.1.1 Tangible interaction - examples:
I/O Bulb - Urp - Underkoffler and Ishii

Figure 1.2: URP (picture courtesy of Tangible Media Group, MIT Media
Laboratory)

The I/O bulb (Underkoffler and Ishii, 1999) is a technology
that is capable of both projecting imagery onto a surface and
detecting objects and their movements on this surface. The
projection of images is done with a data-projector. The detection
of objects and their movements is done by means of a camera
and a tagging scheme with colored dots. Projector and camera
are co-located above the surface that is used to project on and
to detect from. An application that uses the I/O bulb technology
is Urp (Underkoffler and Ishii, 1999). Urp is a urban planning
and design tool that can be used to physically investigate the
casting of both shadows and reflections by buildings and wind
effects of buildings on scale, see figure 1.2. Building-objects can
be placed on the projection surface to start the simulation. By
means of physical wands and manipulable objects it is possible
to set the time of day (to set the position of the sun), to simulate
reflections as if the buildings were made of glass, and to simulate
the changes in airflow caused by the buildings.
BUILD-IT - Rauterberg, Fjeld, Krueger, Bichsel, Leonhardt and
Meier
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BUILD-IT - Rauterberg, Fjeld, Krueger, Bichsel, Leonhardt
and Meier

Figure 1.3: the BUILD-IT system
(picture courtesy of prof. dr. G.W.M. Rauterberg)

The BUILD-IT system (Rauterberg, Fjeld, Krueger, Bichsel,
Leonhardt, and Meier, 1998) is a planning tool for the construction and design of plants. It employs two projection surfaces, a
horizontal surface (table) and a vertical surface. The horizontal
surface can be used to interact with the system by means of a
‘brick’, a small aluminum block with a reflective surface. The position of this ‘brick’ is detected by a camera that is pointed at the
horizontal surface. The horizontal surface shows a 2D topview of
a virtual building ground for a plant and a virtual machine store
for plant-construction. The vertical surface shows a 3D view of
the same virtual building ground, see figure1.3. A machine from
the virtual machine store can be selected by placing the ‘brick’
over it. It can then be positioned on the virtual building ground
by moving the ‘brick’. It is deselected and fixed by covering
the ‘brick’ with the hand. To delete a machine from the virtual
building ground it is re-selected and moved back into the virtual
machine store. Finally, the ‘brick’ can be used to move a virtual
camera through the plant. The image from the virtual camera is
projected onto the vertical projection screen.
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Mediablocks - Ullmer, Ishii, and Glas

Figure 1.4: Mediablocks
(picture courtesy of Tangible Media Group, MIT Media Laboratory)

Mediablocks (Ullmer et al., 1998) are small wooden blocks
that can be used to ‘store’ and transport digital information.
Together with mediablocks come ‘mediablock slots’, these are
receptacles that accept mediablocks. The digital information
is not actually transferred to the mediablock but associated
with it. If a mediablock is inserted into a ‘mediablock slot’ the
information associated with the mediablock is transferred to
that ‘mediablock slot’ over the network. Whiteboards, cameras,
printers, and data-projectors were all equipped with ‘mediablock
slots’. Moreover, two mediablock manipulators were built: a
‘mediablock sequencer’ and a ‘mediablock browser’. Whiteboards
and cameras record to mediablocks, printers and data-projectors
visualize the contents of mediablocks. Personal computers act as
gateways between the devices. The ‘mediablock sequencer’ can be
used to combine and edit digital information stored on different
mediablocks, see figure 1.4.
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Surface drawing - Schkolne, Pruett, and Schröder

Figure 1.5: Surface drawing (picture courtesy of S. Schkolne)

The Surface Drawing system (Schkolne et al., 2001) is used to
freely draw organic three dimensional shapes in a virtual reality
environment by means of hand movements, see figure 1.5. The
system employs three types of tangible tools to manipulate the
images that are drawn. First, the system employs a pair of physical tongs. Drawings can be moved by means of a pair of physical
tongs and when two pairs of tongs are used the drawing can be
scaled. Second, the system employs a physical organically shaped
eraser object that can be used to erase parts of the drawing.
Finally the system employs a physical magnet object that can be
used to deform and manipulate the form of the drawing.
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ISH - Hummels and van der Helm

Figure 1.6: ISH (picture courtesy of Caroline Hummels)

ISH is an interactive multi-media installation that uses a diverse
set of tangible interfaces (Hummels and van der Helm, 2004).
It is a collection of tangibly interactive devices, setup around a
horizontal projection screen, see figure 1.6. With these devices
people can compose image and sound. For example, they describe
‘Compositish’, a physical device with a tangible interface that can
be used to select and order (digital) image layers by ordering
physical cards. Also, they describe ‘Phiconish’, a set of physical
icons that can be used to browse through a media collection.
What makes ISH different from the earlier examples is the fact
that ISH is not a fixed interface solution to a design problem
but an ongoing and evolving experimental setup to study what
Hummels and van der Helm call ‘resonant interaction’.
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1.1.2 Tangible interaction - frameworks
Many efforts have been made to construct frameworks for tangible interaction. Interestingly these frameworks themselves can be
categorized too. I distinguish two categories. The first category
emphasizes descriptives of parts and technical principles. The
second category concerns the meaning of objects. Next I sketch
these two categories through examples of frameworks and point
out where I find the frameworks to fall short.
Frameworks emphasizing descriptives of parts and technical
principles
One of the approaches in describing the parts of tangible user
interfaces (TUIs) is to describe how tangibles are bound to digital information. Holmquist et al. (1999) proposed a framework
that presents containers, tokens, and tools as the building blocks
of tangible interfaces. A container can hold digital information,
a token is a representation of digital information and a tool can
act on digital information. Ullmer and Ishii (2000, 2001) propose
calling all tangibles tokens and suggest a higher level framework
that categorizes the bindings between tokens and digital information. They distinguish two properties to describe those bindings,
they are either symbolic or iconic, and they are either permanent
(static) or dynamic.
Another approach classifies how function is mapped to the
tangibles. Most notably is the effort of Ullmer and Ishii (2001)
who define three categories of mappings; spatial, constructive,
and relational mappings. In an earlier publication Ullmer and
Ishii (2000) tentatively defined a fourth category of mappings,
associative mappings, which they discarded in later publications.
Van der Hoven (2004) revitalizes the category to fit physical
objects that have mappings to non-functional associations.
A last example that fits this category of frameworks is one that
recognizes typical approaches of TUIs. Ullmer finds two typical
approaches, interactive surfaces and constructive assemblies, and
adds a third approach, the token+constraint approach (Ullmer,
2002). ‘Interactive surfaces’ are systems that generally take the
form of projected imagery that is manipulated through tangibles.
‘Constructive assemblies’ are systems of tangible building blocks.
Finally the ‘token+constraint’ approach describes systems of
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physical tokens and physical constraints. Ullmer states that the
first two approaches are generally aimed at task specific systems,
while the third approach is focussed to devise more general
systems aimed at manipulating aggregates of digital information
through physical objects. Interestingly, the token+constraint
approach that Ullmer describes is generalized to encompass all
tangible interaction approaches in the Tokens And Constraints
(TAC) paradigm, a high level description language that is used
to describe existing TUIs (Calvillo-Gámez et al., 2003; Shear et
al., 2004).
Frameworks concerning the meaning of objects
Several frameworks were built to describe how the objects that
are used in TUIs are meaningful. Underkoffler and Ishii (1999)
propose a continuum of object meanings ranging from the ‘object
as pure object’ to the ‘object as a reconfigurable tool’, see table 1.1.
They explain the continuum from left to middle in terms of how
the ‘attributes’ of an object (e.g., form, color, size, velocity etc.)
Table 1.1: Range of object meanings (adapted from Underkoffler and Ishii, 1998)

object as pure object - object as attribute - object as noun - object as verb - object as reconfigurable tool

relate to its functionality. An object as pure object has only its
presence to convey, an object as attribute conveys one of its attributes while an object as noun conveys all of its attributes and
acts literally as its real world counterpart. From middle to right
‘inherent object meaning is progressively abstracted in favor of further and
more general functionality’ (Underkoffler and Ishii, 1999, p. 392).
Or in other words, instead of representing digital information,
the objects at the right side of the continuum manipulate digital
information.
Similar to this approach Koleva et al. (2003) offer a framework that describes the link between physical objects and digital
information in terms of degree of coherence, see table 1.2. Their
‘coherence’ continuum looks as follows, from weak coherence
Table 1.2: Degrees of coherence (adapted from Koleva et al., 2003)

general purpose tool - specialized tool - identifier - proxy - projection - illusion of same objects
weak coherence
strong coherence
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to strong coherence. The discriminating factor is ‘the extent to
which linked physical and digital objects might be perceived as
the same thing’.
Fishkin (2004) proposes to use two dimensions to define a 2D
space that ‘treats tangibility as a spectrum rather than a binary quantity’ (Fiskin, 2004, p. 347), see table 1.3. His first axis is named

metaphor

Table 1.3: Spectrum of tangibility, arrow indicates
‘tangibleness’ (adapted from Fishkin, 2004)
none

noun

verb

noun
and
verb

full

embodiment
full
nearby
environment
distant

‘embodiment’ and comprises the extent to which functionality is
embedded within the physical objects of a tangible user interface.
In a ‘full embodied’ system the input device is the output device,
for example, to adjust the time of a clock by moving the hands of
the clock. In a ‘distant embodied’ system input and output are
separated, for example, as is the case with a remote control. His
second axis is named ‘metaphor’, it is a measure of how much
‘metaphorical’ meaning, in form and in motion, a TUI system
employs. A tangible is a ‘full metaphor’ if it looks and acts exactly
the same as an analogous real object does. A tangible is ‘none
metaphorical’ when there is no real-world analogy for it.
Gaps in the frameworks
I gave an overview of frameworks and fitted them in two categories. It is striking to notice that these frameworks are concerned
with technology and with the bindings of functionality to physical
shape while interaction itself is not much of an issue. The major
challenge in interaction of how to provide the user with information-for-use is not addressed. This lacuna is also identified by
Svanaes and Verplanck (2000) in their search for new metaphors
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for tangible user interfaces. Although I am not searching for
new metaphors as such, I am interested in identifying sources to
provide information-for-use.
1.1.3 Tangible interaction - concluding
I started out stating that tangible interaction is a source of
inspiration for this thesis. However, it is interactive products and
how to design them that I am interested in studying. What follows here is a reflection on the current use of tangible interfacing
techniques in consumer products. Next to that I provide insight
into what it is that makes tangible interaction an inspiration for
this thesis.
Tangible interaction and consumer products - examples
All of the examples that were discussed before are proof-ofconcept prototypes, either meant to demonstrate a principle or
to explore a principle. Many examples are tools, computer supported collaborative work environments or devices for learning.
Although the first well-known example of tangible interaction,
the marble answering machine of Bishop (Polynor, 1995),
explored an alternative interaction style in a product-context,
not many examples of consumer products with tangible interfaces

Figure 1.7: LEGO’s music builder and Zowie’s Ellie Enchanted garden

can be found. Examples that are often given are either toys or
games, e.g., LEGO’s ‘music builder’ or Zowie’s ‘Ellie enchanted
garden, see figure 1.7. This is not very surprising, because toys
and board games generally employ tokens and/or containers, so
when these are fitted with electronics they automatically count
as ‘tangible interfaces’. Still, apart from toys and games, tangible
interfaces can be encountered ‘in the wild’. For example, Siemens,
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Figure 1.8: Siemens cooker
(picture courtesy of Tom Djajadiningrat)

a German brand that manufactures kitchen appliances (and
many other things), brought a ceramic cooker to the market that
has four control-knobs that are not fixed to the control surface of
the cooker, see figure 1.8. After the cooker is switched on with the
main switch, the four control-knobs can be used to regulate the
heat of the four heater-rings. When a control-knob is placed on
the control surface of a heater-ring the intensity of the heat can
be regulated by turning the knob. In one glance it can be seen if
the heater-rings are capable of giving heat, no knobs means no
heat. What is nice from an action point-of-view is that one can
twirl the knobs so that the intensity of the heat can be minimized
or maximized in one quick, pleasant action.
One of the reasons that tangible interfaces are scarce in
product reality might be that tangible interfaces are generally
designed to control and manipulate digital information while
products are generally designed to monitor or control something
in the physical world as Jensen et al. (2005) argue. Another
reason might be that tangible interfaces are often considered
expensive, fragile, inflexible, big, limited or simply ‘not serious’.
The fact is that there are preciously little examples of consumer
products with TUIs. Product reality seems very much separate
from the tangible interaction prototypes. The only way to change
that is to provide compelling products that employ tangible
interfacing techniques.
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Tangible interaction and frameworks
I concluded that frameworks for tangible interaction do not focus
on information-for-use. Earlier I argued for the merits of tangible
interaction. Tangible interaction was identified as a potential
candidate to offer embodied interaction. Human skills were
provided as a reference point for information-for-use. It is this
potential that I find inspiring. The concept of tangible interaction
implies new interaction paradigms where people are invited
to use products instead of being frustrated by the procedures
that interactive products offer nowadays. Tangible interaction
techniques mesh with the physical nature of consumer products
and open new ways for interaction because of the emphasis on
action. However, to fulfill the potential for embodied interaction,
information-for-use needs to refer to human skills, the theory of
affordances offers insight there. Next I discuss affordances in a
product context.
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1.2

Information-for-use - affordances and expressive
products
How to offer information-for-use in interactive products is one of
the focal points of this thesis. Djajadiningrat et al. (2002) mention two approaches in creating information-for-use in products
(creating meaning in Djajadiningrat’s terminology), the semantic
approach and the direct approach. The semantic approach draws
information-for-use from metaphor (Feijs and Overbeeke, 2003),
the direct approach* is inspired by the concept of affordances.
The latter approach, which meshes with Dourish’s (2004) concept of embodied interaction, is the one that is discussed here.

1.2.1 The concept of affordances
The concept of affordances was coined by the psychologist
Gibson (1986) as part of his theory of direct perception, also
named the ecological approach. The direct perception theory
explains human (animal) perception from an ecological point-ofview. It emphasizes the reciprocal relationship between man and
his environment. Since man and environment evolved together
they are inseparable.
The direct perception theory explains perception in terms
of information. It states that man perceives his environment in
terms of what he can do with it. Or in other words in what the
environment affords to him. This information on the action-possibilities of the environment is called affordances. .‘..at its simplest,
it could be said that an affordance is what the environment means to an
observer’ (Michaels and Carello, 1981, p. 42). These affordances
are neither a property of the environment alone nor of man alone,
they are a property of the relationship between the environment
and man.
Affordances are perceived action possibilities for man in his
environment. It is clear that affordances cannot be seen separate
*The direct approach is not to be confused with Shneiderman’s ‘direct
manipulation’. The direct approach starts from Gibson’s theory of direct
perception where man perceives the world’s possibilities to act directly,
without representation. Shneiderman’s ‘direct manipulation’ advocates
direct manipulation of representations of digital computer information. It is a reaction to ‘command-line’ interfaces that offer ‘indirect
manipulation’.
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from the environment. But they also cannot be seen separate
from man. Man can only perceive what his (individual) perceptual system is capable of perceiving. Moreover, affordances are
perceived relative to the human individual. It is not exact physical
size that is meaningful, but size relevant to the body. Also, man
perceives what he can do with his environment in terms of his (individual) bodily capabilities. Lastly, man’s intentions play a role
in perceiving the action-possibilities of his environment. All of
these aspects of man, the behavior he is capable of and his intentions (potential purposeful behaviors), are called his effectivities
(Shaw and MacIntyre, 1974; after von Neumann, 1966).
Lastly, Gibson notes that action and perception are inseparable, because we need action to perceive and we need to perceive
to act. Or as Michaels and Carello say: .‘..affordances write perception
in the language of actions’ (Michaels and Carello, 1981, p. 47). They
continue: ‘For perception to be valuable, it must be manifested in appropriate and effective actions on the environment. And, in turn, for actions to
be appropriate and effective they must be constrained by accurate perception
of the environment’ (Michaels and Carello, 1981, p. 47).
I end this with two examples. First, if I feel tired I might want
to rest. When I am in a forest I could do that by sitting on a tree
trunk, and if I am in a city environment I could do that by sitting
on a bench. Both the tree trunk and the bench are perceived as
sit-able because there is a horizontal plane that is at the right
height for my body to sit on. I will perceive them as affordances
for sitting only if I am tired. Second, if man grows older, the world
affords different things. A low chair that is nice and comfortable
for a thirty something is a dangerous contraption for a man who
is ninety years old, for he will not be able to rise again from that
chair.
1.2.2 Affordances and design
Smets (1986) pioneered the application of the concept of affordances in the practice of product design. Norman (1990) made
affordances popular in the HCI community. Affordances proved
to be a great inspiration to interaction designers. However,
designers interpreted affordances rather differently than theory
explained them (Norman, 1999). Norman discusses the use of the
concept of affordances in the context of screen based interaction.
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In the context of this thesis, however, I would like to leave that
discussion for what it is, and focus on what affordances can bring
the area of physical product design and tangible interaction.
The concept of affordances is a difficult concept to operationalize for use in the world of artifacts. An affordance is not a
tangible quality of the world, it is a name for a relation between
your body and the world, an affordance is not a characteristic of
form as such. Often the interpretation of affordances has much
to do with how a control is operated, but less with what will
happen then. To give an example, a physical button of the right
size affords pushing to a human being, but that button does not
convey its function. At least not in its form, buttons commonly
have a label with a function written on it. The concept of affordances is broader than that. The chair that was used in the earlier
example does not separate the expression of the function from the
conveyance of the action that is needed to reach that function. Or,
exaggeratedly, the chair does not need to be labelled ‘sit’ to clarify
its sitability. When one is tired, one can simply perceive that one
can sit on the chair, for it reflects the built of one’s body.
The concept of affordances explains how man gets information-for-use from his (natural) environment. Implicit in the
theory of affordances is the notion that one not only perceives
possibilities to act in the world, but that one also perceives what
will happen when (i.e., before) one acts. Translated to the world
of artifacts, one perceives not only the action-possibility but also
the function linked to that action-possibility. These are not separate notions in the natural environment or in ‘simple’ products
like tables, chairs, or cutlery. They are separate however in our
state-of-the-art technological environment, where functionality
can be coupled to controls by means of electronics regardless of
form. This means that especially in electronic products there is
a challenge for designers to provide information-for-use that is
richer than the action needed, but that includes information on
what will happen as well.
In interaction there is also information-for-use after action, this is called feedback. Wensveen et al. (2004) provide a
framework for feedforward and feedback (see also Wensveen,
2005). He captures both information on what you can do with a
product and what will happen if you act (i.e., the affordance) in
the term ‘feedforward’. He uses the term ‘feedback’ to describe
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the information that results from actions. Feedforward and
feedback are coupled through a product’s behavior. By manipulating the product’s behavior, information can be expressed on
user action. In his ‘interaction-frogger’ framework Wensveen
distinguishes six parameters that can be used to couple users
actions to function; time, location, direction, dynamics, modality,
and expression. He argues for a unity of action and reaction in
all of these parameters and states that doing so leads to natural
information-for-use. In light of the previous this means that ‘the
appearance of interactive products can no longer be considered as arbitrary’
(Wensveen et al., 2002, p. 340). Products have to be designed to
express information-for-use. Yet there is more to that than just
fitting the sizes of the control surfaces to the dimensions of the
body. Next I investigate how products can be expressive and
what can be expressed.
1.2.3 Expressiveness and design
For product designers it is intuitively known that form can be
highly expressive. For example, Hofmeester et al. (1996) discuss
products conveying sensuality. The interpretation of expressive
qualities of products was researched by Smets et al. (1994)
during a series of student exercises. Students were given the
assignment to design walkmans that expressed a music style,
soft-drink containers that expressed the taste of the soft-drink
or dessert-packaging that expressed the taste of the dessert,

Figure 1.9: Expressive soft-drink containers (picture courtesy of Caroline Hummels)

see figure 1.9. First, the students were able to do this. Second
their results shared expressive visual aspects. Third, in a control
experiment, experts were able to match the designs back to the
music and tastes they were meant to express. They conclude that it
is very possible to express non-obvious information such as taste
or smell and suggest that the rich expressive qualities of form
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Figure 1.10: Expressive forms
(picture courtesy of Tom Djajadiningrat)

be exploited for use in interface design. Related to this research
Djajadiningrat et al. (2002) describe another student exercise.
In this case students were given the assignment to express high
level concepts in form, see figure 1.10. Summarizing, form can
be expressive. But, more importantly, the expressiveness of form
can be controlled by product designers. Form, however, is not the
only medium that can be expressive.
Natalie Jeremijenko created the ‘dangling string’ (Weiser and
Brown, 1996). It is a two and a half meter long plastic wire connected to a small electromotor that taps power from an Ethernet
cable. It is activated if data is sent over the network. Much network data causes the string to ‘whirl madly’ while low network
loads cause the string to occasionally twitch. This installation
conveyed technological information, i.e., network load, as well as
indirect information on the activity of colleagues through simple
motion and sound. An example of expressive behavior is given
by Strong and Gaver (1996). They describe three sets of ‘simple
networked devices that are aimed at supporting implicit, personal, and
expressive communication’ (Strong and Gaver, 1996, p. 1). Each of
the sets of devices uses a different modality to express intimate
meaning. ‘Feather’ uses the subtle motion of a feather drifting in
the air to communicate between partners that one thinks of the
other. ‘Scent’ communicates the same message using aromatic
oils. ‘Shaker’ finally accommodates communication between
friends through vibration. Each of these sets of devices is an
example of the use of expressiveness of respectively motion, scent,
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Figure 1.11: Expressive form and motion,
design by J. Hoefnagels (left) and
R. Frieling (Right)

and vibration to communicate simple messages like: ‘I think of
you’. A last example is about the expression of emotion in movement and form. Kyffin et al. (2005) describe a series of student
projects where objects and products express emotion through
form. The first projects expressed emotions like anger, panic, or
love into motion and form, see figure 1.11. Later projects involved
lamps, candy vending machines, and airport luggage carts with
expressive behavior.
Summarizing, above I outlined several approaches to making
products expressive. Examples from research demonstrated that
form and motion can express a diversity of things, like taste, emotion, presence, activity, or simple messages. This points to two
things. First, expressive form and motion of products can be used
to provide information-for-use if they are designed with this goal
in mind. Second there is more to expressive form and motion than
providing information to act. Or as stated by Djajadiningrat et
al.: ‘we lament this clinical interpretation of affordance. People are not
invited to act only because a design fits their physical measurements.
They can be attracted to act, even irresistibly so, through the expectation
of beauty of interaction’ (Djajadiningrat, 2000a, p. 133). In other
words products can provide information-for-use not only for
perceptual-motor skills but also on an affective level, for the
emotional skills.
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1.2.4 Summary
I described Gibson’s concept of affordances in a product context.
I explained that highly interactive, electronic products possess
three types of information-for-use, information on how to act,
information on what will happen if one acts, and information on
what happened because one acted. These three types of information can be captured in Wensveen’s terminology. Feedforward is
the expression in form on how to act, and what will happen if one
acts. Feedback provides information on what happened because
one acts. All of these types of information-for-use need explicit
design in electronic interactive products. Form and behavior of
products both can be used to express these two types of information-for-use. Wensveen provides a framework to get a grip on the
expression of information-for-use.
The concept of affordances can be an inspiration for the design
of information-for-use. Care has to be taken that the two types of
feedforward-information that tend to get un-meshed in interactive electronic products are re-meshed while designing those
new products, This can be done by using form and behavior of
products as expressive means for designing feedforward and
feedback so that they fit all of people’s skills. In doing this both
the possibilities to act and their aesthetic quality in form and
behavior need to be explored.
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1.3

Rich interaction
Inspired by tangible interaction and the concept of affordances I
propose a term: ‘rich interaction’. Rich interaction is a new interaction paradigm for interactive consumer products. Respecting
and starting from people’s skills rich interaction aims for
aesthetic interaction through the unity of form, interaction, and
function. Tangible interaction inspires the use of ‘action-driven’
interaction, while the concept of affordances inspires and steers
the usage of information-for-use. I discuss rich interaction in
more detail below.
Starting from people’s skills
Products are for people. This means that products have to be
adapted for use by people. Overbeeke et al. state that people have
three types of skills; perceptual-motor, emotional, and cognitive
skills. In other words people can feel, think and do (Overbeeke et
al., 1999). If state-of-the-art products are evaluated in how they
support people’s skills it is somewhat disquieting to note that such
products predominantly address cognitive skills. The Cartesian
separation of mind and body (Russell, 1982) is a rather persistent
idea. Cooper (1999) states that the properties of computers are
so dominant that if a computer is crossed with a product you end
up with a computer, e.g., digital camera = camera + computer =
computer. In line with this I argue that the logical nature of computers, that appeal to the cognitive skills of people, dominates the
area of interactive consumer products. Following Dourish (2004),
rich interactive products intend to offer embodied interaction by
designing them with respect for all skills of people. Practically
speaking, this means that information-for-use relates directly to
all human skills instead of abstractly to cognitive skills alone.
Aiming at aesthetic interaction
Several researchers in the area of design related research pursue
something that they have dubbed ‘aesthetic interaction’, e.g.
Djajadiningrat et al. (2000b), Overbeeke et al. (2000), Hummels
(2000), Graves-Petersen et al. (2004), Forlizzi and Batterbee
(2004). Aesthetic interaction is not a much defined concept, opinions on what it is differ. Still, researchers seem to agree that it
goes beyond the aesthetics of form and that it has to do with expe56
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Figure 1.12: The pleasurable ‘feel’ of a tuning knob

rience. My interpretation of aesthetic interaction is best described
with an example. Older radio sets have an electromechanical
tuning knob, see figure 1.12. By means of turning the knob the
radio can be tuned to radio transmissions. The feel of these old
tuning knobs is often very pleasant. Turning it, a pleasant amount
of friction and inertia is encountered. An indicator slowly moves
over a scale telling you in which frequency range you are searching. Lastly, while rotating the knob, you can hear the result of
you browsing actions. If you turn it quickly the stations zip by,
making short ‘blipping’ sounds, while you can hear the stations
slowly coming into tune if the knob is rotated slowly. Using such
a knob often makes for an aesthetic experience in itself.
From the example several aspects of aesthetic interaction can
be distilled. It has to do with how something ‘feels’; the inertia
of a knob, the resistance of a spring, the click of a part snapping
in place, etc. But aesthetic interaction also has to do with how
functionality is reached; does an action fit a function, can the
user browse quickly or slowly or both? Also it has to do with
coupling the action to reaction: how will the indicator move if the
knob is turned. But above all, aesthetic interaction is a property
of interaction. For now I propose to use the working definition:
‘aesthetic interaction is the aesthetic experience that only can be
had while interacting’.
Form, interaction, and function
An interactive product can be seen as having three properties;
form, interaction and function (strictly speaking interaction is
not a property of a product but a relationship between product
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Different products, different design process
How can products that offer rich interaction be designed, where
to go from the description of rich interaction? In the introduction
I stated that to design a new kind of interactive products a new
design process is needed. In the case of rich interaction a design
process is needed that allows for the concurrent design of the
three aforementioned properties of interactive products; form,
interaction and function. Next I explain what it means to explore
these properties and the relations between them. I discuss how to
tackle designing function and how to design for interaction.
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and man), see figure 1.13. In traditional artifacts these properties
are strongly and meaningfully related. A hammer for example
invites a user to hammer. The form invites to interact, one can
grab the shaft to swing the hammer. In this interaction with the
hammer its functionality is reached; hammering nails into pieces
of wood. The form of the hammer not only invites to hammer, it
also expresses the function of the hammer. The relations between
form, interaction, and function carry information-for-use.
In state-of-the-art interactive products there is no technical
reason for these meaningful relations to exist. As a result they
are eased. A product can have any form, buttons are added
to interact, and functionality is delivered in unified software
platforms. However, in line with Wensveen et al. (2002), who
state that form is not arbitrary, I argue for the restoration of these
meaningful relations. Rich interaction is about inviting one to
interact through form and behavior thus reaching functionality.
It is about expressing functionality in form. I aim to restore the
unity of form, interaction, and function.
Though product designers are trained in such integration in
traditional products I believe that interactive products offer more
aspects that need integration. Not only does form need to be designed, interaction and functionality need ‘designing’ too. Next to
form, interaction, and function I distinguish three more aspects
that can be explored while designing rich interactive products.
They are the relation between form and interaction, the relation
between form and function, and the relation between interaction
and function. This means that I distinguish six aspects that can
be explored in a design process. In section 1.4 I discuss these six
‘fields of exploration’.

Figure 1.13: Three
properties of interactive
products
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1.4

Framework for exploration
Design processes range from very loose to formalized. I do not intend to present a new formal design method here. Rather I would
like to point out areas of exploration that, in my opinion, need to
be investigated if interactive products are to be designed. I present a framework of exploration that emphasizes the integration of
form, interaction, and function, see also (Frens et al., 2003).

1.4.1 Fields of exploration

function

In figure 1.14 you see six fields of exploration. Although the six
fields of exploration do not operate all at the same level, and
although I advocate the concurrent exploration of all fields; it
makes sense to separately describe what it might mean to explore
these fields.
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Figure 1.14: Six fields of exploration
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Exploring Form
The exploration of form is aimed at optimizing the aesthetic quality of form. Things that are important include classic aesthetic
parameters like balance and symmetry, but also proportion, the
flow of form, use of material, texture and color. This leads to
questions like: which material to use, where to use that material,
and is a product with all its parts a beautiful whole.
Exploring Interaction
The exploration of action and reaction between human and
product is aimed at the optimization of the ‘feel’ of the interaction,
without a meaningful form component. Things that are important
include the feel of controls, the dynamics of feedback, and the
coupling between them. For example, the speed characteristics
of a CD-tray coming out of a CD-player, is it snappy or lazy, and
also, the feel of pushing that same tray back into the CD-player,
does it move lightly or heavily.
Exploring Function
The exploration of the task that the product has to carry out is
aimed at the optimization of that task to its use. The nature of
the main functionality needs to be explored so that sub-functionalities can be defined. For example, in the case of a camera the
main functionality would be making photos. Sub-functionalities
include storing pictures, or zooming.
Exploring the relation between Form and Interaction
The exploration of the meaningful relation between form and
interaction is aimed at the optimization of the expression of information-for-use from a action point-of-view (how can I act?). This
means that the opportunities to create meaning for (inter)action
are explored in form. It is essential to understand that this goes
both ways. If a certain interaction is wanted, the form needs to
be explored so that the form fits the interaction concept, and vice
versa, if a certain form is preferred the implications for interaction need to be explored. Generally one makes a multitude of
form-interaction concepts to get a grip on the design problem. For
example, the exploration of how the ‘flap’ of a mobile ‘clamshell’
telephone expresses that it can be folded open.
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Exploring the relation between Form and Function
The exploration of the relation between function and form is
aimed at optimization of the expression of information-for-use
from a functional point of view (what will happen when I act).
This means that the opportunities to create and express meaning
of function are explored in form. Although this field of exploration reminds one of Sullivan’s dictum ‘form follows function’ that
is not quite what is meant here. Just as there are many different
hammers with different forms and materials, they all express
their function through their form. I am of the opinion that there
are many forms possible that express a function, while at the same
time form is not arbitrary. To explore the relation between form
and function is to explore which solution expresses the wanted
function best, according to the designer, given a context of use.
For example, the exploration of how the ‘flap’ of the previously
mentioned mobile ‘clamshell’ telephone expresses that the telephone can be answered by opening it.
Exploring the Relation between Interaction and Function
The exploration of the meaningful relation between interaction
and function is aimed at the optimization of the fit of action with
function. This means that the opportunities to create meaning of
function in (inter)action are explored. This field of exploration
seems far-fetched at first glance as there is no form to manipulate.
However, especially in the very early phase of the design process
the exploration of this field could offer insights in how to interact
with new-to-be designed products. Klooster et al. (2005) or Buur
et al. (2004) make inroads in this area inspired by dance and
choreography. Role-playing and acting- games can also offer
insights (Burns et al., 1994; Brandt and Grunnet, 2000). For
example, what action of a user (think hand-movements) would be
meaningful for having a CD player start playing.
1.4.2 Designing function?
I consider designing form and designing for interaction nonambiguous concepts. As for designing function, I distinguish
two different aspects of function. On the one hand there is the
hard-boiled functionality that is determined by a product’s
hardware, the system parameters. For example, in the case of a
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camera: to make a picture the shutter-time, aperture, and focus
need to be set before releasing the shutter. On the other hand
there is the apparent functionality that is made available to the
user, the parameters for use. For example in the case of a typical
‘click-clack’ camera these are only a shutter release control, the
system parameters are automated. In an old analogue SLR camera the parameters for use are the same as the system parameters
(shutter-time, aperture, focus, and shutter-release). Designing
functionality comprises the mapping of ‘parameters for use’ to
system parameters. This goes further than simply choosing to
automate some or all system parameters. I give an example.
To expand on the previous example: with the system parameters shutter-time and aperture the depth of field and the lighting
settings of photos are controlled. With the focus control the focalpoint is set. For non-photographers the concept of depth-of-field
is hard to grasp. Let alone that these people can set the system
parameters so that they have a controlled depth-of-field setting.
A designer could opt to design (in a meaningful way) specific
controls and feedback so that the focal-point and the depth of
field can be set, while still automating the lighting settings.
Through the ‘translation’ of system parameters to meaningful
parameters of use functionality can be opened in a way that it fits
human skills.
1.4.3 Summary
In the last part of this chapter I sketched a new interaction
paradigm: rich interaction: an interaction paradigm that starts
from human skills and aims for aesthetic interaction through the
integration of form, interaction, and function. After setting up a
framework for exploration and explaining how one can design for
interaction and what it means to explore functionality it is time to
take a look at some product examples. Next, a newly designed set
of five conceptual designs for digital cameras are presented.
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2.0

Introduction - in this chapter
This chapter focusses on rich interactive products. Previously, I
explained what rich interaction is in words. But I believe that
what is meant by rich interaction is best demonstrated with
product designs. Five digital cameras were designed that differ
in interaction style. Five styles were defined to cover a wide solution domain ranging from the known to the unusual. They are
presented next, in short scenarios.

2.1

New interaction paradigms - rationale
To spark the creative process of designing rich interactive
cameras, five themes were defined. The themes were restrictive
so as to force design challenges to the surface, a common practice
in creativity techniques (Djajadiningrat et al., 2000b). Still,
there was another reason to create the themes. The themes were
defined to cover a large area of the potential solution domain for
interaction paradigms. I tried to find a balance in the themes
between real-world design problems and trends in HCI research.
They range from technology driven solutions to human centered
solutions and from the pragmatic to the unusual:
1 A digital camera with a minimal amount of controls
2 A digital camera with a control for each of its functions
3 A digital camera that fits the body
4 A digital camera that uses a touch-screen only
5 A digital camera that has no labels on its controls
Method
Knowledge on rich interaction is gained by conducting research
through design. In ‘doing design’ the knowledge that is implicit in
design skills is made explicit. Through the process of designing
actual product concepts rich interaction is physically defined.
Theory on tangible interaction and affordances was applied to
the new concept in a designerly manner. The resulting product
concepts are physical hypotheses on rich interaction that can be
tested in experiments.
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In the previous chapter I introduced a framework for exploration. Here I use that framework to design five conceptual cameras. All six fields of exploration need to be explored in order to
create rich interactive cameras. But especially the exploration of
the relations between form, interaction, and function are essential
to integrate them.
The design explorations were done in an experiential manner.
A combination of sketching, foam-core modeling and cardboard
modeling technique were applied while user-actions were used
as a starting point for the designs. Step-by-step combinations of
form, interaction, and function were researched, put into form
and tested. Thereby exploring all six fields and evaluating their
solution domains. The design process is an iterative process
in which pre-models are built, tested, and changed until they
meet the requirements set by the designer. Through the cycle of
building, testing, and changing pre-models, the quality of the
combinations was assessed in terms of aesthetics of interaction
and information-for-use.
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2.2

Five scenarios

2.2.1 Digital camera with a minimal amount of controls
(Minimized Amount of Controls Cam)

Figure 2.1: Minimized Amount of Controls Cam

Challenge
To design a camera with a minimal amount of controls is to carefully consider the compromise between no controls at all and a
control for each function. It has to be decided which functionality
is needed in the camera and how many controls are needed to
control that functionality. Typically there are more functions
than there are controls in such interfaces. This means that a
balance has to be found between the usability of the camera and
the minimization of the amount of controls. Using one control is
arguably the least amount of controls, but is it the minimal usable
amount?
Description
This credit-card sized camera features one control, a ‘shutterrelease’ control, see figure 2.2. This control suffices to offer the
functionality of a normal click-clack automated camera, but in
a special way. The camera depends on its context to function. It
has no functional parts other than the control and a tuned-up
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Figure 2.2: Parts

Figure 2.3: Renting a camera

Figure 2.4: Snapping a photo

Figure 2.5: Returning it and retrieving photos

identification tag that is capable of sending its ID, position and
orientation. The functionality is taken out of the camera and lives
in the environment where the camera is used, see figure 2.3.
The control causes the identification tag to become temporarily visible for a sensing network in the environment that reads
out its ID, position and orientation, see figure 2.4. As a result the
network ‘knows’ which camera is ‘taking‘ the picture. Moreover,
the network knows from which position in the environment a
‘picture’ was taken and in which direction the camera was pointing. The network is equipped with a database of earlier made
pictures. For example, a collection of high resolution ‘normal’
pictures or a set of high resolution ‘fish eye’ pictures. After the
camera made its position and orientation available to the network
a computer attached to the network is able to compute the picture
that would have been taken were the camera equipped with
functional hardware.
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Figure 2.6: The resulting photo

After a user is finished taking pictures he can go to a distributing point where he can collect the pictures that he made during
his stay in the networked environment, see figure 2.5. The camera
is brought to a receptacle that scans the ID of the camera. The
pictures that were made will become visible on a computer screen
and can then be printed, see figure 2.6. Also, if desired the user
can make a selection of the pictures that will be printed.
Evaluation of the camera
This camera takes pictures not by using light but by tapping
information from the environment. The source of pictures can be
anywhere, it can be an image library but it might also be another
camera. The active environment generates the pictures that the
camera ‘makes’ and as a consequence it is able to process and
enhance the pictures through computation. Besides, a camera
such as this allows a novice photographer to take pictures with
lighting (or even framing) done by a pro. All in all this is both an
advantage and a disadvantage. It can take clean pictures of an
object of interest without depicting other persons who are also
watching that object, but it won’t take a picture of the object of
interest together with a friend of yours.
This camera design stretches the concept of digital cameras,
for it has no functional camera parts. Its feature-set is reduced
to a minimum. However, by bringing the camera to different
locations in the active environment it can do everything a normal
digital camera can do (e.g., taking pictures, reviewing pictures,
printing pictures etc.). The camera belongs to its environment
and is as such a physicalization and remote interface of function68
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ality offered by that environment. The camera is an example of
an interface for an ambient intelligent environment (Aarts and
Marzano, 2003).
The camera expresses the fact that it is an interface without
functional parts in its form, it is small and has no lens. But it
is big enough to fit the human hand comfortably, however, it
doesn’t have the bulk of ordinary cameras. On the other hand, it
does reflect its functionality in its form and interaction. It has a
viewfinder and a shutter-release control that resembles ordinary
cameras. The camera depends for its information-for-use on both
the experience the user has with other cameras and the spatial
layout of the environment. Because of the separation of interface
and functional parts interesting and surprising things can occur
functionality-wise.
This camera has tangible interaction characteristics. For
example, it acts similarly to the ‘building-objects’ that were used
in the Urp example (Underkoffler and Ishii, 1999) used in the
previous chapter. It can be considered a token in two ways. First,
it has no functional parts but is digitally bound to functionality
in the environment. Second, images made with the camera are
dynamically bound to it for later retrieval.
Three physical properties of the camera are used for it to
function; its presence, its position, and its orientation. It also differs from the concept of tangible interaction. By combining two
types of ‘token-functionality’ in one physical object the question
is raised if this is an example of tangible interaction or simply an
example of a product.
Finally I spend a few words on how this camera might succeed
in offering aesthetic interaction. The camera has one control
(shutter-release control) and no internal means for providing
feedback. Aesthetic interaction must be looked for in the environment. Because the camera acts as a remote interface to functionality offered in the environment, there are lots of opportunities to
add surprise to the camera experience. Above I mentioned that
the pictures can be enhanced by the environment before they are
printed for the user. This opens up a whole new field-for-play
where there are ample opportunities to enrich the experience-ofuse in an aesthetic manner.
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2.2.2 Digital camera with a control for each of its functions
(Control per Function Cam)

Figure 2.7: Control per Function Cam

Challenge
A camera that features a control for each of its functions has the
potential of becoming an explosion of buttons that dwarfs the
typical TV-remote in terms of button count and complexity. To
design a camera with a control for each of its functions is to find
ways to deal with this potential complexity. By definition there is
limited space to place controls. A balance has to be found between
a bare bones camera and a function and feature rich camera.
Description, using the camera
This camera is intended to offer the functionality of a ‘pro-sumer’
camera, that is, the camera is fully automated but also offers full
manual control over picture settings if desired. On first view the
camera looks rather simple, few controls are immediately visible.
A power-button, a shutter-release button, and a zoom wheel
can be distinguished, see figure 2.8. However, the back of the
camera contains several layers of controls, see figure 2.9. On top
a viewfinder is visible. Below the viewfinder three black&white
screens (one big, two small) are placed that show the camera’s
settings, see figure 2.10. On the left side of the viewfinder the
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Figure 2.8: Parts

Figure 2.9: Layers of controls

Figure 2.10: Screens at the back of the camera

Figure 2.11: Photo flows down

general picture settings (e.g., resolution, compression quality
etc), on the right side the dynamic picture settings (i.e., aperture
and shutter-time). Below the black&white screens a small part of
yet another screen, the play-back screen, is visible.
After the camera is switched on, a picture can be taken by
pressing the shutter-release button. The image that was made
will flow from the viewfinder screen downwards to the play-back
screen. When it reaches the play-back screen this will glow
shortly to indicate that it received and saved the picture, see
figure 2.11.
When the viewfinder screen is lifted, an array of buttons becomes visible. Those can be used to change the camera settings,
see figure 2.12. Also two thumb-wheels are visible. These can be
slid to the right to gain manual control over the aperture settings
or shutter-time settings or both, see figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.12: Changing camera settings

Figure 2.13: Making aperture control visible and
accessible

Figure 2.14: Removable play screen

When the layer with camera settings is also lifted, the playback screen and playback controls become visible. Here the
pictures that were saved previously can be viewed by means of
a dedicated screen and a set of dedicated controls, see image.
Moreover the screen and viewing controls can be taken out of
the camera-body for easier viewing, see figure 2.14. The memory
card is placed behind the play-back screen.
One can choose to have manual control over the focus area
by pressing a button at the side of the lens. This causes a zoom
ring to slide out of the body, covering the button that causes it to
appear, see figure 2.15. The ring is ready to be used as focus ring.
If automatic control of focus is desired, the ring can be pushed
back into the camera-body.
Finally, if necessary a flash-light can be deployed. The flash
is stored in the camera-body and can be manually flipped out. A
thumb-wheel on the flash gives control over flash-settings (e.g.,
anti red-eye flash, flash-level, etc.), see figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.15: Manual focus

Figure 2.16: Pop-up flash

Evaluation of the camera
This camera concept offers full camera functionality with a
straightforward mapping of control to function. By choice it can
be either manually or automatically operated. No menu-structures are present, no buttons are functionally overloaded and
the user is not confused by modes-of-use that alter the operation
of the camera. The functionality of the camera is grouped in
physical layers that can be folded open. If all layers are closed
the camera is in camera-mode, if the viewfinder screen is flipped
open the camera is in setting-mode and if the layer with camera
settings is also lifted the camera is in view mode. The camera thus
naturally switches modes if the relevant controls for that mode
are brought forward.
This camera concept elegantly brings together form, function,
and interaction. Mode switching, generally considered a source of
user-frustration, is done by manipulating the form of the camera.
Making a control accessible switches the camera in the appropriate mode (e.g., if the aperture control wheel is made accessible the
camera goes from automated mode-of-use to aperture-prioritymode). The camera links interaction possibilities to the form, but
also links the functionality to the interaction-form combinations.
Information-for-use is given both through conventionally labeled
controls and the relations between form, interaction, and function.
Moreover, the camera guides the user. For example, by providing
visible feedback of the process of making and saving images (the
picture that is made flows down to the play-back screen).
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Tangible interaction principles found their way to this camera
in a subtle manner. For example, mode switching is made physical by means of layers, the flash unit is physically brought up or
pushed down, and the manual focus ring is physically pushed
back into the camera enclosure if the camera should auto-focus.
The camera employs direct interaction principles in a physical
manner. The best example of the influence of tangible interaction
is found in the way the manual controls for setting aperture and
shutter-time are implemented. To manually control the aperture
the aperture thumb-wheel is slid over the small screen that
normally displays the automatic aperture setting. Thus making
the thumb-wheel not only the control, but also the display of
aperture. On the other hand, this camera is in many ways not a
tangible interface. It employs conventionally labeled buttons and
screen-feedback. Moreover, for those controls the user actions in
this camera are rather small and standardized.
Finally, I would like to discuss the possibilities in which
this camera might offer aesthetic interaction. This camera
tries to prevent user frustration by eliminating user modes
and functionally overloaded controls. Thus the stage is set for
aesthetic experiences. Those might be found in how the camera
gives feedforward and feedback (e.g., the picture that flows down
towards the play-back screen, the zoom ring that comes forwards
to provide manual focus, and is the zoom-wheel coupled to the
lens movement). But they might also be found in how the controls
feel (e.g., how does it feel to flip through the layers or how does it
feel to snap a picture).
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2.2.3 Digital camera that fits the body
(Body Fit Cam)

Figure 2.17: Body Fit Cam

Challenge
To design a camera that fits the body is an ambiguous challenge.
The first question which has to be answered is what is meant by
‘to fit the body’. It can literally mean that the camera fits the form
of the body. But it can also mean that the camera fits the bodily
skills of a user, interaction wise. When designing such a camera
the challenge is to fit both form and interaction to the body and
perceptual-motor skills of man.
Description, using the camera
This camera offers limited functionality and is intended to be a
gadget for active young people. Its strength is that it offers the
opportunity to express your skills with the camera in the picture.
How the camera is operated influences the picture quality. The
camera fits to the palm of the hand and is meant to be carried
around at all times, see figure 2.18. At first view it has no controls
at all. However, in reality the camera itself is one big control.
To take a picture the ball that houses the camera is ‘thrown’
outwards, like a yo-yo, see figure 2.19. The ball rolls out over its
spring during which the camera will power up. When it reaches
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Figure 2.18: Camera in hand, ready to throw

Figure 2.19: Grabbing a photo

Figure 2.20: The lens snaps out

Figure 2.21: Camera rolls back, the photo appears
on screen

the end of the spring the rotational momentum causes a small,
fixed focus lens to swing out and snap a picture, see figure 2.20.
The lens folds back into the ball and the whole thing will roll
back over its spring to the palm of the user’s hand to bring the
grabbed picture to the screen where it is saved, see figure 2.21.
The picture will be visible on the screen for a minute, or shorter if
the user decides to grab another picture. If the user does nothing,
the screen will switch off after that minute.
Evaluation of the camera
This camera concept offers a limited feature set operated by broad
expressive actions. Skill is needed to operate the camera: it is not
easy to snap a picture with it. However, if the ‘art’ is mastered of
snapping out the camera and having it hang somewhat stationary
in the air at the end of its rolling motion, new opportunities of
making pictures become available. Motion blur becomes some76
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thing that can be played and toyed with, thus giving expressive
qualities to the pictures that originate from the users skills with
the camera.
Limited feature-wise, rich in interaction, this camera brings
together form, function, and interaction in yet another way. The
functionality is expressed in the form, but also in the interaction.
Images are literally grabbed by throwing the camera towards
the object of interest. Moreover, the form begs to be thrown to
capture images. Not only are rich actions necessary to capture
images, with practice, their expressive qualities can be used to
enhance the picture. Information-for-use is given in two ways.
First, the form of the camera and how it fits the hand express that
it can be thrown. Second, information on ‘functioning’ is given by
the expression of the images on the screen.
This camera resembles Hummels and van der Helm’s (2004)
interpretation of tangible interaction that was highlighted in
chapter 1.1. Broad expressive actions are needed to operate the
camera while the expression of these actions is reflected in the
images that are made with it. Besides, the camera can be seen as
a system of tokens and constraints. Both the camera part and the
display part are tokens that can contain pictures, the spring is a
constraint. If the camera ‘token’ is thrown out it takes a picture at
the end of its constraint before it rolls back towards the display
‘token’ and deposits the picture in it. The process of grabbing and
displaying is made physical.
The camera offers an interesting opportunity in which it might
offer aesthetic interaction. There is a direct, expressive coupling
between the action and the result. This might elicit an aesthetic
experience. On the other hand, if a user does not master the skill
of ‘grabbing’ images, the camera will probably soon start to be
frustrating.
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2.2.4 Digital camera with a touch-screen only
(Touch-screen Cam)

Figure 2.22: Touch-screen Cam

Challenge
In designing a camera with just a touch-screen a designer has to
invent new ways of interacting with digital devices. Everything
you know of the devices around you suddenly does not count
anymore, for to exploit the new possibilities that a touch-screen
has to offer known button solutions are obsolete. Careful consideration of what a touch-screen is, and what it is not, is needed to
step beyond the scaled computer interfaces that live on PDAs.
Description, using the camera
This camera deploys no other control than a touch-screen which
is wrapped around the functional parts of the camera. The right
hand part of the touch-screen can be taken off of the camera,
see figure 2.23. It has its own (limited) power supply and stays
wirelessly connected to the camera. The camera offers different
sets of functionality. It is fitted with several pre-defined sets but
users can also define the functionality of the camera themselves.
Besides functionality normally found in digital cameras it offers
some special features.
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Figure 2.23: Camera can be taken apart

Figure 2.24: Power button

Figure 2.25: Normal camera setup

Figure 2.26: Widget library control

The camera switches to sleep mode when not in use. To switch
it on a power control is pressed that is visible in sleep mode, see
figure 2.24. The screen will light up and depending on how it is
set the camera will show a particular set of controls. If the camera
is set to be an ordinary digital camera it will show a shutter-release control, a viewfinder, and zoom controls, see figure 2.25.
The camera is used in the same way ordinary cameras are used.
The picture is framed by moving the camera and by zooming. If
the picture looks good, the shutter-control is pushed.
The controls that are visible on the camera can be modified.
Every control has ‘handles’. These can be used to move and scale
the controls. Also, a library of controls is supplied. This library
can be summoned by pushing the library control, see figure 2.26.
If the library is visible, controls can be added to, or taken from
the interface of the camera. Also available from the library are the
pre-defined sets of functionality. By modifying the controls the
functionality of the camera can be changed.
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Figure 2.27: Self-portrait camera setup

Figure 2.28: Pro-sumer camera setup

Figure 2.29: Remote controlled camera setup

Figure 2.30: Democratic camera setup

As described earlier, the camera can be an ordinary digital
camera, see figure 2.25. But by shuffling the controls, the camera
can be a ‘self-portrait’ camera, see figure 2.27. Or by adding
controls the camera can be a full fledged ‘pro-sumer’ camera, see
figure 2.28. By putting all the controls on the detachable part
users can control the camera remotely, for example to take group
pictures, see figure 2.29. Or by cloning the controls and putting
them both on the camera and on the detachable part two people
can have control over the same camera at the same time, see
figure 2.30. Thus users of the camera can explore and define the
functionality of the camera themselves.
Evaluation of the camera
This camera concept offers full user configurability. It is a
concept open for exploration of functionality by the user himself.
But the camera can also behave like any other camera by means
of presets. The strength of the concept is not so much that func80
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tions can be added or taken away: the whole functionality of the
camera can be changed. Not only can it be changed from an
automated click-clack camera to a pro-sumer camera, it can be
changed from an ordinary camera, to a self-portrait camera, to a
remote controlled camera.
Form, function and interaction come together in this camera
in an open manner. Obviously functionality and interaction are
strongly related. For to add interface widgets is to add functions.
But, more importantly, form plays a big role in this. Because of
the form the overall functionality of the camera can be changed
too. By having a touch-screen that wraps around the camera
parts, the controls of the camera can be placed in any which way
the user finds necessary or comfortable.
This camera provides information-for-use both in graphical
user interface style, with icons and in form. The form of touchscreen invites users to place icons at any convenient place thus
allowing for the exploration of function.
During the design of this camera it became clear that touchscreens and tangible interaction are somewhat incompatible,
especially when it is made explicit that the camera was to employ
a touch-screen only. Direct interaction principles are applied
for the interaction with this camera. Still the interface of the
camera essentially is a graphical user interface, not a tangible
user interface.
Aesthetic interaction will not be found in tactile sensations
because the touch-screen provides no other force-feedback than
the reaction force of the user’s finger pushing against it. The
options for aesthetic interaction are to be found in the movement
of graphical objects over the screen and how this movement is
coupled to the movement of the finger controlling those objects.
It is very possible that the widgets on the screen elicit playful
behavior. For example, one can sling around the widgets over
the screen and the widgets can move around the corners of the
screen, and widgets can be loaded onto the detachable part for
remote use.
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2.2.5 Digital camera without labels on its controls
(Labelless Cam)

Figure 2.31: Labelless Cam

Challenge
To design a camera with no labels on its controls is to design
information-for-use in form and interaction. Ways have to be
devised to tell a story of use without using text or pictures.
Not only have the controls of the camera to be given forms that
express their functionality, the overall form of the camera has to
support the expressivity of the controls and it has to express that
it is a camera itself.
Description, using the camera
This camera offers basic camera functionality that is expressed
in its form and in the interaction with the camera. The operation
of the camera is action based. The camera controls and parts are
prominently visible and determine its looks. The controls of the
camera provide feedforward and feedback, they express what
can be done with them, they express what will happen if they are
used, and they show what happened after they are used.
When the lens-cap is taken off the lens, the camera switches
on and displays the image on the screen at the backside of the
camera, see figure 2.32. The pixel-size of the photos can be set
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Figure 2.32: Switching the camera on

Figure 2.33: Resolution scalers

Figure 2.34: Zooming

Figure 2.35: Take a photo

(e.g. 2560x1920 or 1600x1200) by changing the size of the screen
with physical ‘scalers’, see figure 2.33. At the sides of the lens
two small handles are placed. When the handles are pulled the
lens comes out of the body and one can zoom in on the object of
interest, see figure 2.34.
The trigger restrains the screen to the lens. The screen is
aligned with the lens which relays the images that it captures in
a steady stream to the screen. When the composition seems good,
the trigger can be used to capture the image, see figure 2.35. If it
is pushed it will release the screen which will flip away from the
lens by means of a spring (screen open position) thus breaking the
connection between lens and screen, see figure 2.36. As a result
the image on the screen ‘freezes’ and one is given the opportunity
to review the photo. It now can either be saved or deleted.
When the photo is satisfactory it is saved by moving the screen
towards the memory card, see figure 2.37. The photo will ‘flow’
from the screen into the card, the screen blanks. The screen is
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Figure 2.36: Review photo

Figure 2.37: Saving photo

Figure 2.38: Deleting a picture

Figure 2.39: Go to viewmode

Figure 2.40: Browsing photos

spring loaded and will return to the screen open position when
released, it can then be clicked back against the lens and a new
picture can be made.
If however the photo is not satisfactory the screen is clicked
back against the lens immediately, the image is not saved and
disappears, see figure 2.38. A new picture can be taken.
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If the screen is held against the memory card, it locks into
place and it will start to display the images that were stored in
the memory card, see figure 2.39. Those images can be browsed
using a small lever that is exposed when the screen is moved
towards the memory card, see figure 2.40.
Evaluation of the camera - what are the rich qualities
This camera employs rich actions to operate the camera. The
parts of the camera are also the controls and by means of moving,
rotating, and connecting them the functionality is opened. The
camera offers only the controls that are relevant to the mode-ofuse. Moreover, to bring the camera in different modes-of-use is to
move the parts of the camera to different positions thus making
it easy for the user to recognize which mode-of-use the camera
is in.
The camera brings together form, interaction, and functionality in a very direct manner. Through manipulation of form the
functionality is reached. Moreover, the process of taking pictures
is made visible in the form (and the dynamics of changing the
form) of the camera.
Information-for-use is provided in form. The controls express
both how they can be operated and what will happen if they are
operated. A good example of this is how a picture is taken. The
trigger visibly and physically restrains the screen to the lens, if
the trigger is pushed the screen is released, thus making a photo.
The trigger expresses pushing. The screen is locked to the lens,
if it releases the informational link between lens and screen is
broken, it will thus make a picture.
This camera also employs tangible interaction principles. The
best example can be found in how the screen functions and is
operated. The screen acts both as a relay of the moving image
as it is captured by the lens and as a container of still images. If
the screen is released from the lens, thus becoming available for
manipulation, it starts acting as a container. By manipulating
the physical screen enclosure the digital image is manipulated.
It can be saved by moving the screen towards the memory card,
the screen is then emptied. Or the image can be discarded by
restoring the relay function of the screen.
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As for aesthetic interaction, this camera offers many possibilities. Relatively large actions are needed to control the cameras,
the controls offer a big ‘action-travel’. Therefore there is room for
the camera controls to be tuned for ‘feel’. For example, to save an
image is to push the screen towards the memory card, the ‘feel’
of this movement can be tuned by applying different springs. But
there is more, user-actions and product reactions are coupled in a
meaningful manner. For example, movement leads to movement:
if the trigger is pushed to take a picture, the screen flips open as
a result and if the screen is pushed towards the memory card to
save a picture, the picture flows towards and in the memory card.
Such coupling is in line with Wensveen’s ‘interaction-frogger’
framework that advocates amongst others a unity of direction
(Wensveen, 2005).
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2.3

Mode-relevant action-possibilities and
mode-of-use reflected in physical state
While designing the five concept-cameras I found that two typical characteristics kept resurfacing as a result of the integration
of form, interaction, and function. First, mode-relevant actionpossibilities. Second mode-of-use reflected in physical state.

2.3.1 Mode-relevant action-possibilities (MR APs)

Figure 2.41: Mode-relevant action-possibilities

Figure 2.42: Product
examples

Mode-relevant action-possibilities are action-possibilities that
are only offered when they are relevant for the mode-of-use.
For example the lever to browse saved pictures is only accessible
when the ‘Labelless Cam’ is in view-mode. This contrasts with
products with ordinary interfaces that often show all action
possibilities all of the time, even if these action-possibilities have no
function, see figure 2.41.
Still, there are products on the market that seem to offer
MR APs, for example the two keyboards, one for numbers, the
other one for letters, on the Nokia 6820 cell-phone, the back-lit
controls of a candy vending machine, or the soft-buttons on most
mobile telephones, see figure 2.42. Although it can be argued
that particularly the soft-buttons on a cell-phone are not really
mode-relevant action-possibilities but mode-relevant labels there
are other reasons why such MR APs differ from those of the RUI
camera.
The first reason is dedication, implicit in the MR APs concept
is the fact that MR APs are dedicated to a function.
The second reason is integration, MR APs are integrated in
the form and functionality of the product. This means that there
is no difference in making a mode switch or in making MR APs
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available, this is the same ‘action’, it is integrated. Moreover, there
are meaningful relations between form, interaction and function.
The third reason is expressiveness, MR APs are expressing
their functionality in form and interaction.
2.3.2 Mode of use reflected in physical state (MURPS)

Figure 2.43: Mode-of-use reflected in physical state

The camera reflects its mode-of-use in its physical state. That
is, in each mode-of-use the form of the camera is different. For
example the ‘Control per Function Cam’ looks different when
in camera mode than when in view-mode. This differs from
ordinary interfaces which commonly don’t change shape, but are
always of the same form, see figure 2.43.
Again there are products on the market that seem to reflect
their mode-of-use in their physical state. For example, the N90
camera phone from Nokia that changes form to resemble a
video-camera or a cell-phone, or, again, the flip-open QWERTY
keyboard of the Nokia 6820 phone, see figure 2.44. The features
that those two phones offer indeed come close to MURPS as they
were demonstrated in the RUI camera. There appear to be some
differences though.
The first difference again is integration, when the mode
switches the physical state should adapt and, vice versa, when the
physical state adapts, the mode should switch. In the phones this
seems not to be the case. First the physical state is adapted by the
user after which the phone has to be brought in the appropriate
mode.
The second difference is autonomy (symmetry), the camera’s
physical state adapts ‘itself’. That is, the action that leads to
the change of mode-of-use also leads to a change in form. The
reflection of the mode-of-use in the form is not caused by a
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separate, extra action, it is completely ingrained in the interaction with a rich interactive product. In the product examples
that are described above the change of form is always initiated
by the user. If the Nokia 6820 phone in the example above is put
in texting-mode, the user can choose to flip out the QWERTY
keyboard. That keyboard does not flip out as a natural result of
changing the mode-of-use. And the mode-of-use does not change
as a natural result of the keyboard being folded out.
2.3.3 What about the literature?
These two characteristics that surfaced reverberate the areas of
inspiration nicely. Gaver discusses the notion that affordances
can be revealed over time as a result of previous actions, he names
this ‘sequential affordances’ (Gaver, 1991, p. 82). These sequential
affordances are similar to the MR APs. In a context of tangible
interfaces Gorbet discusses the coupling of physical actions to
functions. Gorbet states that ‘the modes of operation of most purely
physical objects are easily selected and intrinsically indicated through their
physical state’ (Gorbet, 1998, p. 39). He argues for the ‘linking of
physical state and digital mode’ (Gorbet, 1998, p. 38) in interactive
products to reduce mode errors. This linking of physical state
and digital mode is similar to the MURPS that were discussed
above. Interestingly, Gorbet makes little distinction between
(what I would call) MR APs and MURPS. He sees MR APs as
a natural result of MURPS. Although this is true in case of the
‘purely physical objects’ (non-interactive products) that Gorbet
discusses. I do want to make the distinction between MR APs
and MURPS. Because MR APs and MURPS play different
roles in integrating the form, interaction, and function of rich
interactive products.
When it comes to the expression of function in form, MURPS
is necessary and sufficient while MR APs are necessary but not
sufficient. MURPS explicitly changes the form of a product,
therefore, it also changes the meaning of the product. MR APs
do not inherently change the form of a product, they are often the
result of a form change.
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In the expression of ‘interaction’ in form this is the other way
round, MR APs are necessary and sufficient while MURPS
are necessary but not sufficient. MR APs offer only the actionpossibilities that are relevant for use. MURPS often facilitates
MR APs, but MURPS alone does express what one can do with
a product.
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2.4

Summary
In this chapter five cameras were presented that demonstrate the
concept of rich interaction. Instead of giving a detailed description of rich interaction I decided that a demonstration of the
concept was more appropriate. The strength of rich interaction
is not easily captured in words. Rich interaction is a concept that
comes to life in interactive products through the tight integration
of form, function and interaction. Not as an afterthought but in
the hands-on process of designing a product.
Five cameras were presented. As demonstrated rich interaction
can take many forms. It was shown that rich interaction is not an
interaction-style in itself. It is a design approach where form,
interaction and function are a unity, it spans interaction styles.
The cameras are physical hypotheses, quite extreme hypotheses.
Two typical characteristics were found that seem to be indicators for rich interaction; mode-relevant action-possibilities and
mode-of-use reflected in physical state. Two of the camera concepts have both of these characteristics; the ‘Control per Function
Cam’ and the ‘Labelless Cam’. When the unity of form, interaction, and function of these two cameras is compared I think the
‘Labelless Cam’ possesses the most expressive relations between
the factors. Therefore I choose to investigate the concept of rich
interaction further through the ‘Labelless Cam’. To investigate
the concept further an explorative experiment is set up to test a
camera with a rich interface against an ordinary camera. In the
next chapter I present this experiment.
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First experiment - comparing rich to traditional

3.0

Introduction - in this chapter
This chapter describes a first exploratory experiment in which
a mock-up of the camera with a rich interface is compared to a
camera with a more conventional interface. From this experiment
conclusions are drawn regarding rich interaction and more conventional interaction-styles. More importantly, conclusions are
drawn on how one can assess the quality of an interaction-style.
Finally, a new route is set out for the chapters to come.

3.1

Experimental setup

3.1.1 Setup of the experiment
In the previous chapter I describe the exploration of a new
interaction paradigm: rich interaction. Central to the notion of
rich interaction are rich actions. These rich actions are expected
to fit people’s skills, thus offering naturalness and intuitiveness
in interaction. The investigation of rich interaction is started by
comparing the rich interactive camera (RUI Cam) with a camera
with a more traditional interface. The intuitiveness, or ‘self-explainability’ of the camera, was used as an operationalization of
rich interaction in the experiment to come.
3.1.2 Goal of the experiment
This explorative experiment was set up to investigate how the
camera’s rich user interface compared to a camera with a conventional user interface in terms of intuitiveness, aesthetics of form
and use, and ease-of-use.
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3.1.3 Hypotheses and operationalizations
1. The RUI Cam is more intuitive to use than the camera with a
conventional interface.

Operationalization a: The participant is asked to speculate on how
the cameras (RUI Cam, Camera with conventional interface) are
operated, one at a time. The answers are analyzed and categorized into three categories: 1) correct, 2) more or less correct, 3)
not correct. The results for each camera are compared.
Operationalization b: The participant is walked through a set of
small scenarios handling the individual functions (switch on,
zoom, make photo, save photo, do not save photo, play photos,
set resolution) for each camera (RUI Cam, Camera with conventional interface). In each scenario the participants are asked
to speculate on how a function is reached. The answers on each
small scenario are analyzed and categorized into three categories:
1) correct, 2) more or less correct, 3) not correct. The results for
each camera are compared.
2a. The camera with the rich interface is considered more beautiful
than the camera with the conventional interface.
2b. The camera with the rich interface offers aesthetic interaction
while the camera with the conventional interface does not.
2c. The camera with the rich interface is easier to use than the
camera with the conventional interface.

Operationalization: The participant are asked to give a camera
preference on three aspects: beauty of form, beauty of use, and
ease of use.
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3.1.4 Participants
Ten volunteers of diverse backgrounds, age (13-59 years old) and
gender (2 female, 8 male) participated.
3.1.5 Stimuli

Figure 3.1: Stimuli: mock-ups of RUI camera and conventional camera with simulated screen content
(bottom right)

In the experiment, two mock-ups of digital cameras were compared. One was the camera with the rich user interface (RUI)
described earlier, the other was a mock-up of a camera with a
more conventional interface. It was decided to use an existing
camera (Pentax Optio S) as an example of a conventionally interfaced camera. However, it was scaled 125 percent in size so that
it was comparable in size to the RUI Cam. To ensure consistency
in look and feel, both mock-ups were made out of cardboard.
Both models had therefore limited action possibilities. The RUI
Cam allowed for moving its control and feedback elements, but
lacked the spring loaded reactions. The conventional camera had
glued on ‘buttons’ and a simulated screen content and though the
buttons could be touched they did not respond to pressing, see
figure 3.1. The cameras did not autonomously provide feedback
since they were built out of cardboard.
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3.1.6 Procedure
The experiment consisted of three parts. The first camera
was evaluated, then the second camera was evaluated and
finally the participants were asked which camera they liked
best. Alternating, the RUI Cam and the conventional camera
was shown first. Only in the third part of the experiment both
cameras were present on the table.
Part 1&2: The first and the second parts of the experiment
were of similar setup. The participant was first asked to spontaneously speculate on the operation of the cameras. Then a
series of small assignments was given in which the participant
was walked through 7 functions of the cameras (switch on, zoom
in, take a picture, save picture, do not save picture, play saved
pictures, set the resolution of the camera to small). During those
assignments the experimentor provided feedback on actions
of the participants by manually moving parts of the mock-ups
when necessary. After this the participant was asked if he liked
the camera and the way it could be used to make photos. If the
participant had a different way of using the camera than I had in
mind, the intended workings were explained. In that case he was
again asked what he thought of the camera. Part one and part two
of the experiment were concluded by asking the participant if he
missed functions and if he had any remarks about the cameras.
Also, at this time the workings of both cameras were thoroughly
explained.
Part 3: The third part of the experiment consisted of a comparison of the two cameras on three aspects: the aesthetics of
form, the aesthetics of use and the ease of use. These terms were
not defined or explained to the participants, they were open for
interpretation. Finally the participant was asked to fill in a short
questionnaire (gender, age and occupation).
See appendix 3-1 for the questionnaire.
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3.1.7 Setting
The experiment took place in a room where I and the participant
were sitting at a table. At the end of the table a dummy object
was present as a point of interest for the camera to be pointed
at. The whole experiment was recorded on videotape and lasted
approximately 30 minutes. See figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Sketch of experiment setting
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3.2

Results
I analyzed the almost five hours of video-tape that resulted from
the experiment.
Part 1 and 2: In part 1 and 2 of the user experiment the two
cameras were assessed separately. When asked to speculate
on the workings of the cameras the participants were better
in explaining how the conventional camera was operated, see
table 3.1. They were not sure what to do with the RUI Cam: they
kept trying to find buttons, especially a menu-button, and were
frustrated that no labels were present. When asked to complete
a series of small assignments the conventional camera again did
better, but the results were more nuanced. The RUI Cam did
better in the small scenario’s than it did in the earlier task, see
table 3.2.
Table 3.1: Speculation on the workings of the two
cameras, did the participant succeed in fulfilling the
assignment: yes, more or less (~), no

number of participants
0

1

3

2

4

5

6

7

9

8

10

yes
~
no

camera with conventional user interface
camera with RUI
Table 3.2: Walkthrough of limited set of functionality,
did the participant succeed in fulfilling the assignment: yes, more or less (~), no
10
9

number of participants

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

yes

~

no

switch on

yes

~

zoom

no

yes

~

no

make photo

yes

~

save

no

yes

~

no

don't save

yes

~

play

no

yes

~

no

set resolution

camera with conventional user interface
camera with RUI
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Part 3. In part 3 of the user experiment the participants were
asked to give preferences for aesthetics of form, aesthetics of use
and ease of use for the cameras, see table 3.3. When asked for a
preference for form, most participants preferred the RUI Cam
over the conventional camera, table 3.3, row 1. The most common
reason was that they liked it better because the form was more
distinct (6 times). When asked to make a choice for a camera
on aesthetics of use and ease of use there was fewer consensus.
Several participants were unable to make a choice, table 3.3, row
2&3. Four participants claimed that they would use the RUI
Cam in different situations than the conventional camera; the
conventional camera for holiday pictures, the RUI Cam for more
professional use. One person found it difficult to differentiate
between aesthetics of use and ease of use.
Table 3.3: Preferences of the participants
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

aesthetics of form
aesthetics of use
ease of use

camera with conventional user interface
camera with RUI
no choice
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3.3

Discussion
This exploratory experiment offers insight into how to assess
the quality of interaction. Also it offers starting points for new
experiments. Below I discuss my thoughts on the experiment
itself and on interfacing techniques in general.

3.3.1 On the experiment:
Bias caused by lack of interactivity
The intended operation of the RUI Cam depends on the interplay
between feedforward (expression of form and movement) and
feedback (camera reactions). In contrast, the intended operation
of the conventional camera depends on labels on its controls and
to a lesser degree on feedback. The mock-ups, however, did not
provide autonomous feedback while the subject of investigation
was interaction. This resulted in an advantage for the conventional camera in the user experiment.
The conventional camera is designed with labels on its buttons
that literally tell a user what will happen if those buttons are
pressed. The RUI Cam is designed to afford in its form and in
its movements (1) what can be done with it (action possibilities/
affordances), (2) what the camera will do (functionality), and
(3) how the form of the camera will change as a result of that
action to express new action possibilities. Therefore it is much
more important for the RUI Cam that it actually reacts on users’
actions than it is for the conventional camera.
Bias caused by differences in form
During the experiment it was striking to notice that the participants expected the cameras to be used for different purposes.
When asked to give a preference for cameras, four participants
claimed that they would use the two cameras in different settings,
the camera with the conventional interface for holiday pictures
and the RUI Cam for more professional use.
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No naive users
There seem to be no naive users around anymore when it comes to
cameras (analog or digital) or to on-screen graphical user interfaces. The participants are accustomed to the fact that electronics
can only be operated with buttons. They were quite unwilling to
directly manipulate the parts of the RUI Cam.
3.3.2 On Interfacing Techniques In General
On rich interaction
The workings of the RUI Cam are action driven. Form and action
possibilities were designed simultaneously. I intended the camera
to be a physical reflection of the story of the action possibilities it
offers. However, in the experiment I found that it was not always
clear to the participants how to operate the camera. I suspect this
is because the story that is told by the camera occasionally is a
very technical one. To give an example, the screen, and thus the
picture, should be moved towards the memory card to save the
picture on that memory card. This is a reflection of the process
that is at work inside the camera.
Opening up functionality is crucial for interactive products. All
too often the technical functionality drives the interaction with a
product. The reasoning behind this is that since functionality is
what defines a product, functionality should be delivered to the
user in its technical form. Rich interaction, however, goes deeper
than interaction alone. Rich interfaces are designed to exploit the
expressiveness of form to invite the user to explore what can be
done with a product. Functionality is an intangible thing, only
through physical form is the user able to reach functionality, and
only by designing this form for interaction is the functionality
opened up for use.
Does rich interfacing make sense?
During the user experiment the participants kept trying to find
buttons to assign functions to, when exploring the camera with
the rich interface. The camera with the rich interface had few
protrusions that could be perceived as buttons, and still functionality was assigned to diverse spots on the camera, seemingly at
random. Why was this? Earlier I already speculated that naive
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users do not exist anymore. People expect buttons, they know
conventional interfaces and they seem to expect this kind of
interfaces. Presumably, because there are a lot of those interfaces
on the market today.
The important question of course is if I should continue
along this line of research because people seem to cope and rich
interfaces are hard to design. Do they want the linearity and
the sequentiality of conventional interfaces or do they want the
expressive and dynamic interaction of rich interfaces? I do not
want to make this choice for people. But in line with Norman
I do recognize that people increasingly have problems with the
featurism of conventional interfaces (Norman, 1990).
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3.4

Summary
An experiment was conducted in which two cardboard mock-ups
of digital cameras were compared on intuitiveness of interaction.
Both camera’s performed badly. But in general the traditional
camera performed somewhat better. Two main conclusions were
drawn from the experiment.
First, to assess the quality of an interaction-style one needs
working, interactive prototypes. For interaction is an intangible quality of products, that is only present while interacting.
Imagined interaction is not interaction. The consequence of
this is obviously that to assess the quality of rich interaction a
prototype of the camera needs to be built that actually works and
is interactive.
Second, people were unable to compare the use of the cameras
because the difference in form was an obstacle. The form of the
cameras proved to suggest different contexts of use, thus to imply
different interaction possibilities. To minimize the influence of
form it should be the same for each camera that is compared.
That is, the form of the cameras should be, as much as possible,
the same while the interaction style of the cameras is varied. In
the previous chapter two typical characteristics of rich interaction were found that resulted from the integration of form,
interaction, and function; mode-relevant action-possibilities and
mode-of-use reflected in physical state. Not surprisingly these
two characteristics adequately describe the differences between
the rich interactive camera and a camera with a conventional
interface. Therefore I decided to make a set of systematically
varied interaction proposals ranging from rich to conventional
based on these differences. The two characteristics are used as
independent variables to design four interface modules each offering a different interaction-style.
The next chapter describes the process of building a working
prototype of a digital camera based on the cardboard ‘Labelless
Cam’. It is modular so that it can accept different ‘interface
modules’, each offering a different interaction style, ranging from
rich to conventional.
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4.0

Introduction - in this chapter
In this chapter, I explain and illustrate the process of building
the working prototype of the RUI camera with four interface
modules. As was the case with the earlier cardboard mock-up,
the prototype will offer basic functionality. No menus on screens
are present. The camera has to fit working camera parts and accommodate interface modules. Therefore the design of the camera
that was assessed in the first experiment was slightly adapted.
First I present the design of the new interface modules. Then I
discuss different approaches in building a working prototype.
Finally I describe the construction of the prototype.

4.1

Modular prototype

Figure 4.1: Interchangeable interface modules

In the previous chapter the RUI camera was compared to a
conventional camera in an exploratory experiment. Two lessons
were learned for use in a follow up experiment. First, to assess the
quality of an interaction-style one needs a working, interactive
prototype. Second, to compare different interaction-styles the
form of the interactive prototypes should be, as much as possible,
the same. To accomplish this, a working, modular prototype of
the RUI camera was made that can be equipped with one of four
different interface modules, each reflecting a different interaction
style, see figure 4.1.
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From rich to conventional

Figure 4.2: Four interface variations in a grid

In chapter 2 two factors were identified that differentiate the RUI
camera from ordinary, conventional cameras: ‘mode-relevant
action-possibilities’ (MR APs) and ‘mode-of-use reflected in
physical state’ (MURPS). The RUI camera has both MR APs
and MURPS, a conventional camera has neither. Four interface
modules were designed. Each module has a different interactionstyle, systematically varied based on the differences between the
original RUI camera and conventional digital cameras. The first
interface variation is an adaptation of the RUI camera, the fourth
interface variation is an adaptation of a conventional camera. The
second and the third interface variation each implement only one
of the two differentiating factors. The second interface variation
has MURPS but not MR APs. The third interface variation has
MR APs but not MURPS. Together the four interface variations
span a range of interaction-styles from rich to conventional,
see figure 4.2. Next I discuss these interface variations in more
detail.
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4.2

Interface variations
Four different modules can be fitted to the same camera body,
thus varying the interaction-style of the camera. Each combination of camera body and interface variation offers the same
(basic) functionality:
- switch the camera on and off
- zoom in and zoom out
- take a picture
- save a picture
- delete a picture
- view and browse pictures

Figure 4.3a: Switch on

Figure 4.3b: Zooming

However, some functionality is not embedded in the interface
variations but in the camera body (i.e., zooming in and out,
switching the camera on and off). This functionality remains in
the camera body and is thus the same for each interface variation.
To switch the camera on, the lens-cap is taken off of the lens. As
a result the camera powers up and the screen at the back side of
the camera will start showing (moving) images that are captured
through the lens. To switch the camera off, the lens-cap is placed
back on the lens, see figure 4.3a. Zooming is done with a zoomring that is placed on the lens. Sliding the ring forward will
result in zooming in and sliding the ring back again will result in
zooming out, see figure 4.3b.
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4.2.1 Variation I - Rich Actions

Figure 4.4: Camera variation I

This variation has mode-relevant action-possibilities and it reflects the mode of use in its physical state, see figure 4.4. It comes
closest to the original design. The proportion of the screen with
the screen-encasing differs from the original design due to the
size of the parts that were used to make the functional prototype.
It is operated as follows.
After the camera is switched on the screen will show the
(moving) image captured through the lens. To take a picture the
trigger is pushed. As a result the trigger will lock in its ‘pushed
down’ state and the screen will flip away from the lens. This
breaks the connection between lens and screen. The image will
freeze, the camera is in instant-review-mode, showing the picture
that was just taken. The camera now offers the possibility to
either save or discard the picture. If the picture that was made
is satisfactory it can be saved by pushing the screen, including
the picture, towards the memory card. The picture will flow into
the card and is then saved. The screen is spring-loaded and will
return to screen-open position when released. The camera goes
back to camera-mode if the screen is pushed back to the lens. If
the picture that was taken is not satisfactory it can be discarded
by pushing the screen back to the lens immediately, the picture
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will disappear. The screen again shows the image that is captured
through the lens. To view the pictures that were taken and saved
earlier, the screen is dragged from the lens without pushing the
trigger. The screen is then pushed against the memory card where
it will lock into place. The camera is now in view-mode and will
show the pictures that were saved on the memory card. The lever
that is only visible in view-mode can be used to browse through
the pictures. To return to camera-mode the screen is dragged
from the memory card and pushed back to the lens. See also
figure 4.5.

camera-mode: the screen is held
against the camera-body.

instant-review-mode: the screen
is flipped open.

view-mode: the screen is locked
against the memory card.

action-possibilities:

action-possibilities:

action-possibilities:

take a picture: push the trigger,
the screen flips open
(to instant-review-mode).

save a picture: push the screen
towards the memory card, the
image flows into the memory card
(back to camera-mode or to viewmode).

view pictures: push the lever
upwards or downwards to browse
the pictures that were saved.

go to view-mode: drag the screen
from the camera-body and then
push it towards the memory card
(to view-mode).

delete a picture: push the screen
back against the camera-body
immediately after a picture is
taken (back to camera-mode).

Figure 4.5: Operation of camera variation I
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Summarizing, mode-relevant action-possibilities can be seen
in all modes-of-use. When the camera is in camera mode, the only
action possibilities offered are the trigger to take a picture or the
screen that can be dragged from the lens to go to view-mode. If
the camera is in instant-review-mode the camera has a different set of action-possibilities. The screen can either be pushed
towards the memory card or pushed back to the lens. The trigger
cannot be pushed in this mode since it is locked in its ‘pushed
down’ position. If the camera is in view-mode yet another set of
action-possibilities is available. The lever, that becomes available
when the screen is locked against the memory card, can be used
to scroll through the images that are saved on the memory card.
Also, the screen can be dragged from the memory card to leave
view-mode.
As for modes-of-use reflected in the physical state of this
interface variation, the form of the camera, i.e., the position of
the screen, is different in each mode-of-use. In camera-mode the
screen is solidly attached to the lens and the trigger is ready for
pushing. In instant-review-mode the screen is flipped away from
the lens and the trigger keeps its pushed state. And in view-mode
the screen is yet in another position, firmly locked to the memory
card.
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4.2.2 Variation II - Mixed Actions

Figure 4.6: Camera variation II

This variation has no mode-relevant action-possibilities, instead
it offers all action-possibilities all of the time, see figure 4.6. It
does, however, reflect its mode-of-use in its physical state. The
differences of this camera with the rich camera are as follows:
The shutter-release control is placed at the side of the lens
and it is attached to the screen instead of to the camera-body.
Furthermore, the screen is equipped with two prominently visible
arrow-buttons. It is operated as follows.
After the camera is switched on the screen will show the
(moving) image captured through the lens. To take a picture,
the shutter-release button at the side of the screen is pushed. As
a result the shutter-release button together with the screen will
flip away from the lens. This brings the camera in instant-reviewmode, showing the picture that was just taken. The image can
now either be saved or discarded. If the picture that was made
is satisfactory it can be saved by pushing the screen, including
the picture, towards the memory card. The picture will flow into
the card and is then saved. The screen is spring-loaded and will
return to screen-open position when released. The camera goes
back to camera-mode when the screen is pushed back to the
lens. If the picture that was taken is not satisfactory it can be
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discarded by pushing the screen back to the lens immediately, the
picture will disappear. To view the pictures that were taken and
saved earlier the screen is dragged from the lens without pushing
the button at the side of the screen. The screen is then pushed
against the memory card where it will lock into place. The camera
is now in view-mode and will show the pictures that were saved
on the memory card. The arrow buttons next to the screen that
are visible all the time can only now be used to browse through

camera-mode: the screen is held
against the camera-body.

instant-review-mode: the screen
is flipped open.

view-mode: the screen is locked
against the memory card.

action-possibilities:

action-possibilities:

action-possibilities:

take a picture: push the shutterrelease, the screen flips open
(to instant-review-mode).

save a picture: push the screen
towards the memory card, the
image flows into the memory card
(back to camera-mode or to viewmode).

view pictures: push arrowbuttons to browse the pictures
that were saved.

go to view-mode: drag the screen
from the camera-body and then
push it towards the memory card
(to view-mode).

delete a picture: push the screen
back against the camera-body
immediately after a picture is
taken (back to camera-mode).

Figure 4.7: Operation of camera variation II
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the pictures. To return to camera-mode the screen is dragged
from the memory card and pushed back to the lens. See also
figure 4.7.
Summarizing, in camera-mode the button for picture taking is
available and the screen can be dragged from the lens. But, also
the arrow buttons to scroll through pictures are available while
they are only relevant for the view-mode. In instant-review-mode
the screen can either be pushed towards the memory card or
pushed back to the lens. However, the button to take picture stays
attached to the screen when it flips away and is still available, for
it does not hold its pushed state. Again, also the arrow buttons to
scroll through pictures are available. Finally, in view-mode the
arrow buttons can be used to scroll through picture.
As for modes-of-use reflected in the physical state of this
interface variation, the form of the camera, i.e., the position of
the screen, is different in each mode-of-use. In camera-mode the
screen is solidly attached to the lens. In instant-review-mode the
screen is flipped away from the lens. And in view-mode the screen
is yet in another position, firmly locked to the memory card.
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4.2.3 Variation III - Light controls

Figure 4.8: Camera variation III

This variation offers mode-relevant action-possibilities, see
figure 4.8. However it does not reflect its mode-of-use in its
physical state, unlike the rich camera that changes form, this
camera always looks the same. Depending on the mode of use,
the camera offers different back-lit action-possibilities. That is,
different controls are projected on the ‘L’-shaped area by means
of back-lights. It is operated as follows.
After the camera is switched on the screen will show the
(moving) image captured through the lens. To take a picture the
button at the right most side of the screen is pressed. As a result
the camera goes to instant-review-mode and presents the picture
that was taken for review. The camera offers new action-possibilities by means of back-lit buttons. It offers the possibility to
either save or discard the picture. If the picture that was made is
satisfactory it can be saved by pushing the lighted ‘save’-button.
Otherwise if it is not satisfactory it can be discarded by pushing
the lighted ‘not save’-button. After a choice is made the button
of choice blinks three times to indicate which choice was made
after which the ‘save’ and ‘not save’ buttons will disappear and
the camera will return to camera-mode. To view the pictures
that were made and saved earlier the mode-selector-switch is
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slid towards the view-icon. As a result the camera will show the
images that were saved on the memory card earlier and two new
action-possibilities become available, two lighted arrow-buttons.
These lighted arrow-buttons can be used to browse the picture.
To return to camera-mode the mode-selector-switch is slid back
to the camera-icon. As a result the arrow-buttons will disappear.
See also figure 4.9.

camera-mode: a limited set of
controls is accessible.

instant-review-mode: lighted
‘save’ and ‘not save’ controls.

view-mode: lighted up and down
arrows.

action-possibilities:

action-possibilities:

action-possibilities:

take a picture: push the shutterrelease (to instant-review-mode).

save a picture: push the lighted
‘save’ control (back to cameramode).

view pictures: push the lighted
arrows to browse the pictures that
were saved.

go to view-mode: slide the modeselector-switch to the view-icon
(to view-mode).

delete a picture: push the lighted
‘not save’ control (back to cameramode).

Figure 4.9: Operation of camera variation III

Summarizing, mode-relevant action-possibilities can be seen
in all modes-of-use. When the camera is in camera-mode, the
only action-possibilities that are offered are the button to take
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pictures and the mode-selector-switch that switches between
camera-mode and view-mode. If the camera is in instant-reviewmode the camera has a different set of back-lit action-possibilities
that can be used to save or discard a picture. If the camera is
in view-mode yet another set of action-possibilities is available.
Back-lit arrow-buttons are offered for browsing pictures. And
the mode-selector-switch is available to switch back to cameramode. Admittedly, the instant-review-mode and the view-mode
are ‘polluted’ with non-mode-relevant controls, i.e., the button to
take pictures and in instant-review-mode also the mode-selector-switch. Due to limited volume for electronics in the interface
variation this was considered the optimal compromise between
feasibility and the presence of mode-relevant action-possibilities.
As for modes-of-use reflected in the physical state of this interface variation, the form of the camera is the same in all modes-ofuse. It doesn’t reflect its mode-of-use in its physical state.
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4.2.4 Variation IV - Conventional buttons

Figure 4.10: Camera variation IV

This variation has no mode-relevant action-possibilities, see
figure 4.10. Instead it offers all action-possibilities always.
Moreover, it doesn’t reflect its mode-of-use in its physical state,
it always looks the same. This variation comes closest to conventional user interfaces. It is operated as follows.
After the camera is switched on the screen will show the (moving) image captured through the lens. To take a picture the button at the right most side of the screen is pressed As a result the
camera goes to instant-review-mode and presents the picture that
was taken for review. If the picture that was made is satisfactory
it can be saved by pushing the ‘save’-button. If it is not satisfactory it can be discarded by pushing the ‘not save’-button. After a
choice is made the camera will return to camera-mode. To view
the pictures that were made and saved earlier the mode-selector-switch is slid towards the view-icon. As a result the camera
will show the images that were saved earlier on the memory card
earlier. The arrow-buttons can be used to browse the pictures. To
return to camera-mode the mode-selector-switch is slid back to
the camera-icon. See also figures 4.11.
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camera-mode: all controls are
accessible.

instant-review-mode: all controls view-mode: all controls are
are accessible.
accessible.

action-possibilities:

action-possibilities:

action-possibilities:

take a picture: push the shutterrelease (to instant-review-mode).

save a picture: push the ‘save’
button (back to camera-mode).

view pictures: push the arrowbuttons to browse the pictures
that were saved.

go to view-mode: slide the modeselector-switch to the view-icon
(to view-mode).

delete a picture: push the ‘not
save’ button (back to cameramode).

Figure 4.11: Operation of camera variation IV

Summarizing, every button is visible in all modes-of-use, even
when pressing the button has no effect. Moreover, the form of
the camera is the same in all modes-of-use. It doesn’t reflect its
mode-of-use in its physical state.
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4.3

Building - camera hardware

4.3.1 Introduction - redesign of the camera
The design of the RUI camera was defined in a cardboard
mock-up. However, to make a working prototype based on the
concept it was necessary to redesign it. The prototype was to be
constructed from off-the-shelf parts, and more importantly, it
needed to accommodate interface modules.
The main difference is the size of the camera which is 125% of
the size of the cardboard model. Zooming is done by means of a
zoom-ring instead of with the two handles at the front of the lens.
The lens itself does not slide anymore. Finally the option to set the
resolution was cancelled due to potential implementation issues,
see figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12: Cardboard camera and aluminum
prototype

4.3.2 Options for acquiring hardware
To build a working prototype of a digital camera one needs
camera parts. Three options were considered for acquiring the
hardware that was to be fitted into the camera.
First, the prototype can be built from scratch using off-theshelf parts from parts-suppliers. An obvious advantage of this
approach is the flexibility to design and place the camera parts in
any way that is desirable. This offers the possibility to keep the
prototype small and self contained. However, it is not an easy and
self-evident process to fit the parts together programming-wise.
Besides, camera parts are not always easy to come by.
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Second, the prototype can be built based on a web-cam and
a miniature TV. This is a relatively easy approach, the web-cam
and the miniature TV can be connected to a computer which
makes the connection between the camera controls and the webcam and TV-screen. The disadvantage of this approach is that
the computer needs to be connected to the camera-prototype at
all times.
Third, the prototype can be built based on an existing camera,
either by using a Software Development Kit (SDK) or by modifying the camera. Provided that the SDK gives enough control
over the camera functionality this is by far the easiest approach.
In case that the SDK doesn’t give enough control over the camera
functionality it is always possible to modify the camera and build
the prototype using the camera parts. Both ways have the advantage that no magic has to be conjured up to connect the camera
part and the screen part. The disadvantage is that when a SDK
is used a computer needs to be connected to the prototype at all
times. This disadvantage disappears when only the camera parts
are used. However, an existing camera is hard to hack into.
All things considered I chose to use an existing camera as a
basis for the working prototype. This approach provided the
greatest chance for success.
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4.3.3 Existing camera - Canon Powershot A60

Figure 4.13: Canon Powershot A60

It did not really matter which existing camera was to be used
as the basis for the prototype. The main consideration was that
it was to be inexpensive and relatively small, and a SDK should
exist for it. The wish-list included optical zoom and a big screen.
I chose the Canon Powershot A60 to be the source of hardware,
see figure 4.13. This camera was at its end-of-life marketing-wise
and priced accordingly and a SDK was readily available for it.
Moreover it features an optical zoom and its functional parts
take up relatively little space since a third of the camera volume
is used to accommodate 4 AA batteries. Finally, the screen-size is
acceptable although not overly big.
4.3.4 Modifying the Canon Camera
The SDK that was delivered with the Canon Powershot A60
provides remote control over the Canon hardware. But after
some experimenting with the SDK it became clear that it did not
provide enough control over the Canon hardware. Pictures could
remotely be taken but it was not possible to show these pictures on
the screen of the camera after they were captured. It was decided
to leave the SDK approach and modify the Canon hardware for
use in the prototype. The good news was that no computer had to
be connected to the prototype after all, the bad news was that a
way was to be found to hack into the Canon hardware.
In order to investigate the options for modifying the camera
hardware the Canon camera first had to be taken apart and
stripped from its enclosure. The stripped camera hardware was
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Figure 4.14: Canon hardware mounted on stand

Figure 4.15: Flexiprint with external control wires
attached

mounted on a stand to be easy accessible for experimentation.
After some false starts the camera was operational, mounted on
the stand, see figure 4.14. Three problems needed solving. A way
needed to be found to access the functionality of the camera. The
flat cable emerging from the screen needed to be lengthened so
that the screen could be mounted in the interface modules. Finally
the CF card (memory card) connector needed to be extended in
order to mount it at the side of the prototype.
To implement the functionality of the prototype, a way had
to be found to have the Canon hardware respond to the controls
of the interface variations. It was deemed impossible to access
the micro-controller that controls the Canon hardware without
destroying it or at least having to completely reprogram it. The
solution was to have an external micro-controller ‘push’ the buttons of the Canon hardware. All Canon controls are mounted on
one flexible circuit board that is folded through the camera. The
Canon controls were extended by means of wires, see figure 4.15.
Each control was connected to two wires (though some controls
share a base wire), connecting the two wires is equivalent to operating the control. After a failed experiment using analog switches
(4066) this setup worked using 14 reed-relays (HE721A) driven
by the micro-controller (PIC16F877-20) through 2 darlington
arrays (ULN2803) of 8 darlingtons each, see figure 4.16.
To lengthen the 24-way flat cable emerging from the screen of
the camera two identical Molex Flat Flex Cable (FFC) connectors were soldered to each other by means of 24 ‘Omega shaped’
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Figure 4.16: Operating the Canon hardware with a
microcontroller

Figure 4.17: Custom display extension connector

Figure 4.18: Memory card extension

wires, see figure 4.17. In this way I created a double sided connector that can be used to connect a stock FFC cable to the flat-cable
emerging from the screen, effectively lengthening the cable.
Finally, the memory card needed to be mounted on the outside
of the box. The connectors that were used in the Canon camera
were too small and fragile to solder on. Instead I chose to make
a custom extension using a female connector scavenged from
a memory card and a male CF-card connector bought from
Molex. Two 25 core cables were used to connect the two, see
figure 4.18.
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4.3.5 Side-box and umbilical
Although the RUI camera’s size was 125% of the original concept
design there was too little space in the aluminum enclosure to
accommodate the Canon hardware, the custom electronics and a
battery pack. The solution was to add a wearable side-box connected to the camera with an umbilical. At the side of the box two
connectors are available, a rs232 connector for the logging of user
actions on the camera to a computer and a power connector to optionally run the camera without batteries. The side box measures
40x110x205mm and fits in a custom made carrying bag that can
be worn over the shoulder, see figure 4.19.

Figure 4.19: Side box and umbilical
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4.4

Building - camera-body construction

Figure 4.20: The aluminum prototype

Mechanics:
The prototype of the RUI camera is built out of aluminum, see
figure 4.20 and figure 4.21. It is built up from two sub-assemblies,
the lens-barrel and the camera-body. The lens-barrel assembly is
made from aluminum and acrylic and has five parts: the lens-barrel itself, the zoom-ring, a disc that carries the Canon hardware,
an acrylic front-cover and a lens-cap. The zoom-ring is fixed in a
slot so that it can slide over the lens barrel in a controlled manner.
The disc that carries the Canon hardware slides into the lensbarrel where it is fixed, see figure 4.22. The acrylic front-cover
is slid into the front-side of the lens-barrel protecting the Canon
hardware. The lens-cap is mounted on the front-side of the lens.

Figure 4.21: Rough dimensions of the camera
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The camera body assembly is made from aluminum and has
six parts: the upper and lower body plate, the camera handle, the
memory-card mount, the memory-card cover plate and the lens
mount. Both the upper and lower body plate are fixed to the lens
mount. The camera handle, and both the memory-card mount
and cover plate are mounted between the upper and lower body
plate.
The camera body assembly has room to fit the interface
modules. The lens mount is equipped with two rows of fifteen
(electrical) connectors that provide both the mechanical and the
electrical connection between camera and interface modules. The
FFC cable for the screen is also fed through the lens mount so that
the screen can be mounted in the interface modules. The lower
plate in the camera body assembly is equipped with a bolt to fix
the interface modules into place.
Electronics:
The modifications to the Canon hardware that were described
before allowed the hardware to be built into the aluminum enclosure. Two 25 core cables run from the side-box to the camera. The
cables carry the connections to the Canon hardware controls, the
connections to the sensors and actuators of the custom interface
and 5V power. The camera is equipped with two sensors, a sliding
potentiometer to derive the position of the zoom-ring and a LDR
to determine if the lens-cap is attached to the lens. Through the
electrical connectors that mate the camera and interface modules
the sensors are read-out, the actuators are controlled and power
is fed.
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4.5

Building - construction of interface modules
The interface modules are machined from aluminum. Since the
Canon hardware provided only one screen the interface modules
had to be constructed in such a way that the screen enclosure can
be easily opened to place or remove the screen when the interface
modules are exchanged. To cut costs much effort was put in making the parts of the modules similar to each other. All modules
share the same base. And the screen enclosures have the same
cut-outs to fit the screen. For the same reason interface module
I and II are of similar construction, as are interface module III
and IV.

4.5.1 Interface module I - Rich Actions
Mechanics:

Figure 4.23: Exploded view of variation I

Interface module I is built up from three sub-assemblies; the
base, the screen assembly and the trigger. The trigger and the
screen assembly are mounted on the base by means of hinge pins.
Interface module I contains three mechanisms, see figure 4.23.
The first and simplest mechanism is the spring-loaded hinging action of the screen assembly. The whole screen assembly is
mounted on the base by two hinge pins. A custom made spring is
mounted under the screen assembly so that the whole sub-assembly is pushed away from the base, and rests against two skewed
planes of the base. The screen assembly is then in screen-open
position. To hold the screen assembly in screen-closed position
a ball-plunger is mounted in the base in such a way that it fits a
corresponding hole in the screen assembly.
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The second mechanism is the trigger mechanism that causes
the screen assembly to flip away from the base when the trigger
is pushed. The trigger is normally held into a ‘non-pushed’ state
by means of a torsion-spring. Attached to the trigger is an arm
that will rotate up if the trigger is pushed. This arm pushes the
screen assembly away from the base causing it to assume screenopen position. A ball-plunger is mounted in the base to lock the
trigger into a ‘pushed’ state after the screen assembly is pushed
open. The other way round, if the screen assembly is pushed back
in screen-closed position the screen assembly pushes the arm of
the trigger down again, returning the trigger to its normal ‘non
pushed’ state.
The last mechanism is the most complicated one. It regulates
the sliding action of the screen assembly when it is in screen open
position (from neutral to extreme position). When the module
is mounted in the RUI camera the screen can be slid towards
the memory card, (saving a picture). Besides, in some cases the
screen needs to lock in the extreme position when it is slid all
the way to the memory card (view-mode). To accomplish this the
screen assembly is built up from two parts. A lower screen mount
and an upper screen enclosure. The screen enclosure is attached
to the screen mount by means of a linear ball-bearing and a
spring. It can be slid out to the extreme position (towards the
memory card when the module is mounted in the RUI camera) by
pushing it, because of the spring it will return to neutral position.
However, in some cases the screen enclosure needs to lock in the
extreme position. To accomplish this the spring that normally
holds the screen enclosure in neutral position is itself attached
to an actuator that can release the tension from the spring when
the screen enclosure is in the extreme position. In that case the
screen enclosure is locked in the extreme position. Finally, two
small magnets are added that hold the screen enclosure exactly in
respectively neutral and extreme position.
Electronics:
Interface module I is equipped with four micro-switches, two self
built sensors, and one micro servo. The micro-switches sense the
position of the trigger, screen assembly and screen enclosure. The
self built sensors determine if the lever in the screen assembly
is operated. The micro servo releases the tension on the screen
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enclosure’s spring. The sensors are wired to the connectors at
the bottom of the interface module. From there they are directly
accessible for the micro-controller in the side box.
4.5.2 Interface module II - Mixed Actions
Mechanics:

Figure 4.24: Exploded view of variation II

Interface module II is very similar to interface module I. It is
built up from three sub-assemblies; the base, the screen assembly
and the shutter release assembly. The shutter release assembly is
mounted on the screen assembly and together they are mounted
on the base by means of hinge pins, see figure 4.24. On top of the
screen assembly two buttons are placed. Through push-rods they
operate push-buttons that are mounted below, see figure 4.25.
Interface module II contains three mechanisms that strongly
resemble the mechanisms of interface module I.
The first mechanism is the spring-loaded hinging action of
the screen assembly. It copies the corresponding mechanism in
interface module I in how it hinges and moves out. However the
screen assembly is held in screen-closed position by the shutter
release assembly that is fitted with a catch that locks into a pin
on the base.
The second mechanism is the shutter release mechanism that
causes the screen assembly to flip away from the base when the
shutter release button is pushed. The shutter release assembly is
mounted on the screen assembly. It can be pushed causing a catch
on the shutter release assembly to release a pin that is mounted on
the base. A spring causes the shutter release button the hold its
‘non-pushed’ state.
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The third mechanism regulates the sliding action of the screen
assembly when it is in screen open position (from neutral to
extreme position). It is a copy of the corresponding mechanism
of interface module I.
Electronics:
Interface module II is equipped with three micro-switches, three
push-buttons and one micro-servo. The micro-switches sense
the position of the screen assembly and screen enclosure. The
push-buttons determine if the shutter release button or one of the
buttons on top are pushed. The micro servo releases the tension
on the screen enclosure’s spring. The sensors are wired to the connectors at the bottom of the interface module. From there they are
directly accessible for the micro-controller in the side box.
4.5.3 Interface module III - Light Controls
Mechanics:

Figure 4.26: Exploded view of variation III

Interface module III is built up from two sub-assemblies; the base
and the screen assembly, see figure 4.26. The screen assembly is
mounted on the base. The screen assembly contains an acrylic
part where ‘buttons’ can be projected on, moreover, a slide switch
and a shutter release button are mounted. The button construction is the same as on interface module II.
Electronics:
Interface module III is equipped with a set of four proximity
sensors (QT110) coupled to four triplets of white LEDs, a slide
switch and a duo of push-buttons. Moreover, it is equipped with a
dedicated micro-controller (PIC18LF252) to drive the proximity
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sensors and the LEDs. On the surface of the acrylic part, ‘buttons’ can be projected by means of the LEDs that shine through
a mask. The on-board micro-controller switches the LEDs on
and off. In the acrylic part ‘antennas’ are embedded that are
connected to the proximity sensors which in turn are connected
to the on board micro-controller. The ‘buttons’ that are projected
on the surface of the acrylic part can be operated through the
proximity sensors. The duo of push-buttons controls the focus
and shutter release of the camera. The slide controls the mode of
the camera. The on-board micro-controllers, the slide switch and
the pushbutton are wired to the connectors at the bottom of the
interface module. From there they are accessible for the microcontroller in the side box.
4.5.4 Interface module IV - Conventional Buttons
Mechanics:

Figure 4.27: Exploded view of variation IV

Interface module IV is built up from two sub-assemblies; the base
and the screen assembly, see figure 4.27. The screen assembly is
mounted on the base. On top of the screen assembly a slide switch
and five buttons are mounted. The button construction is the
same as on interface module II and III.
Electronics:
Interface module IV is equipped with four push-buttons, a duo of
push-buttons and a slide switch. The push-buttons determine if a
button on the surface is pressed. The duo of push-buttons controls
the focus and shutter release of the camera. The slide controls the
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mode of the camera. The sensors are wired to the connectors at
the bottom of the interface module. From there they are directly
accessible for the micro-controller in the side box.
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4.6

Programming the Camera
There are two micro-controllers present in the camera prototype:
an main micro-controller that controls the Canon hardware and
an on-board micro-controller for interface module III. They both
needed to be programmed. Here I discuss the main design decisions regarding the hardware and the micro-controller software
The main micro-controller is a PIC16F877-20. I chose to use
this micro-controller because it offers many I/O ports (33), is
relatively fast (20 MHz) and has a sufficiently large program
memory (14kBytes). Moreover, it is often used at our department
and I had earlier experience with it. The micro-controller that is
present in interface module III is a PIC18LF252. I chose this micro-controller over the PIC16F877 because it has a smaller physical size (28pins PDIP). The programming language that is used
is ‘JAL’ with ‘Jaledit’ as programming environment. ‘Bumblebee’
is used to load the program into the micro-controller.
The main micro-controller
There is one software version that is used for all four interface
modules (dynamic configuration management). This has the
advantage that the effort of mounting another interface module
is minimized. There is a small disadvantage to this design
choice: the program memory has to be sufficiently large so that
it can contain the software for all configurations. In view of
the commonalities between the interface modules and in view
of the size of the program memory this is no problem. Because
interface module I and II and interface module III and IV are of
similar construction, two program-branches are written, one for
interface module I and II (branch-a) and one for interface module
III and IV (branch-b). The small differences between the pairs of
interfaces were taken care of by setting interface module specific
variables in the branch that runs. Apart from the camera control
there is an interrupt routine running that performs three tasks:
(1) it logs sensor readings (user actions) and communicates this
over a serial connection to a PC (the sensor readings are time
stamped at the PC side). (2) only when branch-a is running it
provides a signal for a servo (refresh rate 20ms, pulse-width 1.02.0ms), and (3) it keeps several counters to track the state of the
Canon hardware. Finally, all sensors are debounced in software.
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The prime concern for programming the main micro-controller
was to make the program satisfy the real-time requirement that
there shall be no noticeable delays while using the camera. The
micro-controller is fast enough for this purpose and the program
was found to cycle through its main loop while polling the interface sensors without noticable delay. The problem proved to be
the Canon hardware. The Canon hardware is a closed system, it
is not trivial to provide feedback on the functioning of the Canon
hardware to the micro-controller. It was therefore necessary to
model the behavior of the Canon hardware in software so that
the whole system of Canon hardware and the new interfaces and
micro-controller operated consistently and reliably. This model
incorporates three measures: (1) the time (in ms.) that a button
needs to be activated for the Canon hardware to register, (2) the
time (in ms.) that is needed for the Canon hardware to be ready
again for new input, and (3) the times (in s.) for the Canon hardware to display autonomous behaviour (i.e., automatic shutdown
after 180s., automatic lens retraction in view-mode after 61s.).
These waiting loops define the responsiveness of the system.
For example, to be sure that the camera takes a picture under
each light condition the shutter-release button on the Canon
hardware needs to be activated for at least 1 second, also a compensation is necessary for the zoom-level, the further the camera
is zoomed in the longer it takes for the camera to take a picture.
Moreover, the program needs to keep track of the state the Canon
camera is in and compensate for it. To give an example, the Canon
hardware automatically retracts the lens when it is in view-mode
for longer then 61 seconds. It deploys the lens again when the
Canon hardware is brought to camera-mode but it forgets the
zoom-level that was set before, and also it switches the flash to
automatic, both need to be reset if the lens retracts.
Another problem that needed to be solved was the screenfeedback that was necessary for interface variation I and II (i.e.,
the image that flows into the memory card). As stated previously,
the Canon hardware is a closed system, it is not possible to implement new screen feedback in the hardware itself. This problem
is solved by having a short movie-clip present at the memory
card of a white plane that moves and disappears to the left. By
playing-back the movie when a picture is saved (by pressing the
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screen towards the memory card) the small movie-clip provides
the illusion that the image flows into the memory card and is
saved.
The Canon hardware can be operated in two modes-of-use,
it has a camera-mode and a view-mode. The four cameras each
have three modes-of-use: camera-mode, instant review-mode,
and view-mode. When the cameras are in camera-mode, the
Canon hardware is also in camera-mode. The Canon hardware is
operated in view-mode both for the instant review-mode and the
view-mode of the four cameras.
The on-board micro-controller for interface module III
The program in this micro-controller manages the behavior of the
proximity sensors (QT110) and the LEDs. It relays the proximity
sensors’ information to the main micro-controller.
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5.0

Introduction - in this chapter
An experiment was set up to investigate the qualities of the RUI
camera in contrast with ordinary interfaces. A camera prototype
with four interface variations ranging from rich to conventional
was built. The four prototype/interface module combinations
were tested in a real-world setting, a photo-studio. Each participant used all four combinations to make three beautiful pictures
of a still life. Hassenzahl’s scales to measure product qualities
were used to assess the qualities of the four prototype/interface
module combinations (Hassenzahl, 2003, 2004). First I introduce
Hassenzahl’s product quality measurements then I present the
second experiment.

5.1

Experimental setup

5.1.1 Goal of the experiment
This experiment was setup to investigate the qualities of the
concept of rich interaction, more specifically the rich qualities
of the camera prototype. The goal is to find out if people prefer
the RUI camera in terms of form and interaction, and to provide
insight into how this is related to their preferences for more
conventionally interfaced cameras. The experiment is expected
to provide insight into the concept of aesthetic interaction. In the
experiment the influence of ‘mode-relevant action-possibilities’
and ‘mode-of-use reflected in the physical state’ is tested. Finally
the experiment is expected to offer insight in the relevance of
HCI usability measures for the domain of interactive consumer
products.
5.1.2 Independent variables
For the rest of this chapter the four prototype/interface module
combinations will be referred to as cameras. They are named
‘Rich Actions Cam’ (variation I), ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ (variation II), ‘Light Controls Cam’ (variation III), and ‘Conventional
Buttons Cam’ (variation IV). In some cases I will also refer to the
camera variations by their roman numerals.
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The interface modules are differentiated on two factors, each
having two levels. These are the independent variables. They
either have mode-relevant action-possibilities or offer all actionpossibilities always. And they either reflect their mode-of-use in
their physical state or they do not change form. Thus forming
four cells, see figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Four camera variations

5.1.3 Dependent variables
Hassenzahl’s product quality assessment scales
Hassenzahl (2003) developed a model in which he describes attributes of products. He distinguishes two categories, pragmatic
attributes and hedonic attributes, where hedonic attributes are
subdivided into identification and stimulation. Thus three attribute groups are distinguished. The ‘AttracDiff 2’ questionnaire
was developed to address these attribute groups. It consists of
three sets of seven bipolar word pairs on seven-point scales.
Each set of attributes can be collapsed into a product quality
(Hassenzahl, 2004).
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Pragmatic Quality (PQ):
[this quality is] ‘connected to the user’s need to achieve
behavioral goals. Above all, goal achievement requires utility and usability. In this sense, a product that allows for effective and efficient goal-achievement is perceived as pragmatic’
(Hassenzahl, 2004, p. 322).
Hedonic Quality:
[this quality is] ‘primarily related to the user’s self. [It]
can be further subdivided into stimulation and identification’
(Hassenzahl, 2004, p. 322).
-Identification (HQI):
[a social quality], ‘addresses the human need to express one’s self
through objects’ (Hassenzahl, 2004, p. 322).
-Stimulation (HQS):
‘stimulation, novelty, and challenge are a prerequisite of
personal development, which is in turn a basic human need’
(Hassenzahl, 2004, p. 322).
Hassenzahl experimentally matched two evaluational constructs (beauty and goodness) to the three attribute groups.
He found that goodness depended on both pragmatic attributes
and hedonic attributes and that beauty largely depended on
identification (hedonic attributes). Moreover, he found that using
a product influences the perceived pragmatic attributes of that
product as well as goodness. While hedonic attributes and beauty
remained stable after use (Hassenzahl, 2004).
Originally in German the questionnaire was translated to
Dutch by C.J. Overbeeke, J.P. Djajadiningrat and the author
of this thesis in cooperation with C. Bartneck (who is a native
German speaker). The questionnaire was then used to assess
the perceived product qualities of the cameras. Added to the
questionnaire were the evaluational constructs that Hassenzahl
used (beauty and goodness) and a third evaluational construct
ease-of-use (See appendix 5-I).
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Preferences for action and assessment of independent
variables
To find out if there is preference for action a set of questions was
prepared that assessed this for each prototype/interface variation
combination. Four actions are distinguished per camera: (a) take
picture, (b) save picture, (c) delete picture, and (d) view pictures.
Only one (positive) preference was asked per camera. To answer
this question four video clips, depicting the four actions, were
available on a computer screen as a reminder. The clips could be
played if necessary (See appendix 5-IIa).
To assess the influence of the independent variables (mode-relevant action-possibilities & and mode-of-use reflected in physical
state) on preference for prototype/interface variation combination, a set of two statements was prepared. Each statement voiced
a positive opinion targeted at one of the independent variables.
Two 7-point scales were available to indicate the amount in which
one agreed with the statements (See appendix 5-IIb).
Comparison questionnaire
To compare the prototype/interface variation combinations two
more tasks were assembled. First, a positive and negative preference was asked for all sixteen actions encountered in all four
cameras (four actions per camera, the same actions as before).
The sixteen actions were available as short video clips on a
computer screen and could be played if necessary (See appendix
5-IIIa).
Second, the prototype/interface variation combinations were
ranked on the three evaluational constructs that were used
earlier: Beauty, Goodness, and Ease-of-use. Four picture cards
that depicted the four prototype/interface variation combinations
in action were prepared for this. They could be physically ranked
from negative left (ugly, bad, hard-to-use) to positive right
(beautiful, good, easy-to-use) (See appendix 5-IIIb).
Other questions
Finally, a general set of questions was prepared to get details on
the participants (See appendix 5-IV).
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5.1.4 Hypotheses and operationalizations
This experiment is set up to investigate the rich qualities of the
camera prototype and to compare the rich interaction paradigm
to the more conventional interaction paradigm. An important
aspect of rich interaction is the aesthetic quality of interaction
itself. Therefore the first hypothesis concerns the aesthetics
of interaction. Next the differences between the interaction
paradigms are investigated. Hypotheses two, three, and four
concern the differentiating factors, the independent variables
of the experiment. Finally, In the introduction I named three
measures of HCI-usability: efficiency, effectivity, and satisfaction. In the final hypothesis I investigate the relevance of two of
these measures (efficiency and effectivity) in a product context. I
assume satisfaction to be relevant in a HCI-context as well as in a
product context. Therefore I do not test satisfaction here.
a) aesthetic interaction
1. The camera with the rich interface offers aesthetic interaction.

Operationalization: The working definition of aesthetic interaction
that was given in chapter 1 is: ‘the aesthetic experience that
can only be had while interacting’. This means that aesthetic
interaction can only influence the evaluation of a product after it
has been used. Or in other words: if the evaluation of a product
is measured before and after use, aesthetic interaction can only
influence the latter evaluation. Therefore, if changes are found
between before and after use product evaluations it is likely that
aesthetic interaction is the cause. This was operationalized as
the difference in perceived product quality before and after use,
using Hassenzahl’s measures of product quality (HQI, HQS,
and PQ).
For all cameras:
HQIpre ≠ HQIpost
HQSpre ≠ HQSpost
PQpre ≠ PQpost
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b) mode-relevant action-possibilities and mode-of-use
reflected in physical state
2a. The differentiating factor ‘mode-relevant action-possibilities’
(MR APs) makes products easier to use.

Operationalization: To investigate if cameras that offer MR APs
are easier to use both Hassenzahl’s pragmatic quality (PQ) and
the evaluational construct ‘ease-of-use’ are compared to those of
cameras that do not offer them. This means that the ‘Rich Actions
Cam’ and the ‘Light Controls Cam’ should score better on PQ
and ‘ease-of-use’ than the other cameras. Moreover these cameras
should rank higher on ‘ease-of-use’ in the comparison rankings.
PQpost (Cell I and Cell III) > PQpost (Cell II and Cell IV)
‘ease-of-use’post (Cell I and Cell III) > ‘ease-of-use’post (Cell I and Cell IV)
FRbest rankings on ‘ease-of-use’ (Cell I and Cell III) > FRbest rankings on ‘ease-of-use’ (Cell II and Cell IV)
2b. The cameras offering MR APs are preferred over the other
cameras.

Operationalization: To find out if cameras offering MR APs are
preferred over the other cameras the rankings of the ‘Rich
Actions Cam’ and the ‘Light Controls Cam’ on ‘beauty’, ‘goodness’, and ‘ease-of-use’ are compared to those rankings of the
‘Mixed Actions Cam’ and the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’. The
‘Rich Actions Cam’ and the ‘Light Controls Cam’ should score
better.
For ‘beauty’, ‘goodness’, and ‘ease-of-use’
FRbest rankings (Cell I and Cell III) > FRbest rankings (Cell II and Cell IV)
3a. The differentiating factor ‘mode-of-use reflected in physical
state’ (MURPS) makes products easier to use.

Operationalization: To investigate if cameras that offer MURPS
are easier to use both Hassenzahl’s pragmatic quality (PQ) and
the evaluational construct ‘ease-of-use’ are compared to those of
cameras that do not offer them. This means that the ‘Rich Actions
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Cam’ and the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ should score better on PQ
and ‘ease-of-use’ than the other cameras. Moreover these cameras
should rank higher on ‘ease-of-use’ in the comparison rankings.
PQpost (Cell I and Cell II) > PQpost (Cell III and Cell IV)
‘ease-of-use’post (Cell I and Cell II) > ‘ease-of-use’post (Cell III and Cell IV)
FRbest rankings on ‘ease-of-use’ (Cell I and Cell II) > FRbest rankings on ‘ease-of-use’ (Cell III and Cell IV)
3b. The cameras offering MURPS are preferred over the other
cameras.

Operationalization: To find out if cameras offering MURPS are
preferred over the other cameras the rankings of the ‘Rich
Actions Cam’ and the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ on ‘beauty’, ‘goodness’, and ‘ease-of-use’ are compared to those rankings of the
‘Light Controls Cam’ and the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’. The
‘Rich Actions Cam’ and the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ should score
better.
For ‘beauty’, ‘goodness’, and ‘ease-of-use’
FRbest rankings (Cell I and Cell II) > FRbest rankings (Cell III and Cell IV)
4a. The differentiating factors ‘mode-relevant action-possibilities’
and ‘mode-of-use reflected in physical state’ strengthen each other
in making products easier-to-use.

Operationalization: To investigate if MR APs and MURPS
strengthen each other the rankings on PQ and ‘ease-of-use’ for
the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ are compared to the other three cameras.
The ‘Rich Actions Cam’ should score better.
PQpost (Cell I) > PQpost (Cell II and Cell III and Cell IV)
‘ease-of-use’post (Cell I) > ‘ease-of-use’post (Cell II and Cell III and Cell IV)
FRbest rankings on ‘ease-of-use’ (Cell I) > FRbest rankings on ‘ease-of-use’ (Cell II and Cell III and Cell IV)
4b. The camera that offers both MR APs and MURPS is preferred
over the other cameras.

Operationalization: find out if the camera that offers both MR APs
and MURPS is preferred over the other cameras the rankings of
the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ on ‘beauty’, ‘goodness’, and ‘ease-of-use’
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are compared to those rankings of the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’, the
‘Light Controls Cam’, and the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’. The
‘Rich Actions Cam’ should score better
For ‘beauty’, ‘goodness’, and ‘ease-of-use’
FRbest rankings (Cell I) > FRbest rankings (Cell II and Cell III and Cell IV)
c) HCI-usability measures
5a. Efficiency is not a good measure of quality of interactive
consumer products in a real-use context.

Operationalization: Efficiency is a measure for the minimal amount
of time used to complete an assignment. To find out if efficiency
is a relevant measure in the domain of interactive consumer products the user actions are logged and time-stamped by means of a
computer connected to the camera prototypes. The total time-ofuse will be used to compare the performance of the participants
with the different cameras.
5b. Effectivity is not a good measure of quality of interactive
consumer products in a real-use context.

Operationalization: Effectivity is a measure for how good a device
can be used to do something. In case of the camera this is operationalized as: how good is the camera in taking photos. To find
out if effectivity is a relevant measure in the domain of interactive
consumer products the user action are logged and time-stamped.
The effectivity of the camera is operationalized as how many
trails are needed to make one ‘good’ photo. This ratio will be
compared between the different cameras.
5.1.5 Participants
Twenty-four participants, ranging in age from 19 to 29 years
old, took part in the experiment. Twelve participants were
male and twelve female. It was decided to ask students from
the Architecture Department of the Technische Universiteit
Eindhoven. These students are expected to have little problems
when asked to make beautiful pictures. Because they can be
expected to have a feel for ‘beauty’ because of their background
in architecture.
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5.1.6 Stimuli
In this experiment the four interface variations are compared.
The interface variations are fitted on a working prototype of a
digital camera, resulting in four prototypes of digital cameras
with different interaction styles, see figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Four interface variations

A composition of books and vintage computers was set up
to act as a still-life to be photographed in the experiment, see
figure 5.3

Figure 5.3: Still life

5.1.7 Setting
The experiment took place in a photo-studio. A still life was set
up on a table and lighted by means of three studio-lamps. Sixty
centimeters in front of the table a white line was marked on the
ground. In the back of the photo-studio a table was placed with
video-equipment, a computer and, a turn-table. Two chairs
were placed at the table, one for the participant and one for the
experimenter. A video-camera was setup in the middle of the
photo-studio. It could be pointed at the still-life setup or at the
table setup. See figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Setting, setup for viewing (left), setup
for using (right)

5.1.8 Procedure
The experiment took about 1.5 to 2 hours per participant. In this
time they each observed and used all four cameras and finally
compared them. The experiment consisted of three parts. Part
1: the camera was observed and a questionnaire was filled in.
Part 2: the participants were shown a training video, using the
camera, and again filled in a questionnaire. Part 3: after four
successive sessions of observing and using the cameras, the
participants were asked to compare the cameras by means of a
comparison questionnaire. The order in which the four cameras
were shown and used was counterbalanced. The experiment was
videotaped with permission of the participants. The participants
were paid Euro 7,50 for their cooperation. See figure 5.5 for an
overview of the procedure.
part 1.
first session:
camera (counterbalanced)
second session:
camera (counterbalanced)
third session:
camera (counterbalanced)
fourth session:
camera (counterbalanced)

part 3.

part 2.

pre-use
observation evaluation

using the
camera

post-use
evaluation

pre-use
observation evaluation

using the
camera

post-use
evaluation

pre-use
observation evaluation

using the
camera

post-use
evaluation

pre-use
observation evaluation

using the
camera

post-use
evaluation

camera
comparison

general
questionnaire
Figure 5.5: Flowchart of the experimental procedure

Part 1: One of the cameras (counterbalanced: I, II, III, or
IV) was placed on a turn-table. The participant was asked to
take a good look at the camera. To ensure that the camera was
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thoroughly observed he was also asked to describe what he
observed (this information was not used in the experiment). He
was encouraged to rotate the turn-table, but was told not to touch
the camera. After the participant indicated that he was finished
observing and describing the camera he was asked to fill out a
product quality assessment questionnaire.
Part 2: The participant was shown a training-movie (DVD)
that explained the operation of the camera. The experimenter
explicitly pointed out that the camera differed from other digital
cameras in the sense that the pictures that are made with it have
to be explicitly saved. To ensure that the camera could not be
dropped the camera was secured to the wrist of the participants
with a wrist-band and given to the participant (the wrist band
was put on the wrist of the participant, the side box was worn
over the shoulder, the camera was held with two hands, see
figure 5.6). The experimenter demonstrated the proper way of
holding the camera and the participant was taken to the other
side of the photo-studio where the still-life was setup (the videocamera was then pointed in that direction). Here the camera
was connected to a computer that logged the user actions on the
camera by means of a long cable. After which the participant was
given the assignment (translated from Dutch):
‘Make three beautiful pictures of this still-life. Take your time to decide
if the picture that you just made is a beautiful one and if you want to
save it or not. You cannot delete a picture after you have saved it. I would
rather have you taking more time for making the three pictures than
saving a picture you could have made better. I ask you to stay behind the
white line. I ask you to ‘think out loud’. And finally I ask you to review
the pictures that you made.’
After the participant took three pictures and played them
back the experimenter took the camera back and asked him to
sit at the table to fill out a questionnaire (the video-camera was
pointed back at the table). The first part of the questionnaire was
the same product quality assessment questionnaire that was filled
out earlier (though order and polarity of the scales were randomly
shuffled). In the second part of the questionnaire the participant
was asked to give a preference for one action with the camera. He
could choose from four actions; a. take the picture, b. save the
picture, c. delete the picture, and d. play back the pictures. Four
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video-clips depicting those actions were shown on a computer
screen as a reminder. Finally the participant was asked for to give
a reason for his choice.
Part 1 and 2 were repeated for each of the four cameras. When
the participants were filling out the post-use questionnaire the
experimenter exchanged the interface module out of view of the
participants.
Part 3: In the last part of the experiment the participant was
asked to fill out another questionnaire in which the cameras were
compared. The participant was asked which action he liked best
over all cameras, and which action he liked least. He could choose
from sixteen actions (the four actions mentioned earlier over all
four cameras). Sixteen video-clips depicting those actions were
shown on a computer screen as a reminder. The participant was
also asked to give reasons for his choices for best liked action
and least liked action. Next the participant was asked to rank the
four cameras on three scales: from ugly to beautiful, from bad to
good, and from hard-to-use to easy-to-use. For this assignment
four picture cards that depicted the cameras were provided, see
figure 5.7. Finally the participants were asked to fill out a general
questionnaire (age, gender, occupation, etc.).

Figure 5.7: Picture cards
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5.2 Results
5.2.1 Introduction
The experiment yielded 24 filled in 8-page questionnaires, 96
log-files and 96 sets of photographs. I start with a discussion of
the performance of the cameras during the experiment. Then I
discuss the rich action-possibilities of the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ and
compare them to the action-possibilities of the other cameras.
Then I discuss the possibility of the presence of rich interaction
using the operationalization that was discussed earlier. I investigate how the cameras compare on ‘classic’ measures of system
usability, i.e., efficiency, effectivity, and satisfaction. Finally I
discuss the specific strengths and weaknesses of the four interaction styles.
5.2.2 Performance of the prototypes:
The prototypes that were built indeed are prototypes, by no means
are they polished and finished products. They were built from
scratch, and because of time and cost issues, there was limited
room for optimization. Therefore, each of the camera prototypes
(camera-body equipped with one of the interface modules) had
its quirks and peculiarities in operation and performance during
the experiment. To put the results of the experiment in context
those peculiarities are discussed below, per camera.
The ‘Rich Actions Cam’
This camera offers rich interaction. It employs rich actionpossibilities. During the experiment the ‘Rich Actions Cam’
performed more or less as intended. Each of the controls behaved
like it should and the construction of the interface module was
sturdy. However, the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ proved to be prone
to electrical failure. In certain conditions the lever to browse
pictures short-circuited, causing camera malfunction 3 times
before it was definitively fixed. On one occasion the camera was
so incapacitated (blown fuse, no spare) that the rest of the experiment for that participant had to be cancelled (the results of this
participant were discarded). After the lever was re-insulated no
more problems occurred.
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The ‘Mixed Actions Cam’
This camera offers a mix of rich action-possibilities and ordinary
buttons. During the experiment it became clear that the ‘Mixed
Actions Cam’ had a usability problem. The participants had
problems operating it. Taking a photo required a bit of a knack
that not everybody immediately grasped. Moreover, putting the
camera in view-mode to view photos proved to be hard. Finally
due to compromises during construction it proved hard to push
the arrow-buttons on the camera without forcing the camera
out of view-mode. This was (amongst others) indicated by the
fact that 9 out of 24 people needed to view the training video
again during camera operation to understand how to operate it
(compared to the other camera’s: the ‘Rich Actions Cam’: 1/24,
the ‘Light Controls Cam’: 0/24, the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’:
0/24).
The ‘Light Controls Cam’
This camera offers a mix of backlit controls and ordinary buttons
and switches. During the experiment it became clear that the
heat of the studio-lamps affected the capacitive sensors of the
‘mode-relevant action-possibilities’. When the camera became
warm the backlit controls occasionally activated spontaneously.
During a pilot study this problem already was encountered. The
programmatic fix that was applied to the prototype proved to
reduce the problem but did not completely remedy it. Since the
problem occurred sporadically (5 times in 24 cases) and only
after the experiment was well underway it was decided to leave
it as is.
The ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’
This camera offers only ordinary controls. During the experiment the participants sometimes remarked that the buttons of the
camera needed a lot of force to be pressed. Although this proved
not to be much of a problem, the reason for this is that the buttons
are constructed in such a way that they hinge. To push a button
without using much force, it is best pressed at the side of the
contact surface.
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5.2.3 Preparation
First of all hedonic quality-identification (HQI), hedonic
quality-stimulation (HQS), and pragmatic quality (PQ) were
calculated per participant by averaging the scores of the seven
scales belonging to each of the three attribute groups. Cronbachs
Alpha was calculated on the pooled results to check the internal
consistency both for the pre-use and the post-use condition;
pre-use: HQI, a = 0.89; HQS, a = 0.94; PQ, a = 0.84, post-use:
HQI, a = 0.84; HQS, a = 0.92; PQ, a = 0.85. These values are in
the same ranges compared to the ones Hassenzahl (2004) found.
Checking for order effects
The cameras were new for the participants. However, the interaction with particularly the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ and the ‘Mixed
Actions Cam’ resembled each other; they both reflect their
mode-of-use in their physical state. It is conceivable that after, for
example, the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ is encountered the interaction
with the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ is not as novel anymore as it was
when the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ was encountered. This might lead
to order effects. To minimize order effects the order in which the
cameras were presented to the participants was counterbalanced.
However, to find out if an order effect is present despite these
precautions two series of analyses were done.
1. Each of the four cameras was presented six times as absolute
first camera to a participant (order number 1) and six times as
absolute last camera (order number 4) to a participant in the
twenty-four sets of trials. If an order effect is present the results
from the questionnaires for the absolute first cases compared
to the absolute last cases per camera should differ. The values
for HQI, HQS, and PQ for the extreme cases of order (order
number 1 and 4) were compared by means of 4 (camera variation) by 2 (order 1 and 4) within subjects ANOVAs separately
for the pre-use condition and the post-use condition. This results
in 12 analyses (3 measurements X 4 camera variations) for both
the pre- and post-use conditions. As these tests run on the same
data I used the following Bonferroni correction. I multiplied the
number of tests, i.e., 12, by .05, which results in an alpha level
of .006. This is too stringent; I chose to use .01 as the minimal
alpha level for significance.
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Pre-use condition: The ANOVA on extreme cases of
pre-use-measurements (HQI, HQS, and PQ) identified 1
significant F value for the 12 analyses: ‘Conventional Buttons
Cam’ (PQ) was found to differ significantly for the extreme cases
(F(1,11) = 10.23, p < 0.01)
Post-use condition: The ANOVA on extreme cases of postuse-measurements (HQI, HQS, and PQ) identified no significant
effects for the 12 analyses.
2. Next I investigated if the evaluations of the cameras have an effect
on each other. Each combination of post-use measurement (HQI,
HQS, and PQ) with the pre-use measurement (HQI, HQS, and
PQ) directly following it was compared by means of an ANOVA.
[e.g., post-use measurement of the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ (HQI,
HQS, and PQ) compared to pre-use measurement of the ‘Mixed
Actions Cam’ (HQI, HQS, and PQ) and so on]. There are 12
combinations (post-use camera X vs. pre-use camera Y) each
with 6 cases and 3 measurements (HQI, HQS, and PQ), making
a total of 36 analyses. Because these tests were run on the same
data I used the following Bonferroni correction. I multiplied the
number of tests, i.e., 12, by .05, which results in an alpha level
of .0018. This is too stringent; I chose to use .005 as the minimal
alpha level for significance. The ANOVAs on the post-use and
pre-use measurements identified no significant differences on 36
analyses.
Therefore it was concluded that no order effects are present.
5.2.4 Aesthetic interaction
1. The camera with the rich interface offers aesthetic interaction.

The aesthetics of interaction was, in chapter 1, tentatively defined
as: ‘the aesthetic experience that can only be had while interacting’. It was operationalized as the difference in perceived product
quality before and after use, using Hassenzahl’s measures of
product quality (HQI, HQS, and PQ). He defines his measures
as follows. ‘High HQI score implies a high perceived capability
of communicating identity to others. HQI attributes are primarily social. A high HQS score implies a high degree of perceived
novelty, stimulation, and challenge. HQS attributes are primarily
related to personal growth. A high PQ score primarily implies
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high usability’ (Hassenzahl, 2004, p. 327). Hassenzahl argues
that especially HQI (identification) is related to the evaluative
construct beauty. Therefore one would expect that HQI would
be related to aesthetic interaction as well. Earlier we argued
that rich action-possibilities would contribute to the aesthetics
interaction. Therefore, one would expect that HQS also would
contribute to aesthetic interaction. Thus it can be expected that
aesthetic interaction can be found in differences in the hedonic
attribute group (HQI and HQS).
Based on the rich actions that the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ offers
I expected that this camera was most likely to offer aesthetic interaction. And following this reasoning, the contrasting camera,
the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’, was least likely to offer aesthetic
interaction. The ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ and the ‘Light Controls
Cam’ were expected to score in between those cameras.
Comparing pre and post use measurements
of HQI, HQS, and PQ
HQS - pre & post use

HQI - pre & post use

PQ - pre & post use

5.5

5.5

5.0

5.0

5.0

4.5

4.5

4.5

score
4.0

4.0

4.0

3.5

3.5

3.5

mean score

5.5

3.0

3.0

3.0
I

II

III

camera variation

IV

I

II

III

camera variation

IV

I

II

III

camera variation

IV

pre-use
post-use

Figure 5.8: Pre- and post-use measurements of HQI, HQS, and PQ

To test these hypotheses, the three measurements of product
quality were compared by three separate 4 (camera variation)
by 2 (pre- and post-use) within subject analyses of variance
(ANOVAs). Figure 5.8 presents the pre- and post-use measurements of HQI, HQS, and PQ, the results of the three analyses are
presented in table 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3.
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Table 5.1: ANOVA of pre- and post-use measurement - Dependent variable: HQI
Source

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

subject

55.29

23

2.40

18.41

0.000

camera variation

1.28

3

0.43

3.27

0.026

pre-post

0.09

1

0.09

0.67

0.416

(cam. var.) x (pre-post) 0.33

3

0.11

0.85

0.471

Error

8.88

68

0.13

Total

3184.53

191

Table 5.2: ANOVA of pre- and post-use measurement - Dependent variable: HQS
Source

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

subject

104.72

23

4.55

16.00

0.000

camera variation

41.17

3

13.72

48.19

0.000

pre-post

0.65

1

0.65

2.27

0.136

(cam. var.) x (pre-post) 3.55

3

1.18

4.15

0.009

Error

19.65

69

0.29

Total

4206.41

192

Table 5.3: ANOVA of pre- and post-use measurement - Dependent variable: PQ
Source

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

subject

63.41

23

2.76

6.00

0.000

camera variation

14.81

3

4.94

10.74

0.000

pre-post

3.41

1

3.41

7.41

0.008

(cam. var.) x (pre-post) 21.63

3

7.21

15.69

0.000

Error

31.71

69

0.46

Total

4098.51

192

Main effects: The fact that the cameras differ significantly is
of no consequence for my hypotheses. What does interest me are
differences between pre- and post-use measurements. Here I find
significance only for PQ (PQ: F(1,69) = 7.41, p < 0.01).
Interaction effects: The interaction effect that is of interest for
my hypotheses is the interaction between (camera variation) X
(pre- and post-use measurements). Two significant differences
were found: HQS: F(3,69) = 4.15, p < 0.01, PQ: F(3,69) = 15.69,
p < 0.01.
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t-tests were performed to clarify the nature of each interaction. Four significant differences were found.
- ‘Rich Actions Cam’: no differences
- ‘Mixed Actions Cam’: significant differences between pre & postuse HQS (becomes higher, t(23) = -2.40, p < 0.05)
- ‘Mixed Actions Cam’: significant differences between pre & postuse PQ (becomes lower, t(23) = 6.47, p < 0.01)
- ‘Light Controls Cam’: significant difference between pre & postuse PQ (becomes higher, t(23) = -2,10, p < 0.05)
- ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’: significant difference between pre
& post-use HQS (becomes lower, t(23) = 2.19, p < 0.05)
Discussion

It is somewhat surprising to find no differences between before
and after use in HQI, HQS, and PQ for the ‘Rich Actions Cam’
since this camera was expected to show signs of offering aesthetic
interaction due to the rich actions it offers. It was expected that
both HQI and HQS would have been higher after use. It is
particularly surprising that HQS doesn’t differ before and after
use, because, theoretically, the rich actions would heighten the
perceived novelty, stimulation, and challenge.
The ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ does show clear differences before
and after use. Due to the usability problems encountered in the
‘Mixed Actions Cam’ it could be expected that this camera would
have a lower perceived pragmatic quality after use. Since the
‘Rich Actions Cam’ doesn’t show differences in HQS before and
after use while the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ and the ‘Rich Actions
Cam’ share many of the rich actions I am inclined to ascribe the
gain in HQS of the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ to a side effect of the
usability problems it has rather than to the presence of rich interaction. Nevertheless, I find it strange that the ‘Mixed Actions
Cam’ gains in perceived novelty, stimulation and challenge.
The ‘Light Controls Cam’ shows little signs of having rich
interaction to offer, PQ rises, but this has no detectable influence
on either HQI or HQS.
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Finally, The ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’ shows a decrease in
HQS after use. It is perceived as having less novelty, stimulation,
and challenge to offer after use than was expected before use.
The participants seem to be disappointed in this camera after use.
This might indicate a negative evaluation for rich interaction.
Summarizing, differences are present in the measurements of
product quality attributes before and after use. But no aesthetic
interaction could be detected in the camera variations through
the comparison of the measurement of Hassenzahl’s (2003, 2004)
product quality attributes before and after use.
5.2.5 Aesthetic interaction: alternative approaches
The definition of aesthetic interaction that was given in chapter 1
is a working definition. Here I try to find indications in the data
from the experiment that could point at aesthetic interaction to
try and clarify the definition of aesthetic interaction.
Evaluational constructs
Hassenzahl (2004) found correlations between the HQI, HQS,
and PQ measurements and the evaluational constructs ‘beauty’
and ‘goodness’. The first thing that needs to be checked are the
evaluational constructs to see if these measurements corroborate
the earlier analyses of HQI, HQS, and PQ.

mean score

'Ease-of-use' - pre & post use

'Goodness' - pre & post use

'Beauty' - pre & post use
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Figure 5.9: Pre- and post-use measurements of evaluational constructs
‘beauty’, ‘goodness’, ‘and ease-of-use’
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The three evaluational constructs were compared by three
separate 4 (camera variation) by 2 (pre- and post-use) within
subject analyses of variance (ANOVAs). Figure 5.9 presents
the pre- and post-use measurements of ‘beauty’, ‘goodness’, and
‘ease-of-use’, the results of the three analyses are presented in
table 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6.
Table 5.4: ANOVA of pre- and post-use measurement - Dependent variable:
Beauty
Source

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

subject

265.17

23

11.53

28.95

0.000

camera variation

16.54

3

5.51

13.85

0.000

pre-post

0.19

1

0.19

0.47

0.495

(cam. var.) x (pre-post) 2.27

3

0.76

1.90

0.138

Error

27.48

69

0.40

Total

4098.00

192

Table 5.5: ANOVA of pre- and post-use measurement - Dependent variable:
Goodness
Source

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

subject

142.87

23

6.21

13.06

0.000

camera variation

8.90

3

2.96

6.23

0.001

pre-post

0.42

1

0.42

0.89

0.350

(cam. var.) x (pre-post) 8.06

3

2.69

5.65

0.002

Error

32.82

69

0.48

Total

4211.00

192

Table 5.6: ANOVA of pre- and post-use measurement - Dependent variable:
Ease-of-use
Source

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

subject

98.75

23

4.29

5.20

0.000

camera variation

36.31

3

12.10

14.67

0.000

pre-post

11.51

1

11.51

13.94

0.000

(cam. var.) x (pre-post) 58.43

3

19.48

23.60

0.000

Error

56.94

69

0.83

Total

4849.00

192
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Main effects: The fact that the cameras differ significantly is of no consequence for my hypotheses. What
does interest me are differences between pre- and post-use
measurements. Here I find significance only for ‘Ease-of-Use’
(‘Ease-of-use’: F(1,69) = 13.94, p < 0.01).
Interaction effects: The interaction effect that is of interest for my hypotheses is the interaction between (camera
variation) X (pre- and post-use measurements). Two significant
differences were found: ‘Goodness’: F(3,69) = 5.65, p < 0.01,
‘Ease-of-use’: F(3,69) = 23.60, p < 0.01.
To examine the nature of these interactions a series of paired
t-tests was performed on the pre and post use measurements of
the evaluational constructs. Three significances were found:
- ‘Rich Actions Cam’: no differences
- ‘Mixed Actions Cam’: significant differences between pre & postuse ‘goodness’ (lower, t(23) = 2.77, p < 0.05)
- ‘Mixed Actions Cam’: significant differences between pre & postuse ‘ease-of-use’ (lower, t(23) = 7.30, p < 0.01)
- ‘Light Controls Cam’: significant differences between pre & postuse ‘ease-of-use’ (higher, t(23) = -2.81, p < 0.01)
- ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’: no differences
Discussion

It was found that after use the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ is considered
less good and harder-to-use than expected before use. And
after use the ‘Light Controls Cam’ was considered easier-touse than expected before use. The ‘Rich Actions Cam’ and the
‘Conventional Buttons Cam’ show no differences before and after
use. This corroborates the earlier analyses of HQI, HQS, and PQ
before and after use; the usability problem of the ‘Mixed Actions
Cam’ again is clearly detected and the ‘Light Controls Cam’ was
found to be easier to use than expected before use.
Rich actions
Previously I speculated that rich actions might be a source
for aesthetic interaction. Here I investigate if the participants
were sensitive to rich actions. Each camera offers four distinct
action-possibilities: making a picture, saving a picture, deleting
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a picture, and viewing pictures. The participants were asked
for their ‘preference for action’ after using each of the cameras.
Moreover, after they used all four cameras they were asked which
of the sixteen actions (four actions x four cameras) they liked
best, and which of the sixteen actions they liked least.
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Variation I
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Figure 5.10: Preference for action per interface variation

The preferences of the participants for the actions per camera
(take picture, save picture, delete picture, and view pictures)
were tallied, see figure 5.10. A 1x4 Fischer Exact test was run per
camera to see if the preferences were distributed uniformly over
the four action possibilities. There was a significant preference for
the saving action (Ib) of the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ (p = 0.000) and
for the saving action (IIb) of the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ (p = 0.000).
There are no significant preferences for the ‘Light Controls Cam’
and the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’.
Next the preferences of the participants for the actions over the
cameras (both positive and negative) were tallied, see figure 5.11.
There was a strong preference for the ‘saving’ action (Ib) of the
‘Rich Actions Cam’ (11 times out of 24) and a strong dislike for
the ‘take picture’ action (IIa) of the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ (9 times
out of 24). No statistics were performed on these results because
of the many empty cells (16 cells, 24 preferences).
In sum, the participants seem to be sensitive to rich actions.
When asked about each camera they have a strong opinion about
the rich actions, while the button actions of the ‘Light Controls
Cam’ and the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’ evoke not so strong
opinions. Moreover, when given the chance to give a preference
for an action over all cameras, the rich saving action of the
‘Rich Actions Cam’ is most preferred. Interestingly, the similar
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Figure 5.11: Preference for action over the four
cameras

‘saving’ action of the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ is named only twice.
Apparently the strong dislike of the ‘take picture’ action of the
‘Mixed Actions Cam’ (a sign of the its usability problem) negatively influences the appraisal of the other action-possibilities of
that camera.
Rankings
Next the rankings of the cameras on ‘beauty’, ‘goodness’, and
‘ease-of-use’ were examined. Figure 5.12 presents how many
times the cameras were ranked best on ‘beauty’, ‘goodness’, and
‘ease-of-use’.
'Goodness'
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Figure 5.12: Cameras ranked best for ‘beauty’, ‘goodness’, and ‘ease-of-use’

Two cameras stand out. The ‘Rich Actions Cam’ is deemed the
most beautiful camera by 15 participants and it is deemed the
best camera by 10. The ‘Light Controls Cam’ is deemed the best
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camera and the easiest-to-use camera by 9 and 13 participants
respectively. The ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ only ranks as best 1 time
(for goodness) while the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’ ranks in
between the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ and the ‘Light Controls Cam’.
To better analyze the rankings a three-dimensional model
was generated that includes all rankings for all cameras, see
figure 5.13. It can be seen that the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ has four
simultaneous best rankings on the three measures and that the
‘Light Controls Cam’ has three simultaneous best rankings in
the three measures. The three-dimensional model was collapsed
for better overview, see figure 5.14. The ‘Rich Actions Cam’ is
deemed 5 times out of 24 to be hard-to-use but good, the ‘Light
Controls Cam’ is deemed 1 time out of 24 to be easy-to-use but
bad, and the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’ is deemed 4 times out of
24 to be easy-to-use but bad.
Several interesting things can be found in the figures that
illustrate the participants’ rankings. In the collapsed model
(figure 5.14) it can be seen that five participants placed the ‘Rich
Actions Cam’ in the hard-to-use and good cell. While four
participants placed the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’ in the
easy-to-use and bad cell. One would intuitively expect that hardto-use is deemed a ‘bad’ feature of a camera while easy-to-use
is a ‘good’ feature of a camera (as also argued by Hassenzahl,
2004) . The difference between the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ and the
‘Conventional Buttons Cam’ is that the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ is
found to be beautiful (20 cases in collapsed model, figure 5.14)
and the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’ (20 cases in collapsed model,
figure 5.14) is deemed ugly. The perceived beauty seems to influence the perceived goodness of the cameras. A hard-to-use product that is beautiful can be perceived as good. This ties in with
Norman’s (2002) claim that ‘beautiful products work better’.
In sum, two more sources of data were analyzed. The preferences for actions and the rankings of the cameras on beauty,
goodness, and ease-of-use were studied. The analysis of the
evaluational constructs corroborate the earlier findings from the
analyses of pre and post use HQI, HQS, and PQ, see figure 5.8.
However, if the earlier conclusion that people are sensitive to rich
actions is combined with the rankings of the cameras on beauty,
goodness, and ease-of-use, see figure 5.12, an interesting story
unfolds. The 3D-visualized rankings on beauty, goodness, and
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ease-of-use show that perceived beauty influences the perceived
goodness regardless of the perceived ease-of-use. I am inclined to
attribute this to the presence of aesthetic interaction in the ‘Rich
Actions Cam’. Although perceived beauty of the camera seems
to be a necessity for the presence of aesthetic interaction there
is more to aesthetic interaction than the beauty of the product
alone. When asked for the preference for actions per camera the
participants rate the ‘saving’ action of both the ‘Rich Actions
Cam’ and the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ as their favorite action. Those
actions are virtually the same, so that is not surprising. However,
when asked for a preference for the action over all cameras there
is a strong preference for the ‘saving’ action of the ‘Rich Actions
Cam’ as their favorite, this while the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ is
deemed the second most beautiful camera by the participants (see
figure 5.14). The usability problem of the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’
apparently destroys the aesthetics of interaction. Apparently
there is a difference between the aesthetics of appearance and the
aesthetics of interaction.
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Figure 5.13: Rankings of the cameras on ‘beauty’, ‘goodness’, and ‘ease-of-use’
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Figure 5.14: Rankings of the cameras on ‘beauty’,
‘goodness’, and ‘ease-of-use’ with collapsed scales
(the two high values and the two low values have
been added for each dimension)

Aesthetic interaction - conclusions
I fi nd evidence for the existence of aesthetic interaction in the
‘Rich Actions Cam’, however, Hassenzahl’s (2003, 2004) measures of product quality do not seem to explain physical product
qualities the same way they do the software-skins* that he used
in his experiments. It is commendable that a set of semantic differentials especially for the measurement of aesthetic interaction
is developed. Summarizing:
- Hassenzahl’s measures of product quality seem to be unable to
capture the concept of aesthetic interaction
- Perceived beauty seems to influence the perceived goodness,
regardless of the perceived ease-of-use
- Severe usability problems, hampering the functionality of a
product, eliminate the presence of aesthetic interaction
- There seem to be different kinds of ‘hard-to-use’; a kind of ‘hardto-use’ that renders a product ‘inoperable’ and a kind of ‘hard-touse’ that doesn’t hamper the operation of a product. (ineffective
vs. effective)
* A software-skin changes the on-screen visual appearance of a piece
of software.
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5.2.6 Mode-relevant action-possibilities and mode-of-use reflected
in physical state
2a. The differentiating factor ‘mode-relevant action-possibilities’
(MR APs) makes products easier to use.

Two of the cameras offer MR APs, the ‘Rich Actions Cam’
and the ‘Light Controls Cam’. When looking at the results it is
striking to notice that in the pre-use condition at first view, the
‘Conventional Buttons Cam’, the interface variation that has the
highest number of visible buttons, scores significantly higher on
perceived ease-of-use than the ‘Light Controls Cam’, an interface
that has very little visible buttons, but employs MR APs. After the
participants used the cameras, this changed. The ‘Mixed Actions
Cam’ (PQ) and perceived ease-of-use dramatically decrease
while the ‘Light Controls Cam’ (PQ) and ease-of-use increases.
The ‘Rich Actions Cam’ and the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’
have no change in their perceived PQ or perceived ease-of-use.
The decrease in the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ (PQ) and perceived
ease-of-use is attributed to its usability problem. The increase in
the ‘Light Controls Cam’ (PQ) and perceived ease-of-use, however, is attributed to its mode-relevant action-possibilities. After
use the PQ and perceived ease-of-use of the ‘Light Controls Cam’
are indistinguishable from those of the ‘Conventional Buttons
Cam’. Finally when looking at the rankings of the cameras on
the evaluational constructs the ‘Light Controls Cam’ is deemed
easiest-to-use more often than the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’
(see figure 5.13 and figure 5.14).
In conclusion, mode-relevant action-possibilities seem to
influence the perceived usability and PQ of the ‘Light Controls
Cam’. However, because MR APs are only accessible when they
are relevant for the mode-of-use, they do not make clear to a user
how a product is operated before use. The ‘Rich Actions Cam’
also has mode-relevant action-possibilities. However, in this
camera no differences in PQ and perceived ease-of-use before
and after use were detected. Moreover, it scores a second worst
place in ease-of-use ranking. Only the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ is
considered worse than the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ in the rankings
on ease-of-use (see figure 5.13 and figure 5.14). The difference
between the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ and the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ on
the one hand and the ‘Light Controls Cam’ and the ‘Conventional
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Buttons Cam’ on the other hand are the modes-of-use that are
reflected in the physical state of the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ and the
‘Mixed Actions Cam’. A possible explanation can be that the
‘Light Controls Cam’ and the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’ are
more familiar, they use buttons-actions instead of the expressive
actions of the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ and (to a lesser degree) the
‘Mixed Actions Cam’
2b. The cameras offering MR APs are preferred over the other
cameras.

The two cameras that offer MR APs are the ‘Rich Actions Cam’
and the ‘Light Controls Cam’. A preference for these cameras
should result in high comparison rankings. When looking at
figure 5.14 it can be clearly seen that both the ‘Rich Actions Cam’
and the ‘Light Controls Cam’ score much better overall (highest
on ‘beauty’, ‘goodness’, and ‘ease-of-use’) than the other cameras,
the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ 7 times, the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ 2 times,
the ‘Light Controls Cam’ 9 times, the ‘Conventional Buttons
Cam’ 3 times. When looking at figure 5.13 the ‘Rich Actions
Cam’ and the ‘Light Controls Cam’ again score much better, the
‘Rich Actions Cam’ 4 times, the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ 0 times, the
‘Light Controls Cam’ 3 times, the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’ 1
time. This means that cameras that offer MR APs indeed seem to
be preferred over cameras that do not offer these.
3a. The differentiating factor ‘mode-of-use reflected in physical
state’ (MURPS) makes products easier to use.

Next to mode-relevant action-possibilities, the experiment was
designed to investigate the influence of the changing of the form
of the camera according to the mode-of-use on ease-of-use. Two
of the cameras reflect their mode of use in their physical state
(the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ and the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’), while the
other two cameras do not change form (the ‘Light Controls Cam’
and the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’).
On first view the reflection of mode-of-use in the physical
state doesn’t seem to make much of a difference. Before use both
PQ and perceived ease of use of the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ and the
‘Mixed Actions Cam’ are indistinguishable from those of the
‘Light Controls Cam’ and the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’. PQ
and the perceived usability of the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ drop
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dramatically after use. But the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ doesn’t change
significantly. After use it is still not distinguishable from the
‘Light Controls Cam’ and the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’. When
looking at the rankings, the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ and the ‘Mixed
Actions Cam’ score lowest on ease-of-use. Not surprisingly the
‘Mixed Actions Cam’ scores worst.
In conclusion, it is unclear if reflecting the mode-of-use in the
physical state has a positive or negative effect on PQ and the
perceived ease-of-use of the cameras, the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ is
a completely novel interaction concept and the ‘Mixed Actions
Cam’ suffers from a usability problem. More research is needed.
3b. The cameras offering MURPS are preferred over the other
cameras.

The two cameras that offer MURPS are the ‘Rich Actions Cam’
and the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’. A preference for these cameras
should result in high comparison rankings (highest on ‘beauty’,
‘goodness’, and ‘ease-of-use’). When looking both at figure 5.13
and figure 5.14., this was not the case. The ‘Rich Actions Cam’
does score high, but the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ scores very low.
Similar to the previous conclusion it is unclear what the influence
of MURPS is.
4a. The differentiating factors ‘mode-relevant action-possibilities’
and ‘mode-of-use reflected in physical state’ strengthen each other
in making products easier-to-use.

The ‘Rich Actions Cam’ is the only camera that combines MR APs
and MURPS. In 2a I concluded that MR APs seem to positively
influence the usability of the cameras, mainly based on the results
of the ‘Light Control Cam’. In 3a I concluded that it could not be
determined if MURPS have an influence on the usability of the
cameras. Combining these conclusions, it seems unlikely that this
camera is considered ‘easier-to-use’ than the other cameras.
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4b. The camera that offers both MR APs and MURPS is preferred
over the other cameras.

The ‘Rich Actions Cam’ shares first place with the ‘Light Controls
Cam’ when looking at the combined rankings of ‘beauty’, ‘goodness’, and ‘ease-of-use’. In the conclusion of 2b this was attributed
to the presence of MR APs. The combination of MR APs and
MURPS seems to have no additional effect.
5.2.7 HCI measures of usability
5a. HCI usability measure: efficiency is not a good measure of
quality of interactive consumer products in a real-use context.

Efficiency, or the minimal time needed to accomplish a certain
goal (e.g., to take a picture), is often used as a measure of the
quality of a product. The experiment, however, is not set up to
measure minimal times of use. The participants were given the
task of making three beautiful pictures, they could take as much
time as they needed. However, a simple observation of the four
cameras shows that the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ offers (rich) actions
for operation while the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’ offers buttons
for operation (the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ offers a mix of actions
and buttons, the ‘Light Controls Cam’ offers a mix of physical
and virtual buttons). It is easily argued that the rich actions take
more time to deploy than the use of buttons do (provided that
the camera hardware doesn’t add delay during saving, switching user-modes etc.). To give an example: in the ‘Rich Actions
Cam’, the travel of the screen towards the memory card to save a
picture is much greater than the travel of the ‘save’-button of the
‘Conventional Buttons Cam’, so it will take more time to accomplish saving a picture in the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ than it does in the
‘Conventional Buttons Cam’. The question arises if the minimal
time for operation (efficiency) is a good predictor of the normal
time-for-use. So given the assumption that the minimal time-foroperation for the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ is longer than the minimal
time-for-operation for the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’, does this
mean that the normal time-of-use of those cameras differ? And
how do the normal times-of-use of the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’ and
the ‘Light Controls Cam’ compare to those of the ‘Rich Actions
Cam’ and the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’?
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Figure 5.15: Mean total times-of-use in seconds

To address these questions, the total times-of-use were compared by a 1 by 4 (camera variation) within subjects ANOVA,
see figure 5.15 and table 5.7. A significant difference in total
time-of-use was found: F(3,95) = 9.07, p < 0.01
Table 5.7: ANOVA of total time-of-use - Dependent variable: totTimeUse
Source

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

camera variation

342482.87

3

114160.96

9.07

0.000

Error

1158012.04

92

12587.09

Total

8864817.00

96

A TUKEY post-hoc test revealed that in a normal use situation
there is no detectable difference in time-of-use between the ‘Rich
Actions Cam’, the ‘Light Controls Cam’, and the ‘Conventional
Buttons Cam’, see table 5.8. The ‘Mixed Actions Cam’, however,
has a significantly longer time of use than the other cameras. This
is attributed to the usability problem present in that camera.
Table 5.8: TUKEY post-hoc test for total time-ofuse - Dependent variable: totTimeUse
(I) camera variation (J) camera variation Sig.
II

I

0.002

III

0.000

IV

0.000

In conclusion, though each single rich action-possibility of the
‘Rich Actions Cam’ probably takes longer to operate than the
button-action-possibilities of the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’
there is no detectable difference in total time-of-use during
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normal operation. Considering the fact that people are already
trained in using buttons, but not in operating a camera employing
rich actions, this is a result that encourages the employment and
further exploration of rich actions in consumer products.
5b. HCI usability measure: effectivity is not a good measure of
quality of interactive consumer products in a real-use context.

Effectivity is another term that is often heard in relation to the
determination of product quality. The term can be translated to:
‘how good is a product in doing what it is supposed to do’. This
leaves us with the problem of defining ‘good’. In the case of the
cameras I propose to operationalize the term as the number of
pictures needed to be taken to make three good ones, or, the total
amount of pictures taken divided by the amount of pictures saved
(effectivity). The ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’ will act as the
norm because people are most trained in using button-interfaces
similar to the button interface the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’
employs.
3.00
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mean ratios

2.00

1.50
value

2.12

1.00

1.61

1.44

1.46

III

IV

0.50
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Figure 5.16: Mean time of use, mean ratio
totalPictures/goodPictures

The ratios of totalPictures/goodPictures were compared by a 1
by 4 (camera variation) within subjects ANOVA, see figure 5.16
and table 5.9. A significant difference in total time-of-use was
found across camera variations: F(3,85) = 8.12, p < 0.01
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Table 5.9: ANOVA of totalPictures/goodPictures* - Dependent variable:
totPics/savedPics
Source

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

camera variation

5.60

3

1.87

8.12

0.000

Error

18.84

82

0.23

Total

252.08

86

*The degrees of freedom for this ANOVA analysis were less than in
previous analyses due to missing values for the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’.
This is attributed to the usability problem.

A TUKEY post-hoc test identified that in a normal use situation there is no detectable difference in totalPictures/goodPictures
between the ‘Rich Actions Cam’, the ‘Light Controls Cam’, and
the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’, see table 5.10. The ‘Mixed
Actions Cam’ needs significantly more pictures to make three
good ones. Again this is attributed to the usability problem that is
present in that camera.
Table 5.10: TUKEY post-hoc test for totalPics/
goodPics - Dependent variable: totPics/savedPics
(I) camera variation (J) camera variation Sig.
II

I

0.006

III

0.000

IV

0.000

In conclusion, the effectivity of the ‘Rich Actions Cam’ and
the ‘Light Controls Cam’ are indistinguishable from that of the
‘Conventional Buttons Cam’, which was taken as the norm. The
‘Mixed Actions Cam’ is significantly different from the other
cameras. The ‘Rich Actions Cam’, the ‘Light Controls Cam’, and
the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’ are equally effective, while the
‘Mixed Actions Cam’ is considerably less effective than the others.
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5.3

Discussion
Earlier a claim was made that HCI knowledge might not be valid
for physical interactive consumer products. First I discuss three
‘classic’ measures of usability (i.e., efficiency, effectivity, and satisfaction). Then I discuss some of the assumptions that surfaced
in the introduction and in chapter 1.

5.3.1 Usability and beauty
Two of the three ‘classic’ measures of usability were analyzed. It
was argued that in real-world situations the ‘Rich Actions Cam’,
the ‘Light Controls Cam’, and the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’
could not be distinguished in terms of efficiency or effectivity.
Considering that five participants found the ‘Rich Actions Cam’
to be hard-to-use, good, and beautiful, four participants found
the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’ to be easy-to-use, bad, and ugly.
It appears that beauty can be a positive factor for the perceived
goodness of a product. Provided that a product is not unusable
(not effective, i.e., the ‘Mixed Actions Cam’) a product can be
deemed hard-to-use without effect on real-world efficiency and
effectivity. It appears that there is evidence that usability and
beauty are not negatively correlated.
5.3.2 Familiarity and usability
Standardization of interface is often mentioned as an important
factor for heightening the usability of a computer system. The
argument is that familiarity with a standardized interface
minimizes the time to learn using an interface and reduces the
amount of errors. Although this argument seems to hold true in a
computer environment, it does not explain why the ‘Conventional
Buttons Cam’ with its more familiar button-interface wasn’t more
efficient and effective in use than the novel ‘Rich Actions Cam’
with its rich action-possibilities. Admittedly, all four cameras
were new for the participants and the participants were shown
training video’s before using the cameras, but the world of technology is filled with button interfaces and not with action-based
interfaces. So why do these cameras score the same on efficiency
and effectivity?
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People have a lifelong experience with acting in and with
the world and how it behaves. And unlike most interfaces, the
natural world is action-based. It is not surprising that people can
cope with action-based interfaces, provided that those interfaces
do not frustrate them. People are not only familiar with button
interfaces, they are also familiar with action-based interaction
through their experience in and with the world.
Interactive consumer products and computers do seem to be
different areas of application. The standardization of interaction
style encountered in computers is not a necessity in interactive
consumer products. The physical world does not need standardization to be understandable, it can be ‘grasped’ by definition.
On the other hand, computers with their software functionality
depend on it. Computers are generalists that host very diverse
software functionality. Partly based on the findings of the experiment and partly based on my intuition as a designer/researcher I
question if HCI knowledge that emphasizes standardization of
interaction style is applicable to the area of interactive consumer
products.
5.3.3 Opinions differ?
During the experiment it was striking to notice that some
participants were absolutely fond of the camera with the rich
action-possibilities while other were more taken by the more
conventional button-interface of the ‘Conventional Buttons Cam’.
Although the data from the experiment do not clearly confirm
this observation it is known from literature that people tend to
have different opinions on how they prefer to interact with their
products. Already in 1978 Lee and Shneiderman (1978) pioneered the notion that personality has influence on the preference
for interaction style in a study that investigated programmers’
preference for work method. More recent are the efforts of for
example Ross and Lee (2005) who try to design products with
the personality of the user in mind. Or Hummels and van der
Helm (2004) who state that people’s personalities ‘resonate’ with
certain interaction styles. Finally I want to mention the Kansei
movement that is popular in Japan and that is also exploring the
notion that products can be designed to fit personality (Lee et al.,
2001).
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6.0

Introduction - in this chapter
Now that this thesis comes to an end it is time to come full circle
and reflect on the work that was done. First I define rich interaction and pinpoint three aspects that are part of this definition;
the unity of form, interaction, and function, affordances inspired
information-for-use, and aesthetic interaction. These aspects
are discussed through a reflection on the work that was done.
Next I dig deeper into the broader area of application of rich
interaction principles. I discuss the role of rich interaction in
the field of human-computer interaction. I give special attention
to the area of tangible interaction, for this was brought forward
as an inspiration for this work. I end this chapter by discussing
research through design.

6.1

Rich interaction

6.1.1 Definition
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This thesis set out to define, demonstrate, and investigate the
concept of rich interaction. In the introduction I described the
problem area of this thesis through a short history of interactive
products. For me, most striking in that description was the
observation that over time information-for-use became more and
more abstracted from human skills. A lifetime of experience with
the physical world (Ullmer, 2002) and a body that is capable of
doing very refined things (Buur, et al., 2004) become obsolete.
Therefore I argued for providing information-for-use through
form, thereby making functionality immediately accessible for
human skills, see figure 6.1.
I went on to describe rich interaction as ‘starting from human
skills, aiming at aesthetic interaction, and integrating form,
interaction, and function’. Moreover, I provided a ‘framework
for exploration’ that can be used to design for rich interaction.
Still, rich interaction comes only to life in use, while interacting
with products. But it is essential to realize that it is in the design
process of interactive products that the conditions are created
for rich interaction. Consequently I define rich interaction as
follows:

controls
coupling

technology

function

Figure 6.1: Reaching
function, receiving
information-for-use
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Rich interaction: A paradigm for interactive consumer products that results in a unity of form, interaction, and function
and taps human skills (perceptual-motor skills, cognitive
skills, and emotional skills) for information-for-use thereby
setting the stage for aesthetic interaction.
This definition emphasizes three aspects of rich interaction:
I To design for rich interaction one needs to integrate form, interaction and function. This can only be done through the concurrent
design of these three aspects.
II Rich interaction taps human skills for information-for-use. This
means that information-for-use is not abstracted from human
skills but that functionality is directly accessible through expressive form. The theory of direct perception with the notion of
affordances is an inspiration for this.
III The unity of form, interaction, and function combined with the
skills inspired information-for-use paves the way for aesthetic
interaction.
I expand on each of these three aspects by reflecting on the
work done in this thesis.
I

Integrating form, interaction, and function

In chapter 1 a ‘framework for exploration’ was introduced that
indicated six fields of exploration that need to be explored when
designing for rich interaction. To ensure the integration of form,
interaction, and function, the exploration of the relations between
those three aspects are essential. In the design process of the
cameras, interaction-ideas to open up function were continuously
put to form by means of a cardboard modelling technique, see
figure 6.2. They were evaluated and adapted until they were
satisfactory for the designer. At the same time configurations of
parts were tried out. This led to new ideas which led to new interactions and/or to new configurations etc. In short, interaction
and form were explored and designed concurrently in relation to
function. Functionality itself was also explored during the design
of the cameras. For example, it was during the design process
that the idea took hold that the ‘Labelless Cam’ (RUI Cam)
would have a separate saving action instead of the pictures being
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Figure 6.2: Cardboard mock-ups

automatically saved, forcing the user to reflect on the image that
was made before saving. I want to highlight two consequences of
the integration of form, interaction, and function.
Experiential: To integrate form, interaction, and function it is
essential to explore the relations between them. Having chosen to
design for rich interaction this needs to be done in an experiential
way. For to know the quality of an interaction it needs to be experienced. Consequently the design process has to be taken from
the 2D sketching practice to the 3D modelling practice. And
from the 2D screen ‘interaction simulation’ to the 3D hands-on
‘experience simulation’.
Specific functionality: The unity of form, interaction, and
function also implies that rich interactive products are specific in
the functionality they offer. This does not mean that rich interactive products can only offer single functions. Instead it means
that rich interactive products express all of their functions and
action-possibilities in their form. For example, a rich interactive
mobile telephone that is capable of phoning and texting also
expresses both of these functions and specific action-possibilities
in its form. As a consequence, changing the functionality changes
the form and action-possibilities, thus changes the product.
II Information-for-use inspired by human skills - affordances
Human skills are tapped for information-for-use. Consequently
the actions that are needed to operate a rich interactive product
need to be on a human scale, i.e., human skills presuppose a
certain size, range, and diversity. The theory of direct perception
with the notion of affordances offers inspiration.
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Central to my ‘implementation’ of the concept of affordances is
the question of how to get information-for-use to the user. Herein
lies the reason for my consistent use of the term ‘action-possibility’ instead of control or button. Action-possibilities suggest
that they can be designed, while controls suggest that they have
been designed. This is a crucial difference. Earlier I stated that
information-for-use consists of two parts: one needs to perceive
how to act, and one needs to perceive what will happen when one
acts. It is therefore necessary for designers to get out of the mindset of buttons, sliders, and switches and get into the mind-set of
action-possibilities. Buttons, sliders, and switches are finished
products and they generally express quite well how to act on
them. But, they are generic and will therefore not express what
will happen when they are used. In contrast, action-possibilities
are completely designed from scratch to express how to act and
what will happen then. Only after the action-possibilities are
designed is there room to incorporate off-the-shelf sensors and
controls.
One of the questions that can be asked is: ‘is it possible to ‘design’ an affordance?’ In chapter 1 an affordance was described as
being neither a property of the environment nor a property of man.
Affordances ‘exist’ only in the relation between environment and
man, affordances are dynamic. My stance in this therefore is that
an affordance cannot be ‘designed’ as such, for if an affordance
is not a property of the environment it is neither a property of
products. However, the idea that the world is a place with which
man can meaningfully interact on the basis of his perception and
not on the basis of his memory alone is powerful, attractive, and
inspirational for designers. The idea suggests that products can
be designed so that they are intuitive, not by simplifying, but
through expressive, meaningful form. It suggests that products
do not have to be targeted either at dummies or power-users, but
that it might be possible to design products that can be gradually
explored, that need skills beyond memory.
III Aesthetic interaction
In chapter 1 aesthetic interaction was tentatively defined as: ‘the
aesthetic experience that can only be had while interacting’. I
define aesthetic interaction in a narrow sense. I talk only about
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the aesthetics ‘in’ the interaction. From my experience in designing, building, and using rich interactive cameras I see three
prerequisites for aesthetic interaction.
The first prerequisite is the absence of user-frustration. In
chapter 2, I speculated about ‘aesthetic interaction’. It was
stated that for a camera to offer aesthetic interaction it should not
frustrate its user. I see an interesting analogy with the concept
of ‘comfort’. Vink (2005) states that comfort does not equal lack
of discomfort. Similarly I think that aesthetic interaction does
not equal lack of frustration. However, absence of frustration is
certainly needed for someone to experience aesthetic interaction.
The second prerequisite is the presence of rich action-possibilities. Earlier I stated that the actions needed to operate rich
interactive products need to be on a human scale. This means that
the actions are not small and repetitive as is the case in a keypad
of a mobile phone for example, but broad, expressive, and diverse.
Action-possibilities that accommodate such actions are called
‘rich action possibilities’. Because these rich action-possibilities
offer many opportunities to tweak the ‘feel’ of the product they
make it more probable that they offer aesthetic interaction.
The third and final prerequisite is the presence of other kinds
of aesthetics. Aesthetics of appearance (Locher, 2005), aesthetics
of context (Hummels, 2000), and aesthetics of narrative (Dunne,
2001) to name a few.
That said, the question remains what aesthetic interaction is.
Arguing from the earlier working-definition aesthetic interaction
must be a dynamic quality of the interaction for it is only present while interacting. I therefore identify aesthetic interaction
through how it impresses the senses during interaction. I give
two examples. Aesthetic interaction can be found in the ‘feel’
of action-possibilities. Think of the push-back force and inertia
of the screen, but also the ‘click’ of the lever to browse picture.
Second, the way how action and feedback are coupled contributes
to aesthetic interaction. Consider the picture that flows into the
memory card when the screen is pushed towards it.
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6.2

Rich interaction in context
Here I take the time to discuss the concept of rich interaction in
a broader context. First I discuss how the cameras that were designed fit in existing research. I discuss how rich interaction can
feedback into the research area of tangible interaction. Finally I
compare the concept of rich interaction to commercially available
products.

6.2.1 A broad concept touching on different areas of research and
application
Not only do the conceptual cameras explore the concept of
rich interaction, they touch on different areas of research and
application too. The ‘camera with a minimal amount of controls’
shows an interaction concept for an ambient intelligent museum
space (Weiser and Brown, 1996; Aarts and Marzano, 2003). The
‘camera that fits the body’ is an example of a product that relates
to the design for experience movement (Buchenau and Fulton
Suri, 2000; Batterbee, 2003; Forlizzi and Batterbee, 2004). It
also exploits the possibilities of reflecting the expressiveness of
action in the expressiveness of the pictures that are taken (Buur
et al., 2004; Hummels, 2000). The ‘camera with a touch-screen
only’ employs and extends principles that are known from the
graphical user interface world.
What I want to demonstrate here is the wide applicability of
the notion of rich interaction. I pinpoint this because with ‘rich
interaction’ I do not want to demarcate another territory by introducing new jargon. First, I am interested in solving interaction
problems using the strength of design.
6.2.2 Tangible interaction
Chapter 1 describes tangible interaction as an area of research
that is primarily concerned with human-computer interaction,
and not so much with consumer products, though some compelling examples are available in consumer products and one of
the first examples of a tangible interface was an interface for a
consumer product (Polynor, 1995). Where the earlier tangible
interfaces mostly are task specific interfaces there appears to be a
trend to make tangible interfaces generic (Ullmer et al., 2003).
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The cameras differ from ‘normal’ tangible user interfaces.
Apart from obvious differences like portability there are also
structural differences. The cameras were designed to be a unity
of form, interaction, and function while respecting man’s skills.
Where TUIs are concerned with physicalizing functions or flows
of digital information, the cameras are concerned with physicalizing interaction while expressing functionality. The cameras are
‘packages’ where form, interaction, and function are integrated.
TUIs offer physical handles for (streams of) digital information.
In line with Jensen et al. (2005) I think that the cameras are
essentially products while tangible user interfaces are essentially
interfaces to computer systems.
The work presented here emphasizes the application of tangible interfacing techniques in the domain of consumer products.
Tangible interfacing was considered an inspirational area of
research because it also emphasizes the perceptual-motor skills
in addition to the cognitive skills of man, it respects body and
brain. Several of the main streams of tangible interaction were
implemented in the cameras that were designed. For example:
The ‘camera with the minimal amount of controls’ can be seen as
a token (Holmquist et al., 1999). The ‘camera with a control for
each of its functions’ contains several examples of physical direct
interaction principles (Shneiderman cited in Ullmer, 2002) where
the control is also indicating state of that control (e.g., manual
setting of focus, aperture, and shutter-time). And the ‘camera
without labels on its controls’ (RUI camera) offers an example of
image data being manipulated through physical interaction, for
example, in saving an image.
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6.3

Research through design
In this thesis the research through design approach was used.
This approach can be roughly described as: ‘gaining knowledge
through the process of designing, building and testing highly
experiential prototypes’. Five cameras were designed. One of
these cameras was developed into a working prototype with
four exchangeable interface modules, each with a different
interaction-style. Here I reflect on several aspects of the research
through design approach, but particularly situation-specificity,
in line with Archer’s (1995) definition.

6.3.1 Designerly skills
In the introduction I stated that the problem area unfolds through
the skills of the designer. Or in other words the specific viewpoint
of a designer leads to different insights than a viewpoint from
other areas of research. The knowledge gained through the
cameras is directly relevant for the design of interactive products
and can be accessed in two ways: the cameras themselves can be
used as inspiration for the design of a broad area of interactive
products and the framework for exploration can be used as a
guide for this.
In a research through design process two phases can be
distinguished. A design phase and a research phase. In the first
phase knowledge from the research areas of tangible interaction
and direct perception was explored in a product context. The
boundaries of tangible interaction principles and the creation
of information-for-use were investigated, through design, and
when necessary transgressed, also through design. For example,
while the rich interactive (labelless) camera employs tangible
interaction principles, it hardly fits in existing frameworks. Also,
the observation that feedback of a first action (take a picture)
provides feedforward for a second action (save or delete picture)
offers opportunities to revise existing interaction-frameworks
that often consider only single actions. More importantly, during
the first phase knowledge on rich interaction also surfaced, i.e.,
the two typical characteristics of rich interaction, MR APs and
MURPS. This knowledge was used for the second phase of the
research through design approach. In the research phase, four
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different interaction-styles were compared in an experiment. The
knowledge that was gained in this experiment was used to refine
the definition of rich interaction.
Summarizing, during the first phase the boundaries of research
areas were explored and sometimes even crossed, during the second phase knowledge was consolidated and the boundaries were
redefined. During both of the phases questions were raised that
can be used to spark new research. New research could explore
for example: refined frameworks for tangible interaction and
information-for-use, the differences between software products
and hardware products, or the aesthetics of interaction.
6.3.2 Generalizability
Archer (1995) also states that care has to be taken when generalizing from a research through design process. The knowledge
gained in this thesis revolves around the cameras and is split in
three. First the cameras themselves can be regarded as knowledge. Physicalized knowledge that can be used as inspiration by
designers. Second, a framework for exploration is provided to
design for rich interaction, it can be used by designers to design
for rich interaction. Third, a new branch of tangible interaction
was explored, tangible interactive consumer products.
Let’s get back to the question that started this research: “Is it
possible to diversify interaction-style beyond the ‘menus on screen
and navigation buttons’-paradigm, and how can this be done”. I
succeeded in demonstrating that one can do without the menus
on screens and navigation buttons. The question might be asked
how this can be generalized. Is it only ‘generalizable’ to the design
of cameras? Or is it generalizable to other products as well? And
what kinds of products are those? The knowledge gained goes
well beyond the camera examples that were used to explore and
demonstrate the concept of rich interaction. What is essential
in the rich interactive cameras are the rich action-possibilities,
and not the fact that they were used in cameras here. Those rich
action-possibilities can be used to open up functionality of other
products as well. Still, the subject of this thesis is human-product
interaction. The context where this knowledge applies is therefore
the area of interactive consumer products.
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6.3.3 Summarizing
In a research through design process, design methodology
meets research methodology, both contribute. Design integrates
knowledge from different areas of research into relevant, highly
experiential prototypes. Research offers the methods to conduct
experiments and to draw knowledge from these prototypes. It
would be a mistake to think that the prototypes that result from
a research through design process are products that are production ready. The prototypes can be seen as ‘physical hypotheses’
that have sufficient product qualities to draw valid and relevant
conclusions from. For only through experiencing and testing
interaction can the quality of it be assessed.
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6.4

Closing remarks
I finish this thesis with a challenge for product designers and a
plea for design as a generator of knowledge. In the introduction
I stated that the design of the physical form and the design of the
interface of interactive products became separated. In this thesis
I have advocated an integral approach to designing interactive products. I think that this integral approach of designing
interactive products also changes the job of the designers of such
products. For starters, they need not only skills in the traditional
design process, they also need to develop new skills to get a grip
on the interactive aspects. It is no longer sufficient to explore the
static aspects of products, the dynamic qualities have to be tackled as well. Therefore I change the job of interaction designers
from: ‘designer of 2D screen graphics’ to ‘designer of interactive
products’.
Lastly, I plea for design as a generator of knowledge. In this
thesis I have explored and defined the concept of rich interaction
through the process of designing and building conceptual products. Only through building these highly experiential prototypes
can the quality of interaction be assessed. Only through designing product concepts can the relevance of new ideas be tested.
Designers ask different questions; what will be the use, how will
it feel, why do we want that. Different questions lead to different
answers. Answering those questions is only possible through
designing.
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Appendix 3-Ia Questionnaire of experiment 1 (Dutch)
We zijn bezig met het ontwikkelen van een nieuwe digitale camera. Ik zal je
straks na elkaar twee modellen van camera’s laten zien en vasthouden. Ik wil je
vragen de modellen eens te bekijken en een aantal vragen te beantwoorden. Ik
wil je vragen ‘hardop te zeggen wat je doet’. Tot slot, voor deze test zijn niet alle
functies die je normaal in camera’s aantreft geimplementeerd.
<De eerste camera wordt tevoorschijn gehaald en aan de proefpersoon gegeven.>
Er kunnen onderdelen bewogen worden. Je moet de opdrachten uitvoeren met
de mogelijkheden die de camera biedt. Je mag er geen knopjes bij bedenken.
1).

Hoe werkt deze camera? Wil je ‘hardop zeggen wat je doet’?
Stel je voor dat je een foto wilt maken van het object dat daar op tafel staat.
<Experimenter wijst het dummy object aan.>Als een handeling van jou een (fysieke)
reactie van de camera tot gevolg heeft dan zal ik die simuleren. Geef aan
wanneer het volgens jou gelukt is om te doen wat ik vraag. Wil je ‘hardop
zeggen wat je doet’?

2a). Zet de camera aan.
2b). Zoom in op die cylinder.
2c). Maak een foto van die cylinder.
Nu komen er twee mogelijkheden:
Mogelijkheid 1. Stel nu dat de foto die je maakte mooi gelukt is.
2d). Sla de foto die je gemaakt hebt op.
mogelijkheid 2. Stel nu dat de foto die je maakte onscherp is.
2e). Sla de foto niet op.
Stel je voor dat je al een hele reeks foto’s gemaakt en opgeslagen hebt.
2f). Bekijk de foto’s die je hebt opgeslagen.
Deze camera kan kleine foto’s maken en grote foto’s maken. Van kleine foto’s
kun je er heel veel opslaan en van grote foto’s minder. Het voordeel van grote
foto’s is de hogere kwaliteit. De camera staat nu ingesteld om grote foto’s te
maken.
2g). Stel de camera in op het maken van kleine foto’s.
3).
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Wat vind je van de camera en hoe er foto’s mee gemaakt kunnen worden?

<Als de proefpersoon een andere interpretatie gaf van de werking van de camera:> Wij
hadden een andere bedieningswijze in gedachten. <Experimenter legt uit.>
3’). Wat vind je van deze andere bedieningswijze? Vind je jouw interpretatie
duidelijker? Waarom?
4).

Mis je nog functies in deze camera? Zo ja, welke en waarom?

5).

Heeft je nog vragen of opmerkingen over deze camera?
We hebben nu de eerste camera gehad. Ik wil vragen of je dit model weer wilt
bekijken en of je er dan nog een aantal vragen over wilt beantwoorden. Ook zou
ik weer willen vragen of je ‘hardop wilt nadenken’.
<De tweede camera wordt tevoorschijn gehaald en aan de proefpersoon gegeven>

6).

Hoe werkt deze camera? Wil je ‘hardop zeggen wat je doet’?
Stel je voor dat je een foto wilt maken van het object dat daar op tafel staat.
<Experimenter wijst het dummy object aan> Als een handeling van jou een (fysieke)
reactie van de camera tot gevolg heeft dan zal ik die simuleren. Geef aan
wanneer het volgens jou gelukt is om te doen wat ik vraag. Wil je ‘hardop
zeggen wat je doet’?

7a). Zet de camera aan.
7b). Zoom in op die cylinder.
7c). Maak een foto van die cylinder.
Nu komen er twee mogelijkheden:
Mogelijkheid 1. Stel nu dat de foto die je maakte mooi gelukt is.
7d). Sla de foto die je gemaakt hebt op.
mogelijkheid 2. Stel nu dat de foto die je maakte onscherp is.
7e). Sla de foto niet op.
Stel je voor dat je al een hele reeks foto’s gemaakt en opgeslagen hebt.
7f). Bekijk de foto’s die je hebt opgeslagen.
Deze camera kan kleine foto’s maken en grote foto’s maken. Van kleine foto’s
kun je er heel veel opslaan en van grote foto’s minder. Het voordeel van grote
foto’s is de hogere kwaliteit. De camera staat nu ingesteld om grote foto’s te
maken.
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7g). Stel de camera in op het maken van kleine foto’s.
8).

Wat vind je van de camera en hoe er foto’s mee gemaakt kunnen worden?
<Als de proefpersoon een andere interpretatie gaf van de werking van de camera:>
Wij hadden een andere bedieningswijze in gedachten. <Experimenter legt uit.>

8’). Wat vind je van deze andere bedieningswijze? Vind je jouw interpretatie
duidelijker? Waarom?
9).

Mis je nog functies in deze camera? Zo ja, welke en waarom?

10). Heb je nog vragen of opmerkingen over deze camera?
Tot zover deze camera. <Experimenter legt beide camera’s op tafel.>
11a. Welke camera vind je mooier qua uiterlijk? Waarom?
11b). Welke camera lijkt je mooier qua gebruik? Waarom?
11c). Welke camera lijkt je prettiger in gebruik? Waarom?
12). Heb je bekendheid met camera’s en/of fotografie?
13). Man/Vrouw
14). Wat is je leeftijd?
15). Wat is je beroep?
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Appendix 3-Ib Questionnaire of experiment 1 (English)
We are developing a new digital camera. After this introduction I will have
two mock-ups of digital cameras that you can hold and look at, one after the
other. I would like to ask you to have a look at the mock-ups and answer a
few questions. Please ‘think out loud’. Finally, for this experiment not every
function that you would normally expect in a digital camera is implemented.
<The first camera is given to the participant.>
It is possible to move parts of the camera. Answering the questions, you have to
make do with what the camera offers. You are not allowed to invent buttons.
1).

How is this camera operated? Please ‘think out loud’.
Imagine that you want to take a picture of the object that stands on the table
there. <Experimenter points to the dummy object.> If an action of yours results in
a (physical) reaction, I will simulate it. Please indicate when you feel that you
succeeded in doing what was asked. Please ‘think out loud’.

2a). Switch on the camera.
2b). Zoom in on that cylinder.
2c). Take a picture of that cylinder.
Now there will be two options:
Option 1. Imagine that the picture that you took is good.
2d). Save the picture that you took.
Option 2. Imagine that the picture that you took is blurry.
2e). Do not save the picture that you took.
Imagine that you took and saved a whole series of pictures.
2f). View the pictures that you saved.
This camera is capable of taking small pictures and big pictures. You can save
many small pictures and less big pictures. The advantage of big pictures is the
higher quality. The camera is now set to take big pictures.
2g). Change the settings of the camera to take small pictures.
3).

How do you like the camera and how do you like how it is operated?
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<If the participant operated the camera differently than intended:>
We had a different operation of the camera in mind. <Experimenter explains.>
3’)

How do you like this different operation of the camera? Do you find your
interpretation more clear? Why?

4).

Do you miss functionality in this camera? If yes, which and why?

5).

Do you have questions or remarks regarding this camera?
This was the first camera. I would like to ask you to have a look at this mock-up
and answer a few questions about it. Again, please think out loud.
<The second camera is given to the participant>

6).

How is this camera operated? Please ‘think out loud’.
Imagine that you want to take a picture of the object that stands on the table
there. <Experimenter points to the dummy object.> If an action of yours results in
a (physical) reaction, I will simulate it. Please indicate when you feel that you
succeeded in doing what was asked. Please ‘think out loud’.

7a). Switch on the camera.
7b). Zoom in on that cylinder.
7c). Take a picture of that cylinder.
Now there will be two options:
Option 1. Imagine that the picture that you took is good.
7d). Save the picture that you took.
Option 2. Imagine that the picture that you took is blurry.
7e). Do not save the picture that you took.
Imagine that you took and saved a whole series of pictures.
7f). View the pictures that you saved.
This camera is capable of taking small pictures and big pictures. You can save
many small pictures and less big pictures. The advantage of big pictures is the
higher quality. The camera is now set to take big pictures.
7g). Change the settings of the camera to take small pictures.
8).
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How do you like the camera and how do you like how it is operated?

<If the participant operated the camera differently than intended:>
We had a different operation of the camera in mind. <Experimenter explains.>
8’)

How do you like this different operation of the camera? Do you find your
interpretation more clear? Why?

9).

Do you miss functionality in this camera? If yes, which and why?

10). Do you have questions or remarks regarding this camera?
That is it for this camera. <Experimenter puts both camera mock-ups on the table.>
11a). Which camera do you find more beautiful in appearance? Why?
11b). Which camera do you find more beautiful in use? Why?
11c). Which camera do you find more pleasant in use? Why?
12). Are you familiar with cameras and/or photography?
13). Male/Female
14). What is your age?
15). What is your occupation?
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Appendix 5-Ia ‘AttracDif 2’ questionnaire and evaluational constructs (Dutch)
1

HQI_1

afzonderend 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

2

HQI_2

als een leek 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

een band scheppend

3

HQI_3

stijlloos 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

4

HQI_4

minderwaardig 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

5

HQI_5

buitensluitend 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

6

HQI_6

scheidt me van de mensen 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

7

HQI_7

niet toonbaar 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

toonbaar

8

HQS_1

traditioneel 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

origineel

9

HQS_2

fantasieloos 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

creatief

10 HQS_3

voorzichtig 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

moedig

11 HQS_4

conservatief 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

12 HQS_5

suf 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

13 HQS_6

ongevaarlijk 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

14 HQS_7

gewoon 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

vakkundig
stijlvol
waardevol
bij de groep trekkend
brengt me dichter bij de mensen

innovatief
biologerend
uitdagend
nieuw

15 PQ_1

technisch 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

16 PQ_2

gecompliceerd 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

17 PQ_3

onpraktisch 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

18 PQ_4

omslachtig 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

19 PQ_5

onberekenbaar 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

voorspelbaar

20 PQ_6

verwarrend 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

overzichtelijk

21 PQ_7

weerbarstig 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

hanteerbaar

22

menselijk
eenvoudig
praktisch
direct

lelijk 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

mooi

23

slecht 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

goed

24

moeilijk in gebruik 1----2----3----4----5----6----7
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makkelijk in gebruik

Appendix 5-Ib ‘AttracDif 2’ questionnaire and evaluational constructs (English)
This English translation of the ‘AttracDif 2’ questionnaire is taken from Hassenzahl
(2004).
1

HQI_1

isolating 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

2

HQI_2

amateurish 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

integrating

3

HQI_3

gaudy 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

classy

4

HQI_4

cheap 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

valuable

5

HQI_5

noninclusive 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

inclusive

6

HQI_6

takes me distant from people 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

7

HQI_7

unpresentable 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

8

HQS_1

typical 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

original

9

HQS_2

standard 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

creative

10 HQS_3

cautious 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

courageous

11 HQS_4

conservative 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

12 HQS_5

lame 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

exciting

13 HQS_6

easy 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

challenging

14 HQS_7

commonplace 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

professional

brings me closer to people
presentable

innovative

new

15 PQ_1

technical 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

human

16 PQ_2

complicated 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

simple

17 PQ_3

impractical 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

18 PQ_4

cumbersome 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

19 PQ_5

unpredictable 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

20 PQ_6

confusing 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

21 PQ_7

unruly 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

practical
direct
predictable
clear
manageable

22

ugly 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

beautiful

23

bad 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

good

24

hard-to-use 1----2----3----4----5----6----7

easy-to-use
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Appendix 5-IIa Preferences for action per camera (Dutch & English)
1).

wat vond u het leukste tijdens het gebruiken van de camera? (zie ook de
videoclipjes)

1).

‘what did you like best while using the camera? (see also the video clips)’
action a.

action b.

hoe je een foto kunt nemen

hoe je een foto kunt opslaan

‘ how a picture is taken’

‘ how a picture is saved’

action c.

action d.

hoe je een foto kunt weggooien

hoe je foto’s kunt terugzien

‘ how a picture is deleted’

‘ how pictures can be viewed’

Appendix 5-IIb Preferences for action per camera (Dutch & English)
2).

waarom vond u dit het leukste?

2).

‘why did you like this best?’
ik kan zien welke acties nodig zijn:
‘I can see what actions are needed’
mee oneens 1------2------3------4------5------6------7

mee eens

‘I agree’

‘I do not agree’

de camera laat zien wat hij aan het doen is:
‘the camera shows what it is doing’
mee oneens 1------2------3------4------5------6------7

mee eens

‘I agree’

‘I do not agree’

3).

kunt u daar wat meer over vertellen?

3).

‘can you explain?’
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Appendix 5-IIIa Preferences for action over cameras (Dutch & English)
4).

u heeft nu vier verschillende camera’s gebruikt, wat vond u het leukste om te
gebruiken?

4).

‘you have used four different cameras, what did you like best in use?’
Ia

IIa

IIIa

IVa

foto nemen
‘take picture’

foto nemen
‘take picture’

foto nemen
‘take picture’

foto nemen
‘take picture’

Ib

IIb

IIIb

IVb

foto opslaan
‘save picture’

foto opslaan
‘save picture’

foto opslaan
‘save picture’

foto opslaan
‘save picture’

Ic

IIc

IIIc

IVc

foto weggooien
‘delete picture’

foto weggooien
‘delete picture’

foto weggooien
‘delete picture’

foto weggooien
‘delete picture’

Id

IId

IIId

IVd

foto’s terugzien
‘view pictures’

foto’s terugzien
‘view pictures’

foto’s terugzien
‘view pictures’

foto’s terugzien
‘view pictures’

5).

waarom vond u dat het leukste?

5).

‘why did you like that best?’
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6).

u heeft nu vier verschillende camera’s gebruikt, wat vond u het minst leuk om te
gebruiken?

6).

‘you have used four different cameras, what did you like least in use?’

Ia

IIa

IIIa

IVa

foto nemen
‘take picture’

foto nemen
‘take picture’

foto nemen
‘take picture’

foto nemen
‘take picture’

Ib

IIb

IIIb

IVb

foto opslaan
‘save picture’

foto opslaan
‘save picture’

foto opslaan
‘save picture’

foto opslaan
‘save picture’

Ic

IIc

IIIc

IVc

foto weggooien
‘delete picture’

foto weggooien
‘delete picture’

foto weggooien
‘delete picture’

foto weggooien
‘delete picture’

Id

IId

IIId

IVd

foto’s terugzien
‘view pictures’

foto’s terugzien
‘view pictures’

foto’s terugzien
‘view pictures’

foto’s terugzien
‘view pictures’

7).

waarom vond u dat het minst leuk?

7).

‘why did you like that least?’
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Appendix 5-IIIb Preferences for action over cameras (Dutch & English)
8).

schik de camera’s van lelijk (links) naar mooi (rechts)
(gebruik de plaatjes van de camera’s)

8).

‘arrange the cameras from ugly (left) to beautiful (right)
(use the picture cards)’

lelijk

mooi

‘ugly’

‘ beautiful’

9).

schik de camera’s van slecht (links) naar goed (rechts)
(gebruik de plaatjes van de camera’s)

9).

‘arrange the cameras from bad (left) to good (right)
(use the picture cards)’

slecht

goed

‘ bad’

‘good’

10). schik de camera’s van moeilijk te gebruiken (links) naar makkelijk te gebruiken (rechts)
(gebruik de plaatjes van de camera’s)
10). ‘arrange the cameras from hard-to-use (left) to easy-to-use (right)
(use the picture cards)’
moeilijk te
gebruiken

makkelijk te
gebruiken

‘ hard-to-use’

‘easy-to-use’
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Appendix 5-IV General questions (Dutch & English)
algemene vragen
‘general questions’
11). wat is uw geslacht?

man / vrouw

11). ‘what is you gender?’

‘male/female’

12). bent u links- of rechtshandig

links / rechts

12). ‘are you left or right handed?

‘ left/right’

13). wat is uw leeftijd?
13). ‘what is your age?’
14). wat is uw beroep?
14). ‘what is your occupation?’
15). maakt u vaak foto’s?

nooit / soms / regelmatig / ik kan niet zonder fototoestel

15). ‘ do you often take pictures?’ ‘never/sometimes/regularly/I can’t live without a camera’
16). vindt u het leuk om foto’s te maken?

helemaal niet leuk/neutraal/heel erg leuk

16). ‘ do you like taking pictures?’

‘not at all/neatral/very much

17). heeft u ervaring met analoge camera’s?

ja / nee

17). ‘ do you have experience with analogue cameras?’

‘yes/no’

18). heeft u ervaring met digitale camera’s?

ja / nee

18). ‘ do you have experience with digital cameras?’

‘yes/no’

19). voor welk type heeft u een voorkeur?

analoog/digitaal/geen voorkeur

19). ‘which type do you prefer?’

‘analogue/digital/no preference

20). wat denkt u dat een camera zoals deze kost? <500/500-1000/1000-1500/1500>
20). ‘ how much does such a camera cost?’
21). zou u dat betalen?

ja / nee

21). ‘would you pay that?’

‘yes/no’
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Abstract
The subject of this thesis is human-product interaction, particularly interaction with consumer products.
From the start of the industrial age consumer products
became more and more interactive. But, as electronics became
small and sufficiently cheap to be incorporated into consumer
products a new type of products emerged. Because of the tiny
size of the functional components the products became smaller
and the designer gained much freedom in giving form to these
products. Moreover, the interaction with these products became
designable. This had consequences for how these products are
used. More importantly here, it has consequences for the product
design process.
With the rise of interactive products the information-for-use
that these products offered gradually became abstracted. Before
products became interactive, information-for-use was a consequence of form and use, they addressed all skills of man (i.e.,
perceptual-motor skills, cognitive skills, and emotional skills).
This contrasts with electronic products that depend for information-for-use on icons and labels on buttons and address primarily
man’s cognitive skills.
Interactive products have three properties: form, interaction,
and function. These properties are related to each other. In this
thesis a new interaction paradigm for interactive consumer
products is explored: rich interaction. The freedom of form that
is a consequence of modern electronics is exploited by having
the form of products expressing what can be done with them.
Thereby information-for-use can be offered that is inspired by
function, and interaction can be opened up for all skills of man.
To accomplish this, a new approach for designing interactive
products is proposed that is design driven: an integral design
process, inspired by the traditional design process, in which the
three properties, form, interaction and function, are concurrently
explored and designed so that the resulting products have a unity
of form, interaction, and function.
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This thesis follows a ‘research through design’ approach. This
is an approach where products are designed to explore implications of theory in context. A research through design process
generates knowledge on the products that are designed and on
the process of designing these products. This knowledge is conditional but can be generalized in the form of design specifications
for future products and in new theory or frameworks. This can be
done under the condition that the researcher positions himself in
theory to provide a context for the knowledge that is generated.
The context for this thesis is provided by two existing areas of
research: tangible interaction and the theory of direct perception.
The research area of tangible interaction concerns the physicalization of digital information and functionality. It opens up the
realm of the digital for people’s perceptual-motor skills. This
research area is complemented by the theory of direct perception
which states that man perceives his environment in terms of what
he can do with it. It offers insight into how information-for-use
can be given through expressive form.
These two research areas provide a basis for a first definition
of rich interaction. To design for rich interaction is to start from
people’s skills, aiming at aesthetic interaction, concurrently
designing form, interaction, and functionality. A framework
for exploration is provided that can be used to design for rich
interaction.
To demonstrate and further explore the concept of rich interaction five conceptual digital cameras are designed that cover a
wide solution domain for rich interaction. Five interaction themes
that all fit into the rich interaction paradigm are defined to spark
the creative design process:
1. A digital camera with a minimal amount of controls
2. A digital camera with a control for each of its functions
3. A digital camera that fits the human body
4. A digital camera that uses a touch-screen only
5. A digital camera that has no labels on its controls
The designs for the camera are elaborated to the level of physical mock-up. While designing the five conceptual cameras it is
found that two typical characteristics keep resurfacing as a result
of the integration of form, interaction, and function. First, Moderelevant action-possibilities (MR APs): action-possibilities that
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are only offered when they are relevant for the mode-of-use.
Second, mode-of-use reflected in physical state (MURPS): in
each mode-of-use the form of the camera is different. These characteristics effectively comprise the differences between a rich
interface and a more conventional interface. The camera that has
no labels on its controls possesses the most expressive relations
between the two characteristics, it is therefore chosen for further
investigation. For the rest of this abstract that camera is referred
to as the camera with the rich user interface (RUI camera).
A first exploratory experiment is set up in which the mockup of the RUI camera is compared to a mock-up of a camera
with a more conventional interface. From this experiment two
conclusions are drawn. First, to assess the quality of an interaction-style one needs working, interactive prototypes. Second, to
compare different interaction-styles the influence of form should
be constant, as far as possible. Therefore it was decided to build a
working prototype of the RUI camera. Moreover, the prototype
is made modular so that different interface modules can be fitted
to make it possible to compare different interaction-styles within
the same form-language.
Four interface modules are designed and built. Each module
has a different interaction-style, systematically varied, based on
the differences between the original RUI camera and conventional
digital cameras. The first interface variation is an adaptation of
the RUI camera, the fourth interface variation is an adaptation of
a conventional camera. The second and the third interface variation each implement only one of the two differentiating factors.
The second interface variation has MURPS but not MR APs.
The third interface variation has MR APs but not MURPS. By
means of combining the interface modules with the prototype
four cameras can be assembled. Together these cameras span a
range of interaction-styles from rich to conventional.
A second experiment is set up to investigate the qualities of
the four interaction styles and to compare the rich interaction
paradigm to the more conventional interaction paradigm. An
important aspect of rich interaction is the aesthetic quality of
interaction itself. Therefore the first hypothesis concerns the
aesthetics of interaction. Next the differences between the interaction paradigms are investigated. Hypotheses two, three, and
four concern the differentiating characteristics, the independent
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variables of the experiment. Finally, the fifth hypothesis concerns
two usability measures: efficiency and effectivity. The four different cameras were tested in a real-world setting, a photo-studio.
Each participant used all four combinations to make three beautiful pictures of a still life and was asked to fill in questionnaires
before and after use.
The analyses of the experimental results indicates that aesthetic interaction is present in the RUI camera, the camera that
has both MR APs and MURPS. The experiment also reveales
that MR APs influence the perceived ease-of-use positively,
moreover, the cameras that employ MR APs are preferred over
the other cameras. MURPS on the other hand did not seem
to influence perceived ease-of-use or preference, positively or
negatively. Finally, the RUI camera is not found to differ on
efficiency and effectivity from the conventional camera. Only one
of the cameras is found to differ on these measures, the camera
that employs MURPS, but not MR APs. This is attributed to a
usability problem that is found to be present in that camera.
Lastly a reflection is given on the work that was done. It is
started with a refined definition of rich interaction:
Rich interaction: A paradigm for interactive consumer products that
results in a unity of form, interaction, and function and taps human
skills (perceptual-motor skills, cognitive skills, and emotional skills)
for information-for-use thereby setting the stage for aesthetic interaction.
This definition emphasizes three aspects of rich interaction.
First, to design for rich interaction is to integrate form, interaction, and function. Form, interaction, function and the relations
between them are concurrently explored and designed.
Second, rich interaction taps human skills for information-foruse. This means that information-for-use is not abstracted from
human skills but that functionality is directly accessible through
expressive form. The theory of direct perception is an inspiration
for this.
Third, the unity of form, interaction, and funtion combined
with the skills inspired information-for-use paves the way for
aesthetic interaction.
Then it is shown that the research on the cameras is relevant
to different areas of research and application, including tangible
interaction. Reflecting on the research through design method
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the knowledge that results from this research is discussed. The
notion of rich interaction crosses the boundaries of existing
frameworks. This is the result of the design approach that was
taken, the specific viewpoint of the designer leads to different
insights than the viewpoint from other areas of research. The
context where the generated knowledge applies is the area of interactive consumer products. Finally, a plea is made for design as
a generator as knowledge. For designers ask different questions.
Different questions lead to different answers. Answering those
questions is only possible through designing.
Joep Frens, 2006
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Samenvatting
Het onderwerp van dit proefschrift is mens-product interactie, in
het bijzonder interactie met consumentenproducten.
Vanaf het begin van het industriële tijdperk werden consumentenproducten steeds interactiever. Maar vanaf het moment
dat elektronische componenten klein en goedkoop genoeg werden
om ingebouwd te worden in consumentenproducten ontstond
een nieuw type producten. De producten werden kleiner en de
ontwerper verwierf meer vrijheid in het vormgeven van deze
producten. Bovendien werd de interactie met deze producten
ontwerpbaar. Dit had gevolgen voor hoe deze producten werden
gebruikt. En belangrijker voor dit proefschrift, het had gevolgen
voor het ontwerpproces van deze producten.
Met de opkomst van de interactieve producten werd de informatie-voor-gebruik die door deze producten werd aangeboden
steeds abstracter. Voordat producten interactief werden, was
informatie-voor-gebruik een consequentie van hun vorm en
gebruik, ze spraken alle vaardigheden van de mens aan (perceptueel-motorische vaardigheden, cognitieve vaardigheden en
emotionele vaardigheden). Dit in tegenstelling tot elektronische
producten die voor informatie-voor-gebruik afhankelijk zijn
van iconen en labels op knoppen en met name de cognitieve
vaardigheden van de mens aanspreken.
Interactieve producten hebben drie eigenschappen: vorm,
interactie en functie. Deze eigenschappen zijn gerelateerd aan
elkaar. In dit proefschrift wordt een nieuw interactie paradigma
voor consumentenproducten geëxploreerd: rijke interactie. De
vormgevingsvrijheid die geboden wordt als consequentie van het
gebruik van moderne elektronica wordt uitgebuit om de vorm
van producten uit te laten drukken wat er mee gedaan kan worden. Hierdoor kan informatie-voor-gebruik worden aangeboden
die is geïnspireerd op de functionaliteit en kan de interactie
met producten worden ontsloten voor alle vaardigheden van de
mens. Om dit te realiseren wordt een nieuwe aanpak voor het
ontwerpen van interactieve producten voorgesteld die ontwerpgestuurd is: een integraal ontwerpproces dat op het traditionele
ontwerpproces is geïnspireerd waar de drie eigenschappen,
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vorm, interactie en functie tegelijkertijd worden geëxploreerd en
ontworpen en waardoor de resulterende producten een eenheid
van vorm, interactie en functie verwerven.
In dit proefschrift is gebruik gemaakt van de ‘onderzoek door
ontwerpen’ aanpak. Dit is een onderzoeksaanpak waarin producten worden ontworpen om de implicaties van bepaalde theorieën
in de praktijk te exploreren. Een ‘onderzoek door ontwerpen’
proces genereert kennis over de producten die ontworpen worden
en kennis over het proces van het ontwerpen van die producten.
Deze kennis is conditioneel maar kan worden gegeneralizeerd
als ontwerp specificaties voor toekomstige producten en in
nieuwe theorie of raamwerken. Dit kan gedaan worden onder de
voorwaarde dat de onderzoeker zijn theoretische uitgangspunten
expliciteert om een context te scheppen voor de gegenereerde
kennis.
De context voor dit proefschrift wordt gevormd door twee
bestaande onderzoeksgebieden: ‘tastbare interactie’ (tangible interaction) en de directe-perceptietheorie. Het onderzoeksgebied
van ‘tastbare interactie’ houdt zich bezig met het fysiek maken
van digitale informatie en digitale functionaliteit. Het maakt
het rijk van het digitale toegankelijk voor de perceptueel-motorische vaardigheden van de mens. Dit onderzoeksgebied wordt
aangevuld door de directe-perceptietheorie. Deze theorie stelt
dat de mens zijn omgeving in termen van actie-mogelijkheden
waarneemt. De theorie geeft inzicht in hoe informatie-voor-gebruik kan worden aangeboden door het gebruik van expressieve
vorm.
Deze twee onderzoeksgebieden vormen de basis voor een
eerste definitie van rijke interactie. Om voor rijke interactie te
ontwerpen moet men beginnen bij de menselijke vaardigheden
en streven naar esthetische interactie terwijl vorm, interactie en
functie tegelijkertijd worden ontworpen.
Om het idee van rijke interactie te demonstreren en verder
uit te werken zijn vijf digitale camera concepten ontworpen die
samen een breed oplossingsdomein voor rijke interactie bestrijken. Er zijn vijf thema’s gedefiniëerd die allemaal in het rijkeinteractieparadigma passen om het creatieve ontwerpproces te
ondersteunen:
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1. Een digitale camera met een minimaal aantal bedieningselementen
2. Een digitale camera met één bedieningselement voor elke functie
3. Een digitale camera die op het lichaam past
4. Een digitale camera die slechts een aanraakgevoelig scherm gebruikt
5. Een digitale camera die geen labels op zijn bedieningselementen heeft
De conceptuele ontwerpen zijn uitgewerkt tot fysieke mockups. Tijdens het ontwerpen van de vijf camera concepten bleken
twee kenmerkende karakteristieken steeds naar voren te komen
als resultaat van het integreren van vorm, interactie en functie.
Ten eerste, actie-mogelijkheden die relevant zijn voor de gebruiks-modus (Mode-Relevant Action-Possibilities - MR APs):
zulke actie-mogelijkheden worden alleen aangeboden voor
gebruik als ze relevant zijn voor de gebruiks-modus. Ten tweede,
het weerspiegelen van de gebruikstoestand (mode) in de fysieke
toestand (Mode-of-Use Reflected in Physical State - MURPS):
de vorm is verschillend in elke gebruikstoestand. Deze twee
karakteristieken vormen het verschil tussen een product met
rijke-bedieningselementen en een product met conventionelebedieningselementen. De camera zonder labels op de bedieningselementen heeft de meest expressieve relaties tussen de twee
karakteristieken en is daarom gekozen om verder onderzocht
te worden. In de rest van deze samenvatting wordt naar deze
camera verwezen als de camera met de rijke-bedieningselementen
(RUI camera).
Er is een eerste, exploratief experiment opgezet om de mockup van de RUI camera te vergelijken met een mock-up van een
conventionele camera. Dit experiment geeft aanleiding tot twee
conclusies. Ten eerste, om de kwaliteit van een interactiestijl vast
te stellen zijn werkende, interactieve prototypes essentieel. Ten
tweede, om verschillende interactiestijlen te vergelijken moet de
invloed van de vorm, voor zover mogelijk, constant gehouden
worden. Hierom is er besloten tot het bouwen van een werkend
prototype van de RUI camera. Bovendien is dit prototype
modulair ontworpen zodat er verschillende modules, elk met
verschillende bedieningselementen, in geplaatst kunnen worden.
Hierdoor kunnen verschillende interactiestijlen met elkaar
vergeleken worden binnen dezelfde vormtaal.
Er zijn vier modules, elk met verschillende bedieningselementen, ontworpen en gerealiseerd. Elke module heeft een andere
interactiestijl en deze zijn systematisch gevarieerd op basis van de
verschillen tussen de originele RUI camera en een conventionele
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digitale camera. De eerste module biedt de interactiestijl van de
RUI camera aan. De vierde module biedt de interactiestijl van
een conventionele camera aan. In de tweede en derde module is
er in elk maar één van de verschilkarakteristieken geïmplementeerd. De tweede module heeft MURPS maar geen MR APs. De
derde module heeft MR APs maar geen MURPS. Door steeds
één van deze modules in het prototype te monteren kunnen er
vier verschillende camera’s worden gevormd. Samen vormen
deze vier camera’s een rangorde van interactiestijlen van rijk tot
conventioneel.
In een tweede experiment zijn de kwaliteiten van de vier
interactiestijlen onderzocht en is het rijke-interactieparadigma
vergeleken met het conventionele interactie paradigma. Een
belangrijk aspect van rijke interactie is de esthetische kwaliteit
van de interactie zelf. Daarom betreft de eerste hypothese de esthetiek van de interactie. Vervolgens zijn de verschillen tussen de
interactiestijlen onderzocht. De tweede, derde en vierde hypothese betreffen de verschil-karakteristieken. Deze karakteristieken
zijn de onafhankelijke variabelen van het experiment. De vijfde
hypothese, tot slot, betreft twee maten voor de bedienbaarheid
van systemen: efficiëntie en effectiviteit. De vier camera’s zijn
getest in een levensechte omgeving, een fotostudio. Elke participant gebruikte alle vier de camera’s met de opdracht om drie
mooie foto’s te maken van een stilleven.
De analyse van het experiment wijst op de aanwezigheid van
esthetische interactie in de RUI camera, de camera die zowel
MR APs als MURPS heeft. Het experiment laat ook zien dat
MR APs het waargenomen gebruiksgemak positief beïnvloeden.
Bovendien worden de camera’s die MR APs hebben hoger gewaardeerd dan de andere camera’s. MURPS daarentegen lijkt het
waargenomen gebruiksgemak niet te beïnvloeden, niet positief,
maar ook niet negatief. Tot slot, er kon niet worden aangetoond
dat de RUI camera verschilt van de andere camera’s wat betreft
efficiëntie of effectiviteit. De enige camera die verschilt op deze
maten van de andere camera’s is de camera die wel MURPS heeft
maar geen MR APs. Dit wordt toegeschreven aan een specifiek
probleem in het gebruik dat zich bij die camera manifesteerde
tijdens het experiment.
Als laatste een reflectie op het werk dat is beschreven in dit
proefschrift. Eerst een verfijnde definitie van rijke interactie:
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Rijke interactie: Een paradigma voor interactieve consumentenproducten dat resulteert in een eenheid van vorm, interactie, en functie en
dat de menselijke vaardigheden (perceptueel-motorische vaardigheden,
cognitieve vaardigheden en emotionele vaardigheden) volgt in het
aanbieden van informatie-voor-gebruik, daarmee de weg vrijmakend
voor esthetische interactie.
Deze definitie legt de nadruk op drie aspecten van rijke
interactie.
Ten eerste, om voor rijke interactie te ontwerpen moet men
vorm, interactie en functie integreren. Vorm, interactie, functie
en de relaties daartussen worden gelijktijdig geëxploreerd en
ontworpen.
Ten tweede, rijke interactie volgt de menselijke vaardigheden
in het aanbieden van informatie-voor-gebruik. Dat betekent dat
de informatie-voor-gebruik niet abstract wordt aangeboden,
maar dat de functionaliteit direct toegankelijk is door middel van
expressieve vorm. De directe-perceptietheorie is daarvoor een
inspiratiebron.
Ten derde, de eenheid van vorm, interactie en functie gecombineerd met de op de menselijke vaardigheden geïnspireerde
informatie-voor-gebruik maakt de weg vrij voor esthetische
interactie.
Daarna wordt aangetoond dat het onderzoek naar de camera’s
relevant is voor verschillende onderzoeksgebieden, inclusief het
‘tastbare interactie’ onderzoeksgebied. Reflecterend op de ‘onderzoek door ontwerpen’ methode wordt de tijdens dit onderzoek
gegenereerde kennis besproken. Het idee van rijke interactie
overschrijdt de grenzen van bestaande raamwerken van kennis.
Dit is een gevolg van de onderzoeksaanpak: de specifieke kijk
van een productontwerper leidt tot andere waardevolle inzichten
dan de kijk vanuit andere onderzoeksgebieden. De gegenereerde
kennis kan worden toegepast binnen het gebied van de interactieve consumentenproducten. Tenslotte wordt er gepleit voor
het ontwerpen als kennisgenerator. Ontwerpers stellen andere
vragen, en dat leidt tot andere antwoorden. Het beantwoorden
van die vragen is alleen mogelijk door te ontwerpen.
Joep Frens, 2006
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